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INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATURE ON RAPE

In 1974, in an introduction to an earlier and unannotated rape bibliography, the
present authors and a colleague noted that the "Criminal offense of forcible rape
has become, since about 1969, a rallying topic for the women's liberation movement
in the United States, transforming'what until that lime had largely been the subject
o only criminological and legal concern to one with considerAbly extended social .

notoriety."'
Since 1974, that notoriety has extended still further, producing a veritable explo-

sion in the volume of ptiblicity about rape. Almost certainly in the present decade,
and possibly in those past, no single crime has received so sustained and widespread
attention from so diverse-a-range of sources. Thus, the crime of rape has been the
principal subject of numerous book.% articles, television documentaries, films-and.
official inquiries, both in the United States and in other countries. There are prob.
ably. few legislatures in the common law world -which have not recently either de-
bated or passed some rape-related measures. In the United States alone, a con-
temporary survershowed that 37 states had enacted laws affecting the crime of rape
during the past three years.:
In this annotated and selective bibliography, it 11 our intention to provide guidance

to the source and content of a small proportion of this publicity about rape. Locat-
ing and keeping up to date with the outpouring of materials from scholarly litera-
ture alone presents a formidable task. An accumulated total of 250 separate items
were consideredfor potential inclusiop in this, bibliography, excluding non-English
language PiabliesitiOns. The, latter omission- was-based' on-a general desire to wino-

, tate only references which could be readily 'obtained and used by readers of this
bibliography. In a similar vein, materials receiving only limited distribution in the
form.of privately circulated reports, unpublished papers, and the like were also ex-
cluded by the bibliographers in the course of their thorough and intensive review of
all available literature on this subject..

In addition to the above selection criteria, the following factors were, with certain
limited exceptions, taken into consideration in reaching a decision to choose the i52
items finally listed in the bibliography.,

Materials that were recent. Mose items were published during the last 10 years
mainly during the 1970's.

Materials that were not outdated. For example, many articles on rape law had
been superseded by subsequent statutory Changes.

Materials that appeared in a form and were issued by a source 'generally la-
beled "learned".. Readers will note, however, that certain bibliographic license has
been taken in Order to include journals such as Playboy and The New York Times
Afagazine in this categori.

Materials that were not duplicative. In cases where several articles existed on
exactly the same subject, one was chosen which seemed to be most comprehensive
and/or most frequently cited in the literature:

Not surprisingly in a literary field so liberally planted, the crop is not always of
Uniform quality. Apart front substantial duplication of materials, the rape literature
is replete with ideological references to the women's liberation movement which, as
mentioned earlier, was the major catalyst spurring fresh attention to the crime of
rape. In some cases, the references are couched in decidedly polemic terms, casting
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doubt on the objectivity of the expressed ideas, research results, and comments. In
other cases, the literature --and especially that written prior to the amid- 1970's --
exhibits unenlightened views and attitudes which can be labeled "male chauvinist"
and-which have been rightly castigated and rebutted by feminists.

As bibliographers, we have sought scrupulously to avoid qualitative judgments in
our selection and abstracting of the rape literature. However, we do feel an obliga-
tion to attempt some guidance to the users of this document which goes beyond the
process of labeling and describing contents of various publications on rape. What
follows in this introduction, ftifore, is a brief qualitative overview of the rape
literature. ,

I. Socto-COlforal and poscriptIve Footures of Rape

The items abstracted in this category include the most eclectic, and potentially
controversial, of all the literature on rape. Two major works preempt the field--"-
Menachim Amir's Patterns,o f Forcible Rape and Susan Brownmiller's Against Our
Will: Men, Women and Rape.' Muir and Brownaller adopt very different ap-
proaches to their subject:- Muir, the academic researcher, reports the results of a
landmark behavioral science study of the crime of rape-for a primarily icademii
audience, while Brownmiller synthesizes a vast array of historical and allied material
in order to present an ideological view of: ape aimed at a far broader audience.

Both Amir and Brownmiller have tad their.critics. Amir's book, which has been
more widely cited than any other single source in the rape literature, is annoyingly
flawed by poor proof reading and editing, as well as by some qiestionable method-
ology. The author also espouses a now- controversial theory' of victim precipitation
-regarding rape: This theory is described succinctly by Brownmiller in the following
terms: "Precipitation is a new concept in criminology.. It does ifot hold the victim
responsible, but it seeks to define contributing behavior Victint precipitation says,
in effect, an unlawful act has been committed but had the .victim- behaved in a dif
ferent fashion, the crime in queiion might have been avoided. Part apriori guess=

work and pan armchair detective fun-and-gamesthestudy of victim precipitation
is the least.exact of the sociological methods, for it rests in the final analysis on a set.
ofarbitrary standards."

In the tase of ripe, the theory places blame for the commission of the crime on
both the victim and the offender in varying degrees, depending upon the circum-
stances of the offense: Not surprisingly, this has been fiercely criticized as perpetu-'
ating many of the myths about rape so commonly 'held- and expressed in eon-

.
temporary society. a -

Brownthillees critics have focused mainly upon her stated view that since prehis-
toric dines rapeivas "nothing niore or less than a conscious process of intimidation
by which all men keep all women in a state of fear. "s One female reviewer ofAgainst
Our Will found the central sexual conspiracy theory to belenerallY facetious intel-
lectually", while another reviewer, a male anthrojkologist, suggeited it was based
upon "dreadful lind simply wrong anthropology.;' 6- '

Despite such 'attacks,;Arnies and Brownmillees books and as landmarks against
which all other literature on rape must presently be In the case of behav-
ioral science studieS, surprisingly little of substance has since Amir's

,work, which was based on an analysis of police records of rape in Philadelphia in
1958. and 1960. While other researchers have used nny of the demographic
categories .first formulated by Amir to compare and

ej
trast patterns of rape in

other jurisdictions, no significant replication of Amir's work has been attempted on
a national scale.

.2
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Turning from Amir and Brownmiller to other books referred to in this section of
the bibliography, mention -should be made of -MacDonald's Rape Offenders and
Their Victims., Although an often-cited and quite comprehensive study, Mac-
Donald's presentation of the problems of rape tend to lack balance and perspective:
First, the author makes frequent moral judgments about suggestive behavior and
dress of women who are raped which reflect the thinking of the pre-1970's, before
the awakening of real concern and interest in the victim. Second, MacDonald seems
unduly sympathetic to the rapist; devoting a chapterto the injustices perpetuated by
the courts towards offenders while making no mention of the plight of the victims in
the courtroom. Fin, such attitudes' to be expressed in an authoritative source seems
strange today, but it must be remembered that mosrof those who wrote about rape
prior to the advent of the women's movement were equally one-sided. Finally, in
addition to its male bias, MacDonald's book also contains 'a variety of outdated

'statements. For instance, new laws enacted in many jurisdictions restrict the admis:.
sibility of evidenceas to the prior sexual history of rape victims, whereas the stat-
utes referred to by MacDonald generally permitted such testimony.

Lest it be thought that MacDonald and.other writers of his era are treated some-
what unfairly for not possessing contemporary attitudes toward rape, it should be
noted that some authors of more recent publications deserie criticism for a certain
absence of balance in the presentation of their views on the same subject. One
example is the book by Medea and Thompson, Against Rape,' which is written with
a strong feminist bias -but lacks the backing of substantial research which is. so
obvious in Brownmiller. Later books, also written from a feminist perspective, like
baser and Schurr's Sexual Assault: Confronting Rape, in America and Diana Rus-
sell's The Politics of Rope appear much more objective thaddo Media and Thomp-
son.' Russell's work, unlike that of the other authors mentioned, is based upon
systematic interviews with rape victims and reflects her training as a sociologist.

The articles referenced in this section of the bibliography are numerous and deal
with a wide range of issues: As might be expected, the quality of the articles varies'
substantially. Those seeking access to the more important and significant articles
will find many of them reprinted in two edited volumes: Schultz's Rape Vktimology
and Chappell, Geis and Geis's Forcible Rape: The Crime, -The Victim and The Of-
femkr.10 The latter volume also contains. k number of originalk papers, as does
Brodsky and.Walker's Sexual Assault."

Rap. Victimization

The heaviest volume of literature on rape is contained in this second section of the
bibliography, dealing with rape victimization. Feminist writing; in particular, has
focused on the plight of the rape victim, revealing her trauma in graphic detail and
denouncing the criminal_ justice system for its deficiencies in responding to her
needs. The impact of this criticism on the criminal justice system has been substan-
tial, producing an array of new and modified investigative and trial procedures
designed to improve police and prosecutor treatment of rape victims.,

Much. of the material on rape victimization-is descriptive of the victim's experi-
ence or of the numerous codnseling and allied services now being made available to
persons who have been sexually assaulted. These services extend, in many cases; to
victims of crimes other than rape, constituting a fringe benefit flowing from the con-
temporary attention given to rape victimization. Indeed, the current.concem about
the rape victim has made apparent the criminal justice system's neglect of crime vic-
tims in general and has stimulated such reforms as the provision of compensation to
innocent victims of violent crimes, and improvement in criminal case processing to
take account of victim/witness needs.
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To date, the most compreheikiive behavioral science study of Yap; victimization
has been conducted by Burge? a d Holmstrom. The results of their work are re-
ported in Rape. Victims of Crisis, and in a substantial number of journal articles.,12
The research of Burgess and Hol strom is ongoing and promises to afford detailed
data concerning the long-term impact of rape victimization on the behavior and
psychology of the victim. These researchers have also begun the important task of
linking victimization experiences,viith offender typologies in an effort to understand
how patterns of victimand offender interaction are related to different outcomes
(avoidance, injury, etc.) of the clin4

Their research alio makes very aPParent the need for prompt and adequate medical
examination and treatment of rape victims. Hospital:and health care personnel are
charged with the tasks of meeting the physical anciemotionik needs of victims as well
as collecting the clinical evidence on ivItTchilinegaldetermination of rape maylatei
rest. The manner in which these talks4igpir/ormed.can help or hinder the victim's
recovery from the trauma of rape as well as influence the outcome of a rape hives
ligation or trial.

In the' past, many of the critiantsVveled atihe criminal justice system for its
handling of rape cases have also beetidirected towards hospital and health care pro-
fessionals. The *retire contains desciiptioni of insensitive wind inadequate 'treat-
ment of rape victims by medical perscilinet.ns well.iipaccoutus of their unsatisfac-
tory performance-when collecting for ii. evici.ence:IlutAs in, the case of the crimi-
nal justice system at large, this-situatiOn niret,teriobe *Aging for the better. A
perusal of the abstractsuf the medicaland mecheoleptliiiifture in the bibliography
shows a concentration on the upgracling`ochospital cile,Skirape victims: Published
descriptions of proper medicolepl procedures abound,'sYreisingsuch factors as the
importance of obtaining a good Patient history, examininilhe victim. carefully, talc.;
ing and properly transmitting specimens foPlaboiatory testing, ;living counseling
and possible prophylactic drug therapy for venereal' isaistand pregdancy. Exten-
sive hospital-based programs for meeting both theihtoladelkg term needs of tape
victims have also recently been established in many centarsTha4Siiellniled States.

The particular trauma experienced. by child _victims of kt.ex\rimiis41 subject -of
. tr

several articles mentioned in another Subcategory of this section of thibliography.
Child victims of rape and similar offenses have not received adequate attention from
behavioral science researchers and the literature in .the area is largelOre descrip-
tive and orientated toward the medical aspects of the problem. Scaiit)ttice is paid
in the criminal justice literature to the difficult issues surrounding &Investigation
and prosecUtion Of sexual assault cases involving child victims: Unlike certain
countries, such as Israel, whiih have established special criminal justice procedures
for handling sexually assaulted children, the United States basically deals with child
victhns'as if they were adults, exposing them to the full,range (and traumatic impact)
of the adversary procedures characterizing our system of justice. Because of the per-
cei risk of adding to the trauma already experienced by the child victim, many

go unerosecuted, even.though potential evidence against the suspect offender
be extremely strong. Further research and writing on child victims of sexual as-.

mit may be anticipated as broader victim issues are increasingly explored: Of parti-
cular promise in this area are cross- cultural studies which exatiiinialternative justice
models for the handling of crimes involving children as Victims. .

The final subcategory in this portion of the bibliography is devoted to homosexual
rape. Several books and articles, it will be seen, have recently been published on this
topic, most of them based on studiei of prison populations. The nature and inci-
dence of violent satuaassault within custodial settings has, in the past, been pri-
marily of concern tawriters on prison operations and offender rehabilitation. How-

4
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ever,: the grOwing tendency among state legislatures to include what was formerly
sodomy within an expanded definition of rape has given new emphasis to the rape-
related victim aspects of the crime. Many of the traumas experienced by women or
girls who are raped by men seem also to-be suffered by males or females sexually as-
saulted by members of their own sex. As such,-the victimization literature on homo-
sexual rape is likely to increase in size and scope.

O

111. Rape Offenders

With the locus of societal concern now focused upon the victim of rape it is not
surprising to discover that recent literkture on rape offenders is far from extensive.
In the past, those seeking information about rapists have experienced substantial dif-
ficulty segregating data concerning this group of offenders from much larger studies
of persons dommittiug sexual crimes. Further, much of the earlier writing about
rapists tended to he somewhat esoteric, describing dramatic cases or expounding
elaborate psychiatric or piychological theories regarding the motivation of indi-
vidual offenders.

While .the contemporary literature op rape offenders is more specific in content,
there remain major gaps in our knowledge_ about rapists. Research regarding the
causes of rape from an offender perspective remains in its infancy and the research
which has been undertaken often raises more questions than it answers. For in-
stance, a number of researchers have reported experiments concerning the responses
of rapists, and other types 'of sex offenders, to a variety of erotic stimuli. The results
appear equivocal, one study finding incarcerated rapists less susceptible to arousal
by pornography thin other sex offenders, while another investigator reached a con
trary conclusion.* Kutchinsky, in the most extensive analysis of the effect of easy
availability of pornography on sex crimes, concluded that it had no impact on the

. frequency-Of rape offenses in Denmark.*
What conclusion should be drawn from these research results remains open to

question. Quite apart from their conflicting ,outcomes, the studies based on incar-
cerated offenders suffer from the fact that rapists who are in custody are a unique
group. White there is some reason to believe that the risk of conviction-and impris-
onment is greater for apprehended offenders who use violence against their victims,
no general statements,can be made about rapists at large using data derived from
'such a source. This dilemma is, of course, not restricted to the study of.rapists but it
May partly explain' why there have been few attempts' to undertake research on this
group of offenders. In addition, research access to any group of incarcerated of-
fenders is far from easy, given the need to ensure adequate'protection of the rights
of the human subjects involved. Provision of this protection becomes even more dif-
ficult when dealing with- subject groups who are at earlier stages in the criminal
justice process, such as arrested-rapists.

The rape offender literature also reveals little about the methods of treatment --
found to be effective with rapists. The paucity of published information on this
subject may well reflect the stateof the art .in this -field of treatment. However,
Cohen et al., in an important article describing clinical classifications of a large
number of rapists seen at the psychiatric facility at the Massachusetts Correctional
institution at Bridgewater, claim to have identified certain groups of offenders who
are more amenable to treatment than others* The nature of the treatment pre-
scribed by Cohen and his colleagues is not specified, nor isany extensive follow-up
data provided about those rapists released, from the facility. But the authors assert
that the rapist group described primarily as aggressive and destructive, in compari-
son with other groups of rapists, "has the highest level of social and occupational
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adjustment, the most mature relationships with both men and women (although re-
!adopt with the latter are less adequate), they are most responsive totreatment; can
be released following the shortest commitment period, and the Ost-parole adjust-.
molt is made with fewer difficulties and is inOst successful "16 \ .

The COhen et al. clinical classification of rapists has been adopted 'for use for iden-
tifying types of offenders who commit offenses toward the violent end of the rape
spectrum.'' Cohen et al. are very careful to note, however, that the rape offenders
they saw were a selective sample. "Mhis is not the man in alcoholic stupor,
urinating in an alleyod stressed for exhibiting himself; not the disappointed lover
misunderstanding the glances of a young girl as a seductive invitation and
for accosting; it is not the man on a date sexually prOvoked and then dented whose
anger suddenly triggers off a sudden 'uncharacteristic, but explosive raps nor is the
sexual assault an expression of a subcultural double standard or masculine Celture
`machismo'." .

At a time of continuing escalation in rates of reported rape; public concern re-
garding the appropriateness of existing treatment and penalties for the offenie is
clearly widespread. Faith* discovery of any obviously successfid method for treating
those rapists who are a0prehended and convicted, public pressure is directed to-
wards incarcerating Sue I Af : ders for long periods as a protective device for thetn
community and as a d nt for offenders. °Debate regarding the efficacy of
lengthy prison terms as a eterrent to rape continues, as does discussion of the irk
pact such severe .penalties hive. on the behavior of actors in the"criminal justice

. ystellt especially jurors and victims. But these issues are, in a sense, now subsidialY
to Whatcappears to be a dominant public desire to be protected adequately against
dangerous offenders like rapists. 1. .-- ::

IV, Investigation of ROpotPolicoProaiduros and Criminalisties

Mention has already been made of the dissatisfaction expressed with the Criminal
justice system's past handling of rape offenses..The.reasons for this dissatisfaction
have been extensively canvassed in-the general literature on rape, as well as in the
publication's' dealing moat specifically with the rape victim's experience and needs.
Cenirsil to much of the dissatisfaction has been the insensitive attitudes and inade-
quate procedures adopted by law enforcement agencies dealing with, rape.

Until the early 1970's, almoit no- Mention can be found of the crime of rape in
traditional police publications. While law enforcement ,agencies- undoubtedly de-
voted personnel and other resources to the investigation and prosecution of rape
cases, they did so in a manner suggesting that, from a police perspective, feWprob-
leins were encountered with this crime. The situation was, of course, not dissimilar
from society's own response -to rape, However, some portent of the future furor
whick.would ultimately surround the police on this subject could be found in an
article, published in 1968, describing the Oen& of police discretion in Philadelphia
in deciding whether or not the aline of-rape had-been committed.'. It was apparent
from this description that the police were adopting criteria such as the victim's
repUtation for chastity, 'ind her prior social interaction with' the alleged offender, to
determine whether or not a valid complaintf rape should be recorded. .

Public-and poliCe'recognidoi of the inappropriateness of these criteria did not
0 occur until several years after this article ainieltred. But whei thestorm of criticism

finally burst upon' the criminal justice Tient, confirmation was obtained -from a
number of sources. that. the police procedures noted in Philadelphia in the 1960's
continued to be adoptedin other locations in the 1970's. For example, aalton, in a
review of police-rape case files in one.agency, found the police processing of com-
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plaints .was governed by the attitudes of personnel and the procedures ,of that
agency, lather than the content of the particular jurisdiction's rape statute."
Canon's two main conclusions were that "police investigators hold rape complain-
ants.to a higher standard of conduct than the law requires" and that "rape hives-

. ligation prcieedures ...are inefficient and often dysfunctional but they could be re-
foreed by overhauling the existing system."2°

The lateif police literature suggest's that the system is undergoing an overhaul of
quite major proportions. A national survey of more than 200 police agencies con-

' ducted in 1975 revealed that more than gtelo of.the agencies included in the sample
had instituted changes during the past 3 years in the handling of rape cases within: °
thek jurisdiction." "The most frequent changes were the introduction of special
training in rape (58V-end-the employment of feinale rape investigators (56%).
Other changes were the .development of

c
new investigative techniques (42%); im-

,promed forensic resources (38%); introduction of a special rape unit (36%); and the-
use Of female patrol: officers (28%). The new investigative techniques mentioned
usually concerned improvement in the collection' of forensic evidence, although a
few respondents mentioned bettersKtitods of interViewing vickims."n

Whether reviunped police investigative isnits and techniques wilfresult in the ap-
prehension and conviction of more rapists is a question which cannot be answered
in the short term.'But it is apparent that a change in police attitudes towards rape
victims May be one of the immediate benefits accruing from thei4iissre,fonnal and
technical innovations. It will. e noticed that the bibliography's abitracts of police
literature include not only articles 'describing methods of establishing new police
rape investigation units but also publications describing counseling methods which
rnightbe used by police when interviewing rape victims. There are also articles which
discuss the assistance police can provide, rape victims including referring- them to
special crisis centers, medical facilities ird similar agencies. Ultimately, the impact
of such developments may not only be to "humanize" the police response to victims
of rape, but also encourage more widespread reporting of offenses by victims to law
enforcement agencies.

Also includid in this section are articles describing criminalistic techniques and
tests 'for identifying seminal and saliva stains and foreign fibers as forensic evidence
in rape cases. ,

V. Least Issues and Legislative Reform
.

Attention has already been drawn to the widespread revisions made in recent years
to rape laws in the UMW-Stites and many other common law jurisdictions. These

. revisions have, as is apparent from "the bibliography, spawned i voluminous legal
literature surveying the nature of these developments in great and frequently repeti-
tious detail. The major issues implored in this literature include:

Thu.generalidefinition and scope of the crime of rape, including sex/nentral
-delineations of the offense and its extension to forms of sexual behavior beyond the
traditional penetratiOn of the vagina by the penis; 13 .

Penalties for rape, including the establishment of degrees Of rape according to
the gravitk of the offender's behavior;"

:The relevance of testimony regarding the prior sexual history of the victim;U
The relevance of special requirements for corroboration of the victim's testi-

moray; ".

C

'44-*' o The protection of the priviey of the victim and the offender??
It' not proposed to explore; 'ettch of these ixomplicated and frequently con-

troversial issues here-7-this task is performed very capably in the selectedfarticles

7
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abstracted in .the bibliography. But it should be mentioned tha and con-
spicuously absent from the legal !iterative on rape is any detailed inalysik of any
impact of the changes effected in/ape laws. Take, for example, the most "radical"
of the new laws --the Michigan Criminal Sexual Conduct Act. This staiuthas had a
substantial influence upon jurisdictions in the United States; at least 12 states having
considered it as a poisible tu'odel for their own legislation and a fUrtaer 7 states
having passed measures simile or identical to it.

The Michigan statute represents a major departure from common law rfipe,liban-*
cloning the traditional oticeptsof the crime in favor of a unisexual law embracing a
wide range of sexual assaults-. Under the new law, four degrees of criminal sexual
conduct are distinguished, difiending upon the presence or absence of sexual contact
and specified aggravated circumstances. The aggravated_ circumstances that dis-
tinguish first and second degree criminal sexual conduct from third and fourth de-
gree sexual conduct include:

the victim is moder.-0,years,Of age;
the actor uses ii.weapna;
the actor is aidedor abetted;
another felony is committed; .

' there is personal injury to the victim.
Some.exainples may be' helpful. if there is sexual penetration and personal injury,
the .crime is criminal sexoalr conduct in the first degree and carries .a makintm
penalty'of life irprisonment, 'If there were only sexual contact, such as the me e.

o' dotal touching of the clothing and the Vaginal area, and no aggravating circa
stances, then the crime is criminal sexual conduct, fourth degree, a misdemean
with a maximum- penilty of 2 years or a $500 fine. ' - - . ,* y

Proponentotthe Michigan statute,have viewed it as-a much needed consolidi-:
Lion and simplification of the law of rape. This view may be justified, built is rat
disappointing, although typical, that-no substantial evaluation of theetectiveness
of the new law had-been conducted before transporting itjn wholei,or pert to other
jurisdictions. An early study of the initill_operating experience wittihe statute in
Wayne County; Michigan, suggests that it possesses- roblems whicblwere not neces-
sarily apparent at the time °Pits conception and birth?* Indeecl,iinterviews con-
ducted with police, prosecutors and judges in Wayne County revealed substantial
dissatisfaction with the new law. Described as a "law profeintydream," the law

, was said to be far too complicatedIor easy day-to-day use. Ivrtinyvoliti and prose-
cutors admittedliot undeistanding the law. Said one prosecut4;'-"The old law was
simple. The only requirements for conviction. were vaginal penetration and force,
Cases were won nr lost en the facts,. not the law." Howevet41tht,telnew complex
statute, -"Charges are) lesied up. Prosecutors use the ivitlig 0144 they fail to
identify the witnesses that corroborate the aggravating circutfifiancegtieces of evi-
dence are not used. Other deputies mess it up by trying to amend the charge with

'what they think the law should be. Judges haves great distlahrfor thijak" wthey do
not understand it." ' re.

Training can, of courie;lielp overcome deficienciesliricrimmailustice agencies'
knowledge of a new law. However, the vagueness, ambigtfityMiipotendal breadth
of the conduct encompassed by the Michigan statute suggsts that it will -be the
subject of intensive legal questioning for some time to cotO. Pok instance, it is not
clear from the statute what is encompassed within the crim4 of criminal sexual con-
iluct in the fourth degree, which extends criminal penalties to "forceful sexual con-

.% without aggravating circumstances." Sexual.contactincludes "the intentional
touching,of the victim's or actor's intimate parts or the intentional' touching of the
clothing covering the immediate area of the victim's or actor's intimate parts, if that
touching can be reasonably construed as being for the purpose of sexual arousal or

0
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vatitication."20 Critics of this particular provisio eiaint that it is broad enough in . .
scope to include pinching, fondling, and .other f mu' of behavior not normally
viewed as criminal, It is perhaps significant that sin siie Michigan statute cameinto
effect, no charges have apparently been.presented r c4minal conduct in the fourth
detnee. ,18,

The Michigan statute, and many of its counte in the other states,1 rushed
through the legislatures on a wave of political -support r women's rights without
the careful drafting and associated consideration norm yaccorded new and im-
portant criminal law measures. In this context it is interesting to contrast the Michi-
gan and related experiences in the United-States with that of other foreign tommOn
law jurisdictions like the United Kingdom, Canada and-Australia. The impact of the
women's movement has also been felt in these countries, acting as a major catalyst
for change of rape laws. However, the pace of this change has not been as frenetic as
in the United Staid. A typical scenario for rape law refoni in ill three countries
has been government 'referral of the subject to au official committee for review, fol.
IOW by the preparation of a detailedleport containing the recommendations.30

I
Most, Committees have recommended less sweeping changes of rape'laws than those
already effected by the Michigan Criminal Sexual Conduct Act. Not all these recom-
niendations have been accepted or acted upon by-governinents.31 Pot instance, in
South Auttralia, the state's Criniinal L.& Reform Cominittee.advised against changing 4'
the rule that a husband could' not be convicted of raping his wife. However, the
South Australiarigovernment did not accept this advice, presenting parliament with
a bill which proposed terminating the spousal exclusion from rape. After a stormy
pasiage this government measine finally secured -legishitiVe approval and South.
Australia thus became the first,tommon law jurisdiction in the world permitting a
husb fo co be convicted of raping his wife.32 .

Overall the production of new legal literature on rape, both.local and foreign,
shows few signsof immediate abatement. Altbough within the United Statesit seems

'likely that the main revisions of rape laws have now been accomplished, the op-
portunities for legal challenge of the numerous new statutes suggest a fertile source
for further learned law review artiaes. It is to-be hoped that among these future
articles will be some that examine the effectiveniss of the new rape legislation. ..

, .
2

VI., Rape in Foreign Countries and Coburn

The literature on rape abstracted in this bibliography is both by choide and neces-
sity mainly drawn from the United States. Most or the recent wasting about rape has
originated in this country, as has die major impetus for change in social attitudes
towards this crime. ,Rape is not, however, an "all-American crime". and it is obvious

from-the English langiive foreign literature which has been abstracted that rape is
an offense plaguinrall but a few exceptional societies. Anthropologic .4 studies
eluded among this literature also make it clear that rape rates, like crime rates in ,
general, fluctuate remarkably among- different societies and cultures. LeVitte, for
instance, in a much -cited article, demonstrates that the incidence of raie.can vary
widely in a single less-de4eloped society depending on a variety of Internal and ex-
ternal sociat'economic and political, factors33

The F.B.I. Uniform Crime RepOrts make it apparent each year that substantial
variations. also occur in the reported incidenc4 o rapo within the United States.
Thus, among the majbr geographical regions (gibe United States the rate of re-
potted rape is substantially higher on the Pacific Coast than it is in the Northeast or
North Central parts of the country. Sithilarly, rape rates in the United Slates at Barge
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are much higher than those of major gliropeait countries.u_Variations such as these.
raised interesting and important questions _fo behavioral scientists concerning the -

factors which affect the incidence of rape in a society. For dam*, are these factors
common to all communities? Or do they differ according to such dimensions as
time, space, and the particular stage of development of asociety?

Answers to questions like these could be of great assistance in expanding our
understanding of spinal devimice,, as well as providing clues to the design of more
effective controls Me. ii iSpjherefore, rather surprising to discover bow little
attention has been devoted by .behavioral scientists to the study of cross- cultural
aspects of ripe. Although quite frequent references to rape are to be found in the _

literature of sudt. disciplines as history and anthropology, both of which tend to
emphasize the importance of cross-cultural research, there are at present no substah- ,
tial comparative studies of this particular form of crime. However, this. situation
could soon change as inoreoney is devoted to-research on rape, especially in the
United States. Particularly sigl'
the United States Congress of National Center for the Prevention and Control 0

ficant in this regard Is the recent establishment by

Rape within the National Institute of Mental Health. The new Rape Center is, al-
ready beginning to sPocztresitarch .which could dose many of the gaps in our
knowledge about this e. Uniliubtedly, this research will also contribute still
further to the growth of the Inpfi literature throughout each Of thes'ategnries con- ,

-mined in this bibliography. -
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Chappelt D., G. Geis and .F. Fogarty. "Forcible Rape: Bibliography". -

Journal ( Criminal Law and Criminology, i. 64, 074. p. 248-263.
Battelle Human Affairs Research Centers. Forcible Rape: An Analysis of
Legal loves. Seattle, Washington. (in press.)
Bibliography entry numbers 2 and.4.
Bibliography entry number 4, p: 353.

.

.

5. lbid.,p. 15. .
6. Wilson, Jane.."IdeologiCal View of Rapes as a' State of War". Los Angeles

Times, Dec. 2, 1975; Lionel Tiger. "Fearful Symmetry ". New York Times, .
Feb. 8, 19764 --- -- 7 i, . ,.....:

, 7. Bibliography any number 25.
, 8. Bibliography entry number 27.

.9. Bibliograithy nitric numbers 17 and 31.
-10.

11.
Bibliogra.phYentry numbers 8 and 32;
Bibliography entry number 35. :

,.,.,

12.
13.

.Bibliography entry'nuMber 39. .

Bibliogrnphy entry. numbers 79 and 84.

i

14. Bibliography entry riumbe 89.
15. Bibliography entry nurntser it .

-:
16. ibid., p. 315.
17. These researchers include Burgess and Holmstrom.'
18. Bibliography. entry number J05.

'19. Bibliographyentryumbir 100. .

-20. lbid,;p..17. ,*

21. Bibliography entry number 111.
-:' ;2/ ibid., 1)1,146. - -- ,

23. See, for instance, bibliography entry numbers 127 and 128.
24. See, for instance, bibliography entry number 132. 4--

25. Seer for instance, bibliography entry number 131. - 4 e
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26. See, for instance, bibliography entry numbers 124 and 126. .

- 27. Bibliography entry,number 115. . . .
28. As part of the, Battelle Law and Justice Study Center rape study, extensive

interviews were conducted with criminal justice personnel in a numbei of large
Cities in the "Jniteil States, including Detroit. The material which follows con-
cerning.reactions to the new Michigan rape legislation is drain from these

.,__,- interviews. .

* 29. Michigan Criminal Sexual Conduct Law, Section 750.520a (g).
1(1_,ScejoLinstance, bibliography-entrAiumber 150. -

31. The recommendations of the HillbrOm Committes, which reviewed rape laws
in the United Kingdom, have yet tole implemented: Generally, see bibliogra-
phy entry number 148. . . . .

32: Sed bibliography entry number'143. .

33. Bibliography entry number 139.
34: Cross- national comparisons of contemporiry rape statistics are extremely Inn-

. lied, as well as hazardous: Interpol does gather information from the world's-
police agencies about rape but interpreting the resulting figures requires
substantial ingenuity since rape is included with other- sex offenses in the
published data. Sex offenses are defined as follois?

- "Each country wilEbase its reports on: its Oinlaws in determining whether an
act is a sex crime or not, it being . understood that rape and trafficking inn

women Shall always be included."
Generally, see bibliography entry numbers 144 and 145.
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SOCIOCULTURAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
FEATURES OF RAPE.

1. An* Menachem. Forcible Rape: Sexual Behavior, v. 1, no. 8, November,
1971. p. 25-36: . .

There are sevtra: sociocultural factors involVed in rape which slinfildl be
examined-for a better Understanding of the crime. The.offender-iictilitlela-,
tionship can* measured on a scale according to degrees of sociatrdance,
anonymity, or-intimacy and runs from stranger to family relative: Special
relationships gron out of the fact that the" vittiin and/or offender were
drinking or that the were in a dathig situation. It is also important to know
the social occasion or getting where the two met and where the rape occurnred.
hi anal9zing the rape offense as a series ot events whickadminate in the
actual rape there are basically tfinikphases: planning the offense, the rape
scene itself, and after the offense. In the first phase rape cases can be catego-
rized by degrees of planning: planned; partially planned, and explosive. Sig-
nificant statistical association was found in the authors Philadelphia study
beiween types of planning and types of rape, in terms of number of offend-
ders. The rape seine bears a relationship to the manner in which a rapist com-
mits hii offense. There are differences in the amount and kind of violence
and aggressive behavior used.Sexual humiliation is alsoan important psy-
ciliological aspect of rape: In the Philadelphia study, differences according to
race were found in-regard to degrees of violence and use of social humilia-
tion. Participants in group.rape fall into three categories:lhose who join in?
immediately and _identify oompletely with the group, those who are reluc-
tant but who.go along after some.hesitation, and nonparticipants who ,are
around the scene of the group rape.. The Philadelphia study showed that
multiple rapes were hum-class; intrii-racial and committed mainly by the age
groupt of 15-19 and 20-24. Group rape is predominantly a nocturnal and
weekend occurrence. Group rapists more frequently than iiii0 rapists con -
sumed alcohol and had more previous 'criminal records. Other characteristics
of group rape are that it is mainly an intra-neighborhOdd event, more free
quently is plannefand the victim isMore often subjected to sexual humilia-
tion. The third phase is the rape aftermath including the victim's decision
whether to repOrt and problems of apprehending the rapist: Individual rapists
can be classified into three types: those for whom the crime is a iympton or
an idiosyncritic act due to psychopathology or special circumstances, thOse
for whom the crime Is mainly a "role-supportiVe act," and those for Alai
the crime is mainly a "role-expressive act." Individual differences inf,aggres-
sive behavior may reflect different degrees of integration with a subculture of
violence, -ivhich is postulated to exist, rather than simply persdnality dif-
ferences of a pithologital nature. The sociocultural framework precedes and,
to a great Went, determines personality. Understanding rapists' behavior,
therefore, implies understanding socialization processes.

2. Mak, Menachem. Patterns in &NSW Rape. Chicago, University of Chicago
*rem, 1971. 394 p.
The material presented in this book is based on an empirical study of 646
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forcible rape cases recorded by the Philadelphia Police Department during. -- -
1958 and 1960. The author's focus; was on Itheisoeiall characteristics) and
relatioiships of the victim and offender and on the circumstances of the
rape event itself. Significant relationships incfputterns were sought among a
large number. of variables including race, age, marital status and employ-

,: \ ment of victims and offenders; seasonal, temporal, and spatial aspects of
the crime; the presence of alcohol; previous arrest record of victims and of-
fenders; and particulars relatifirto modus operandi. The boois organized
into five sections: Thefirst is an introduction which describes the study and
reviews the literature. The secontsection is 'concerned with the victim and-
offender in the tape situation and includes consideration.of demographic
and relational factors. The third section discusses modus operandi, felony
rape and group rape. In the fourth section, the author 'focuses primarily on

. - the victim and her relationship to the offender, her vulnerability, and her
possible precipitation of the crime. In the final section, as wdl as discussing
the characteristics of and factors. surrounding unsolved rape, the author

. compares the relative merits of using a sociological, phenomenological
orientation to the study of rape rather than the psychological approach. He
proposes' an explanation of rape based on the theory of a subculture of

: violence. In his summary and conclusions, the author presents the major
significant patterns emerging frOm the study. An extensive list of refer-
ences is provided. .

.

.--
.

3. Barnett, Not9,-*. and Hubert S. Feilth '-Sex Differences in' Univir-
sity Students' Attitudes Toward Rape. Journal ofCiilkge Student Person-.

1, n4 v..18, no. 2, March, 1977. p.93796. ,

Rape is beilng recognized tii uniCeriity administrators as a major problem
on university campuses. This study inveftigated the nature of sex differ-
ences among university students' attitudes toward rape. Results showed
that males were quite different from females in their attitudes and tended

.., ..
manyto suppOrt many of the myths regarding rape. Implications of the results

concerning, the nature and prevention of rape on college campuses are dis-
. cussed.

. i... .

;oyy-niniller, Susan. Against Our Will:1 Me A_ .l.V.ainin' .and Rape. New
York, Simon and Schoster,-10Liiti: .

n this. bctok, the author contendsthat the threat,'use and cultural accep-.- ance of sexual force's a pervasive process of intimidation tharaffects all
W en whether they have or have not boenctual victims of sexual assault.
S presents an htstorical examination of the use of ripe in war, from
bi lad days to the present, and explores the origins of Americanrape lity
in o der to explain hokv, why and under what circumstances rape first came
to be considered a crime. The authot points out hoW medieVal rape codes,
written when women h'adIew legal rights, continue to confuse modem per-
spectives on rape. Other toiiics covered include interracial rape from the
slavery period onwards, homosexual rape in prisons, and sexual molesta-
tion of children, The myths of rape are discussed through an analysis of
Freudian psychology, defense tactics in rape court cases, and popular liter-
ature and movies. The average rapistds described at an ordinary violent
young male. The author cites examples*of the glorification of or insensitive
ity Co rape iri history, literature; the movies and the media. She then
describes the psychological and sociological setting women are raised in
which, in effect, conditions diem to be rape victims. The various forms the

20



crime of rape takes are illustrated by personal accounts of rape victims.
The major tenets of rapelaw are discussed with comments on ways the law
should be changed. Pornography and prostitution are described as basical-
ly degrading to .females and neither viable nor valid means-for curbing
rape. The author comments that in achiality rape extends beyond its legal
definition into a large grey area of sexual exploitation of women and that it
must be aggressively fought against:-

, . .
S. Cantons, -Lawrence. G., -James W. Selby and Louise J.

Waning. Social Perception of the Victim's Casual Role ht Rape: An
Exploratory Emainadan of Four Factors. Human Relations, v. 29, so. 6,
1976. p. 517426. ;
A study was conducted to examine people's social- perceptions of rape
victims. The subjects were 128 undergraduate students whose ages ranged
from 19 to 36. TAey were shown a videotaped interview with a presumed
victim of rapeand given case description of the rape and the victim. The
description was varied.ameng subjects in regard to thevictim's,previotkv
°acquaintance with the rapist, whether she had been hied before, and the t.
inciden0 of rapes in the area. The subjects were asked to rate (he victim on
the degree td which the rape was caused by her personality; her behavior on
the 'night of the rape, the degree to which the rape was her atilt and-the
degree to which tile rape wins simply bad hick. The results revealed two con-
sistent findings: that Male tespondentsview a woman as contributing to the
rape to a significantly greitei degree than female-subjects and that women
who have been raped`before are seen as having contributed more to the
present rape than women; who hairetot been raped Before. Other s.gnifl-
cant interactions among the variables were ilsdfound.

6.. appal Duncan. Forcible Ruin and the Cihninal Justice System:
Se t-PradIces and Projecting' Futnre Trends. pbm and
Delinquency, v.,22, no. 2, April, 1976. p. 125-136.

Reprinied in Walker, Marcia J. and Stanley L. Brodsky, Eds. Saud As
sisult: The Vktins and the Rapist. Lexington, Masidebnsettst Lexington
Boob, 1976. p. 9-22.
Forcible rape, a crime" which the criminal justice system has historically
been inept at handling,has finally alieved in the-past decade the recogni-
tion it deserves as a societaland criminological problem warranting serious
attentions Its cogency to a variety oturrent social issues-__thiposition of
women in itraditionallk male-domi aged society, interracial conflict, the
inconsistent and 4scriminating impinition of the deith penaltyhas put

.. rape in the spotlight of public and o ficial concern. This article singles out
a number'of concerns in the can and reduction of rapeInd destribes

. some efforts that have been or are eing mide to bring about a reveriel in
the upward trend of rape rates. Th national research project on forcible
rape conducted by the Battelle La and Justice Study Center is described,
with a summary of how the resul are expected to be *Teed by criminal
justice agencies, and by other orga dons dealing with rape. Other points
of -concern discussed are the legs and moral issues revolving around the
lack of consensus in. thedefinitio of rape, riot only as specified in state
statutes but also as viewed-by la enforcement agencies. Conceptual dif-
fetences in the definition of ra lead to inequitable and inconsistent

handling of rape by the crimi justice system in addition to seriously
-
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impugning he validity, add hence usefulness, of official crime statistics.
Finally, changis in the treatment of rape victims, with the concomitant
benefits to them and to the criminal justice agencies responsible for con-
trolling and prosecuting rape, are discussed.

7. Chappell, Duncan, Gilbert Geis, Stephen Schafer, and Larry Siegel. Forcible
RapeLA Comparative Study of Offenses Known to the Pollee is Boston
andLos Angeles. In Baffin, lames, Ed. 'Sradks In the Sociology of Sex
SewYork, Appleton-Century Crofts, 1971,-p. 169-190,
The comparative method is used by the authors in a study based on po lice
reports of rape offenses in Boston andLos Angeles for the year 1967-.to
examine and interpret diffeiences in some_ elements of the crime in two
cities of apparently variant lifestyles,- The comparative approach avoids
ethnocentric conclusions, particularized to a local geographic area,
although it contains ceiTain pitfalls to researchers: procedural and defini-
tional variations betWeen jurisdictions, difficulty in determining which
element of a cultural environment may account for behavioral variations,
and difficulty in proVing.that a culture is generally Shared by the local
WANK* The authors contend that variant ripe rates can to some extent
-be explained, by consideraion of the sexual climateObtaining in different
social and cultural Literary and anthropological support for this
theory is presented. Their hypothesis iethat the forcible rape rates.ihould
be higtiir in social settings where a relatively more permissivesexial ethos
exists..The assumption is that male sexual frustration would bi j!ig-

higher in the More permissive setting because there are fewer
plausible factors in explain a male's rejection by the opposite sex or in-
ability to achieve a desired sexual goal, The 1967 rape rates!of L. A. and
Boston are Compared as well it the methods of recording the'` crime by
respective police departments. &veld factors contribute td the difficulty.
in making valid comparison's. Besides local differences in defining rape and
differing, styles of recording the crime, there are.aiso proklems of under-
reporting, false reporting and individual police discretion in interpreting
the of etch case. liven these caveats, the data obtained in this study
show stathtiWbt.significant 'differences between .the two cities! rape of-
fenses in the follog,WaySf more rape offenses were committed during
the 4eekends in L. A. thanAn Boiton; ripe offense:fib L. A. were dis-
tiiinned relatively evenly over dn4 months of the year, while in Britton
)heyi were skewed toward the summer monthi; rape Offenses- were,inuch

ymore likely to be committed by more thei one person in L. A. than in Bos-
ton; A. showed a higher proportion of racial minority offenders than
Bos n; and Boston had a higher percentage of stranger-to-Stranger rapes.
However, the age patterns of victims and offenders were similar in the two
'Cities.; Additional inferences are made from the data.' Although the statis-
tics show a higher rape retain the more permislive city A..)-than in the
more restrictive city (Boston), other refinements of the data would be
necessary to make MUM definitive statements about the differences per-
ceived in this study.t.-

8, '6401, Dineen, Robley Gels and Gilbert Gels, Eds, Forcible The
Crime, the Victim, and the 'Offender, New Y.prit,. Columbia University
Press, 1977, 393 p,
This anthology is piitnarily a collection of published articles by various
authors covering different topics regarding rape. Also included are previ-
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ousiy unpublished papers. Afteran introductory overview, of the subj
of orape, chapters under the following tides follow: Rape: The All
Americai Crime; Rape and Rape Law: Sexism'in Societi and Law: Fore'
ible Rape in the United States: A Statistical Profile; Race, Rape, and thi,
Death Penalty; Black Offender-White Victim: Forcible Rape in Oakland,
California; Forcible Rape and the Problem of Rights of the Accusal;
Judicial Attitudes towards Rape Victims; ,Michigan's Criminal Sexual 4i.
sault Law;- Gusli Sex Offenses; A Comparative Study of Rape - Offense

Study of Material in Mice Files; The Hitchhiking Rape Vieth;Tie
Known to the Police in Boston and Los Angeles; Rape in New York a

_A
Psychology of Rapists; Rapelranma Syndrome; Crisis Intervention with
Victims of Rape; The Philadelphia Rape Victim Project; and. Rape: IA
Selective Bibliography.. .

. . 4 0L
9. ConneR,,Noreen,,and Cassandra Wilson, Eds; Rape: The FirstSourci000a

for Women by New Toth Radical Feminists. New York, New Amerieim
p.Library, 1974. 211.3

This is a general reference book on the -sociological, legal, and poliklcal
'relationihips of rape, sexism andsadical feminism. It begins with a copy of

.4 : ,., the New York Radical Feminists' manifesto on rape. A transcript 6f a
,consciousness- raising discussiin on rape is given. Included are rape titsti-

ox., .t.1 monies drawn frOm the New York Radical Feminists' Rape Speak-Out,
their rape confetelite, and a videotape made by four women who ivere
victims of rape. Several papers on the legal aspects of rape-and the COMM-
versy over the use of the.term "alleged victim", are included. The booiq also
contains a discussion on ways to combat rape under the headings rape crisis
centers, medical issues, self-defense; the sexual abuse otchildren and polit-
ical action. The appendix Is a 'selected bibliography on the subjeCt of
.women and rape. .

, ..
.1, .

,
.

i

le Csida, Jane Boady:and,Josepit Okla. Rape: How To. Avoid It and What .To"i _

. ; Do About It If You Cant Chatsworth, 'California, Books for Better"
1 Liviiig,1974. 231 p.

I

The first part of thii book presents a descriptive overview of the multiple
. X facets of the problem of rape in the United States. Among the subjects

covered are' the victim's experience, not only with 'the rapist Mit with
police, medical and court' officials and perschmel.:The callous attitudes and
opinions of some of the public towards rape add the victim on on4 hand,
and commercial forces pushing a hard-sefilline on sex on the other, are

,salient featurei of the social climate" in which rape °Ours. The attitudes
and motivations of rapists are also described.,Preventative measures, such
as home security devices, cautious behavior,.. self-defense techniques, are
suggested for *amen. The second part of the book is devoted to action
that has been, or could be, taken io ameliorate the situations described in
the first:part, The authors speak of the activities of the feminist movement
which have led to increased official and public awareness of the rape prob-
lem, particularly the plight of the IiCtilli. The activities of rape crisis,
centers across the nation are desciibed with a separate chapter devoted to
Seattle's model Rape, Reduction Project. The National Organization of
Women has also contributed to the rape prevention and amelioration
movement. Reform efforts are being made by police departments; medical
and psychiatric workers, as well as by groups-concerned with antiquated
rape laws. A brief account of the, Prince George's County task, force on
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rape and the status of federal funding for reducing and preventing rape are
given. The appendices contain additional documentary information on
current anti-rape efforts;

1.
11; Curds, Lynn A. Victim Precipitation a Violent Crime. Social Problems,

.v. 21, no. 4, April, 1974. p..594-60 . .. ..

The author of this article reports the gings from a 10 percent sample of
police offedse and arrest reports for h icide, aggravated,issault, forcible
rape and robbery.in 17 American cities In 1967 in order to shed light on the
role of victim precipitation in violent §rime. Victim precipitated forcible
rape was defined is anapisode ending i forced intercourse when a female
first agreed to sexual relations, or clearly nvited them verbally and through
gestures, but then retracted before the act. 'he survey showed that only
4 percent of clearances and 6 percent o nonclearances of police. cases
at the national level were designated victinkprecipitated rape which is much
less than the 19 percent judged as victim Piift-ipilated by Amir in his Phila-
delphia study. The survey also Measured provocation by recording whether
the victim had a "bad reputation," which the author defines. The author
feels that the direction of victim precipitaiion .resi:arch should be'away
from .police reports and towards clinical interviews and,tais.lhe research
should' be conducted by racially mixed tea of females and males' which
can gather more. complete information a out victimization. Ile also
suggests examining the differences between a tempted rape and completed
rapes with regard to victim precipitation. Th author gives a brief discus-
sion of why there is a relatively smaller num of victim precipitated' rapes
in all-black -contexts. The survey showed A at victim precipitation was
higher among close friends and lovers than w en therapist Was a relative 4r.
stranger. The author- concludes that prov tion is not uncommon in

-homicide and aggraated assault, is less fruq ent but still empirically note-
worthy in robbery, and is perhaps least releva t in rape, - :

12. Davis, Akita: JoAnne Little: The Dialect' of Rape.. Ms., v. 3, no. 12,
June, 1975. p. 74-77,106-1011.
Using the JoAnne Little case, where a Mac woman in North Carolina was
chargecriiith mutderint a jail guard whdw attempting to rape her, as an
illustrative example, the author discusses tie connection between racism,
rape and sexism. The circumstances surrounding the event as well as the
handling of the case by authoritieis afterwaAs are described as evidence of

at itudes towards black womenthe persistence of racist and -derogatory
whicp trace back More than 100 years. The Mhor states that the oppres-
sion of women,.as typified by rape, is a vitavand integral component of a
larger _network of oppression which claims .nicits foremost victims black
people, other racial minorities, and poor wanking class people. She draws
an association .betlieeri the capitalistic white, male ruling class of litii
society and rape law which functions to protect the righti'of the male as
possessor of the female body. A "pecking order" of who can rape whoin
with virtual impunity among the different racial and socioeconomic groups
in America is described along with the implications it has for blacks and
the poor. In cOncluslOi the author states that the meaning of rape and the
social attitudes' toward it must be gleaned from the politics of racism. She.
calls for 'collective effort to overthrow the capitalistic institutions which'

.. .breed and nurture sexism and racism alike.



13.. Feld.aaanSiuntners, Shirley, Conceptual and Esapirical Issues Associated
with Rape. In Viano, Emilio C., Ed. Victimology; Victims and Society.
Washington, D.C., Visage Press, 1976. p. 9Z-1N. .

'Diversity in the conception And legal definition of rape in terms of who can
be raped, what acts are considered rape and What circumstances must
obtain to make a sexual act rape, lead-not only to inequities in dealing with
rapists and victims but also to confusion trying to understand the causes
and consequences of rape, In addition to the need to resolve the conceptual
confusion surrounding tbcdefinition of rape, mcire empirical, research is
needed in two majorareas: the causes of rape and the psycliological impact
on the victim. Hypotheses about rape variously attribute the causes of rape
to five main factorsa social norms, traits.of the rapist, character; 'zis of the
victim ,ineffective law enforcement and judicial, procedures, and/or envi-
ronment. Research is needed to-discover the validity of these hypotheses.
Similarly More systematic and extensive research is needed to determine
jay t factors surrounding the rape experience.hilve the most deleterious
effect on rape victims and how the psychologiOl impact of rape can be
dinimished.

-14. Feldman-Summers, Shirley and Karen Lindner. Pereeptloors of Victims'
and Defoidunts 111 Crill)184 Alain& Cases.'eriarinal Justice and Bev
fiatrior, v. 3, no. 2, June, 1976. P. 135-150. '.
The reasons for the lack of convictions for rape are complex but one major
factor is related to the judgmental policieof the police, prosecuting attor-
neys and juries. In order to gain a better understanding of the judgmental
process in cases where women have been victims of a crime; thepresent
studtswas conducted. Three hundred undergraduates at the University of
Washington, divided equally according to sex, served as subjects. Thby,
were asked to make judgments -abont both theiittim and the:accused
"assailant from written descriptions oractual cases involving rape, attempted
rape and nonsexual assault under conditions in which the victim's respect-
ability, the, type of crime 'ad the sex of the subject weie systematically
varied. Analyses of variance were performed. The results showed that the
more respectable' the victim, the less responsibility attributed to ber, the
greatir the perceived psychological impact on her and the longer the sen-
tence assigned to the defendant. In'regard to sex of the subject, femides
perceived these crimes is nio0 serious than the males, estimated a greater
psychological impact on the victim and assigned longer jail sentences to 't

,the defendants. The implications of the sex differences found in this study
are iliikcertain characteristics of victims could influence judgments made
by police, prosecuting attorneys and juries.. Although the study does not
demonstrate which of the sexes is the more objective or impartial, it does

. denfonstrate that differences in judgments are related to sexualidentity..

15. Findlay, Barbira. Thi Cultural Context of Rape. Women's Law Journal,,
,y.60; Fall, 1974. p. 199-207.
Rape can be examined as a contexted social phenomenon which is expli-
cable not in terms of basic human nature but rather as a form of social
relations which accord With the social and economic organization of the
society of which it is a feature. To illustrate this idea, the author briefly
describes the social and economic organization-of the Arapellreitre of
New Guinea to whom rape is unknown and cod pares these slime organize-
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tional aspects to western ituleo-Christian cultuie when rape is a common
occurrence. The result is that in contrast to the Arapesh, where sexuality is
defined -differently and is a naturally- integrated part of society and when
both men and women are trained to be non-competitiii and cooperative,
our society poses women's sexuality as the unadmitted center of an eco-
nomic nexus, and the -myths surrounding rape and the ambivalein way in
whichlhe offenie is treated-are reflections of that socio-economic condi-
tion,

16:. nitro, Solomon M. and Christine Debra. Rape Victims and Attributed
Responsibility: A Defensive Attribution Approach. Irktimalogy: Air
Inierailioital 'anneal; v.-1,mo. 4, Winter, WM. p. 551S63.
Extralegal influences on juromie the form of personal attributes of the
victim of a crime take on special significance in rape offenses because of
the probing by the defense attorney intothe past behavior and character of
the rape victim in, n attempt to impute to her consent or contributory
responsibility to the act. Psychological research should haVe much to sax-

, about the effect of the characteristics of rape victims on the judgment of
jurors. Jones and Aronson (1913) examined the attribution of auk to a
rape victim as a function of her respectability. Their results may have an

. alternative interpretation in the defensive attribution= theOry which bolds
that the less personally differentiated the oerisulaject feels from the.
victim, the less.likely he/she wiliattributetalkftp the victim. Two expect-
meets were conducted, using male and female undergradUate psychology
students, first manipulating the similarity of the victimto the female 'sub-
jects and then manipulating both the similarity and respectability of the
victim. The results of both experiments strongiit indicate that female sub-
jects in the Jones and Aronson study were responding to subject-victim
similarity rather than to the respectability of the victim. The results for
male subjects do nosupport Jones and -Aronson and point to the need for
further research into What affects male judgments as to the responsibility
of a rape victim, The results of this study may have implications for
prosecutors and defense attorneys in jury selection. Although there is ques- °
Lion as to the applicability of simulation research tothe actual legal process.
in miles where the crime is relevant to or "in"volving" to the juror, as rape
we/1,0 certainly be to a female juror, simulations are more likely to parallel
actual eerie outcomes.'

17... Gaga, Nancy and Cathleen Schisri. Sexual Assaf Confrontini Rape in
America. New York, Grosset and Dunlap,.1976. 336 p.

This book examines the causes, nature, and effects of rape is "America, and
the implications of deeply'rooted public attitudei on effectively and justly
dealincwith victim and offender. Women and. children as victims are'
discussed. The many circumstances stinMunding attacks are briefly out-
lined and suggestions are made for avoiding poteitially-dangcrous iitua-
dons. The police are tiresinted as being sometimes diligent aid effective
in their efforts to apprehend rapists and other times cynical and callous in
their treatment of victims. The medical profession is peel as Often inade-
quate in its physical and psychological treatment of victims. Court delays
and problematic rape laws moi reflected iniow conviction rates of offeideti.
Misogyny isluggested as a factor in public and governmental disinclinal
tion toward inw reform. Rapists' characteristics are discussed; Some suffer.
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from deepseated psychopathic °tendencies wiikch the corrections process
dodi little or nothing to treat. Others are indistinguishable from "normal"
men in every other aspect. Nascent public SttedIpts tolionfront the rape

. problemugely through women's groups, crisis centyrs, counseling, and
institutional. change, are seen as the beginnings o a new awareness and
constructiveness; The appendices include sex crime port forms from the
LosAngeles Police Department and graphs and tables cf rape statistics, A
bibliography is also included.

18. Gels; Gilbert and-Duncan Chappell. Forcible Rape by Mulepk Offenders.
Absiisets on Criminology. and Penology, v. 11, no. 4, Jilly - August,
1971. p. 432-436.
This article attempts to develop a picture of group rape throw reference
to sociological studies, fictidnal literature and the police fit s of Los.
Angeles and Boston. .

r.
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19. Griffin, &lin. Rape: The All-American 'grime. Ramparts,. v. le,

"Umber '1971. p. 24-35.. .1 ..

Reprinted in Schulti, LeRoy G., Ed. Ittspl VktiiaoIogy. Epringlii
.1111rois, Charles C. Th0'1041975. p. 19-39; Chapped, Miran, Robley
Gels aid Gilbert Gels, ltds..6regok Mir: the Crisis, the Ylvthe
the Offender. Na York, Columbia University Pins, 1977.
'Rape aid the fear of rape area daily part of everfroman'A consciousness.

L. The common misconceptions that men- rape because they are -suddenly. .

overcome by sexual need and that the avenge sex offender ispsychopathic
have been discredited by recent studies., In the American culture, men are
expected to be aggressive mid women passive. Paslivity prevents a woman
frdm considering her own potential for self-defense and forces her to look
to men for protection. The mythical notion that-rape is enjoyed by the
victim is convenient for the man. who, though he would not. commit it,-;'
enjoys the ides, as if rape confirms the sexual potency he secretly knows to
be his Owe, In the spectrum of male behavior, rape, the perfect combina-
tion of sex and violence, is the 'ultimate act. The differencebetween a -*-
professional rapist and the average dominant heterosexual male is mainly
quantitative. The double standard that permits 'unlimited sexual eiperience
for men but morally proscribes women's sexual activities Contributes to
the opinimilAscourts antipolice that sexually experienced rape victims are
automatically to be suspected. The laws against rape exist to protectrights
of the, male as possessor of the female body, and not the right of the
over her own body. In constructing the myth'of white womanhood so as to
' justify thelynching and oppression of black men and women, the white
male hai cmateda convenient symbol of his own power which has resulted
in black hostility towards white women. Wbmen Will not be free until the .
threat of rape and the atmosphere of violence is ended, and to endthat the
n ature of male behavior must change. .

...

- ...

.

4.20. Hiyman, Charles R., Charleie Lanes, Roberto Fuentes, and Rothe
Alger. Rape in the District oecolumbia. Arnerkisti fottrUal of Obstetrics
and Gyiseeflosh v. 113, 00. 1, May 1, 1972. ii: 91-97.

In the I8 riionths from July, 1969, through December, 1970, 1,223 rapei
. .
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s victims inthe District of Columbia received medical *examinations as part .
--. of an ongoing program operated jointly- by the Department of Human

. -.- -:..----lkisources. and the Metropolitan Police Department. In this article the
authors present data concerning the persons add circumstancesinvolved in
these rape cases and compare these data with previously noted trends in .
rape. The datapresentedinclude race, age and relationaltip of victims and
offenders, amount of coercion used. and *dries sustained in the. assaults,

. emotional resPousUu of the 'victims, time of-day and searon of the year
. . when the rapes occurred, number of attackers in each case and followup_

" efforts by tke* project nurses, Compared to previous years; the authors
A noted in increase- in stranger rapes, with a larger proportion of adult white-

victimi assaulted by:shlack males, an upward shift in the age of the victims, .
and a larger proportion of victims requiring treatment for emotional distur-

..T. .

binges, gonorrhea apd pregnancy. . .

7 1
i) :
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21. Hyde, Margaret 0. Speak Out On lapel New York, MiGraw-11111, 1976.
145p. , . .
This book. presents general information on multipleaspects of raie with
the aim of educating the public at Inge. The information provided is .
Mainly based on the works.of many experts on the subject of rape,:yictims ''
and offenders as wallas Practitioners:is the field. The topics covered are:
therapist who he ii and Whathis motivations might be; the child. add- V

adult victim, both male and female their .6xperiere, their response,
their involvement in the rape event and how they are perceived by others;

4

-. Medical help for the victim immediately after the rape; rape laws and what .

sort of experimice the victim faces- ifake rep?..xtslet.case-to-legalauthor .........
---,---.-4---r.7-- -----ideartiirtent research studies rape; and the problems of self-defense and

prevention of rape. A list Of suggested reading is included and the appendix
contains a reprint oldie -new Michigan criminal sexual conduct:statute

974) and suggestions by the New York City Police Deparimea's Sex
Crimes Analysis Unit on rape prevention tactics.

.

M

22. Joe, Victortc.,-Slianna J. Mega and Darryl Duey. Religiousness and
Devaltudoiiof.a Rape Victim. ournal of Clinks! psyekoki v. 33,-
no. 1, JanOry, 19771 p:.64.. =

.

liking the four religious orientation" disignations developed,by Allpqrt and
Ross, the authors, using undergraduate psychology atadents as subjects;
designed a study to examine the relationship between religious orientation
and :anributioicof Mike to a rape -victiht. The results indicalotthatilte.
extrindieslirtirientorpen atu-rd7gfindiscriminately proieligiar
and nomeligious.persod will deialue a victim even when there is no reason
to think the victim was' in fact responsiblet.ln contrast; the intrinsically
religiously oriented person showed sympathy forthevictim and-tended to
derogate the Moonset:There-were' no significant dffects due to marital
status of the victim or any significant interaction be ween this variable and
religious orientation.

A ,

23. Jones, 6atheleene and Elliott Aronson. Attriblition of Fault to.a Rape
Victini as a Function of Respectability of the Wile. Journal of Per-
sonality and Siete, Psychology, v. 26, no.' 3, June, f973. p. 415-419.
A study was designed to test hypotheses relating the respectability of a
female rape victimto responsibility for the crime and the type of sentence

": -3-
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.given the offender. Mock :time scenes were presented to 234 male and
female undergraduate students from the University df Texas. The respect-
ability of the victim was varied (inarried, virgin, or dive ) ae was.*
degree of seriousness of the crime (rape or *tempted rape) The subjects
were asked to designate on a 21-point seale to what de they felt the
crime was the fault of the victim and how many years, from ne to 40, the
Offender should be imprisoned. The results showed that the socially

'respectable: woman, the more fault 'attributed to her as a v m of rape,
that at offender who rapes a more respectable woman will be sentenced
more severely, and that the offender will be sentenced to al gertermfor
completed rape than for attempted rape:

i41 Lamborn, Leroy -L. Compensation for the Char Gated, in Jtape.
yktimology: An laternatioaal leantal, v. 1, not 1, Sprisi, 1974. p.
.84 -fl.
The focus of this article is on the adequacies_ of remedies,' particularly
victim compensation programs, serving the needs of children conceived in
rape: Of the 30-odd common-law jurisdictions with victim compensation
programs, 4 expressly preclude awards for maintenance of chfidren ton-

oeived in rape, 5 expreisly include thosochildren, and the remainder are
silent. regarding the issue. Even where compensation is possible, awards
may be precluded or limited due to such factors as victim responsibility er
the relationship between the victim and offender. These limitations on
benefits can have harsh effects on children conceived in raps and should
cause reevaluation of ;the adequacy of victim compensation programs.

990*** 9 99 9.:90.** ...pag,Apfm,y1.0.
. 1 ..

25. MacDonald, John M. Rape Offenders and
Tha.

i Warns-. Springfield,
' Illinols, Charles C. Thomas; 1,71. 342 p. -._ .:

All major *peels of the problem of foitible rape ate covered in this book.
Much of the material is based on information from polies reports in Deaver,
Colorido. Anecdotes and *cants front cases are interspersed throughout.
The authos also draws from the writing of various experts on the subject of
rape and case histories of offenders. The book is divided into chapters
covering the, general scopof rape; ripenffenders; victims': child victims;
the psychology of rape; group rape; homicide and rape; incest; false accu-
maims of ToPs;12Pc law (as' of 1970); injiistict to offenders in cent; an .1 , ,
appeal of a rape conviction; criminal investigatiim of rape; penalties; and -

1 treatment and prereotion. Chapter 8, "Hoodlum Circus and Statutory Rape
of-Rasti-bake;-isreprinted-from-ffelft-Angels- by-Hunter-Sr-Thompson
The appendices include a copy of the petroit:folice Department's Sex ,
Crime.MOdus Operandi form and advice to patients concerning castration, .

-

by Georg K. Sturup. There are. 210 references listed.:

.*

11.1.11

2f.. MocKeliar, Jean. Rape: Thi Bait and eke Trap. Nei' York, Crown Pub-
. lisbert;1975. 154 p. .

. , The case historieand other facts. presented in this book are based mainly
-

on the. Philadelphia study-of Dr. Menachein An* supplemented by his
later interviews with victims on the West Coast and by author'_: own

. contact-with victims at a West Coast fipteriSi3 igtater:TffiboOkis divided..
into four parts.' The first 'part treats the numerous myths surrounding the
occurrence of rye and shows hwthe are at variance with afipirical

1
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facts. In the second part, the characteristics of the victim, offender And
rape law are examined. The. ps*Cbology and sociology of group rape are
explored in The third section. The final section presents perspectives on
why men rape and what women.can do about it. An epilogue-gives addi-
tional information on the final outcome of several of the cue histories used
a examples in the text. -

21. Medea, Andra sad Kathleitiaboisgisou. Against Rapc"New YOryrarrar,
Straunaid.Glioux, y974.154 p.

f r1r
In an 'effort to combat 'fear, defeatism and passivity-in women's altitudes
towards rape, the authors have-compiled a book which combines educe-
tional and practical information on the subject. Rape, as defined by the
authors, a violation of a woman's sexual self-determination and must be
understood before...it can be effectively combated. The authors begin by
identifying societal facutrs which facilitate the act of rape and describe the
social situations thatrequently end in a woman being sexually overpowered. ,

by a man. Particularly emphaeixed is the socialisation of men to be strong,
aggressive, and demanding and women to be passive, sensitive and accept-
ing. The type of rapist that concerns the author! most is not the pathologi-
Cal maniac but the man iho'in all reipects-fits the thold of a altrniat
product of society. In addition to phi/Jell rape, the authois discuis "the
little rape which are situations where women are nol:physically assaulted.
by sexual passes and comments from men in public and made to feel
intimidated and embarraised. Two chapters are devoted to precautions and
self-defense techniques women arid use to prevent rape. The final chap-

..,... .....tql.10Uctex.the.types.ssutPsychologicalreactiontrapevictirarexperieste-"-",------"T"
and what they often have to face if theii coo.: go through the criminal
justice System. The appendix' contains the results of a survey of rape
victimsthe authors conducted -in 072=73 and comments -on organizing

anti -rape group*: f-

.

2L kfifiger, beam. H 1is Minya the Wouum*Who Animism. janr-
,nat of Pigekialry, v. 133, so: 4; April, 1976. p."415-408.
Repels described in this article Si a ritual of Owe; and an aggressive act
against- women. Rape tragically distorts the physical and symbolic act of
human communion and undermines essential relationship!. It is mythically
asserted, artistically glorified, historically -condoned, and Kmbolically
urgedln_the_media and advertising. Rape depersonalizes women ant sepa-
rates them from,sviety_. Therapist reinforces the nonperioestatus of
victim and reduces her to an object fir physical use.- He acts for society,
translating certain cultural thoughts into action: The author, a rape victim
herself, feels that although in some ways there ienever complete recovery'
front rape, the moist appropriate center for restoration of spirit is the social

. community where speaking out about their experiences helps rape victims,
revalidate themselves as persons,,

V.

f

29. Naposal League of Cities ;Jilted Stales Conference of Mayors. Rape.
Wasblustou, D.C., 1974.34, p. -

After presenting a inifif overview of common issues and problems faced in
the prosecution and investigation of rape cases throughout the United States,

- - this report presents a brief analysis of data from policerape-offense reports
in Denver from 1970 to 1972, a summary of the Denver Rape Reduction

14":
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Shop; and describes the city's Opera- tion Rape Reduction program.
..Coniponents of the program include supplementary victim support, im-
provements in police and prosecutor training and techniques, offender

-evaluation and treatment, and pUblic.information and education.

30. Rids; Richard T. Alcohol and Rape. Medical Aspects of Human &est-
: qity, v. 9, no..3, March, 1975: p. 40-49, 55, 59, 60, 62, 65.

''The author presents research data and concurring opinions to support his
theory of the existence of a high positive 'association between alcohol,
,alcoholism, and the commission of violent crimes, particularly rape. Three
types ofalcoholArape situations are described anddifferentiited: rape in-
yolving a drinking offender, rape' involving an alcoholic. offender, and
raj* which may be triggered by alcohol. Representative cue histories
serve-as.examples of each situation type. The author also examines three
theories which .have been proposed to explain the possible relationship
between alcohol and the commission of violent sexual crimes: the disinbi-,
bition theory that alcohol numbs judgment * redices inhibition of socially-
unacceptable sexual fantasies and impulses, the direct effect theory that
alcohol may have's direct effect on either the aggres,sive or sexual centers
of the brain, and the effect of alcohol on male testosterone theory that
chtoaic alcohol 'use leads to an increase in the mean plasma testosterone
level or production rate associated with violence or aggression. A list of
referentes is included at the end of this article as are two commentaries on
the relationship between alcohol and rape.

317- Russell, Diana E. R. The Polities of Rape, New. York, h, Stein and Pay,
1975. 311 p.

Through the,Medium of 22, case studies of actual rape experiences, this
-book is designed to educate people about rape from the victim's perspec-
tive. The material presented here is from firsthand interviews conducted
by the author -and assistants. In addition to case narratives. illustrative
comments are made pre traditional attitudes towards rape and-rape victims,
social and psychological conditioning 'which contribute to the incidence
of rape.. rape and racism as well as "reverse racism," and tape as a politi-
cal act: ncluded also is a chapter giving the viewpoints of four inter-
viewed rapists. In the filial chapter suggestions on action that can be taken
to preient rape or lessen the trauma sic presented. The appendix consists
of rape prevention tactics and advice for rape victims. A bibliography is

Included.

32. Schultz, Leroy G., Ed. Rape Vicihnelev. Springfield, Illinois, Charles
k C. Thomas, 1975. 405 p: . ..

1 - .

This book attempts to cover all aspects of the rape victimization experi-
_- -ence. CoMprised of 17 previously published articles and 2 original pieces,

the book is divided into 6 topical sections. Section 1 concentrates on the
victim's own account of the.rape experience. Section 2 includes articles
on the social Mimeo of rape victimization, concentrating particularly on
the socialization of men and women into roias that to some extent explain
the rape phenomenon. Some legal aspects of rape victimization are covered
in the third section, including the problems of definition and evidentiary -
requirements. Section 4 deals with the medical examination of victims
and crisis intervention. Section 5 is devoted to the special problem of the

27
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child victim of sexual aggression, in particular post-rape trauma due to
interrogation. The final section speaks to policy issues and the necessity
for corrective action. An extensive bibliography is included at the end Of
the book,

i

Sahli, Ronald E., John P. Keating, Reid K. Hester and Herman E...
Mitchell. Role and bedeitoadderadons in the Attribution of Re-
spondbility to a Rape Victim. Joxrxot.of **search in Perserseiity,. v.
II, no. 3, September, 1976. p. 346-357.
Using undergraduate psychology students as subjects, this study was de-
signed to assess the extent to which social role and "just world" consider-
ations would affect perception's and attributions of tesponsibilityof a rape
victim. The rape victim was either a,topless-bottomless dancer, a social
worker, or a Catholic nun, and she was either acquainted or Imacqueinted
with her assailant. In the acquainted condition, the dancer was attributed
the greatest and the scathe least amount of responsibility, indicating that
social role factors can govern the range* attributiond judgments which
might be made in any given instance. Howevet, unacquintetvictims were
vicribed more responsibility for the rape than were acquainted victims, a
difference which was significant where the victim was the nun. The latter
findings were dismissed in terms of Lerner's just *worl hypothesis.,,Signif- -
icant sex differences were found in subjects'- 'perceptions of and rapine
to theme incident and, contrary to earlier findings, no relationship was
&lila between victim attractiveness and punitiveness toward the Wong-,-
doer. ri

, .. r.. . . .

34. U.S. Department of Justice. Law.Enforeement Ambiance Administra-
tion. Nadosid Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice.

_ Forcible itope:_ Flail Project Reim!. By Battelk Human Affairs Si-
sals& Centers, Seattle,. Washington. Washington, D.C., Government
Printing Mike, 1978;187 p. , . .

Cuireitly in process of publication, this report should be issued in the spring
or early summer of 1978. It describes the researchand findings of a major
two- phased project aimed at: (a) Asiembling, deleribing, lad assessing
current law enforcement practices and Nubians in responding to the crime
of rape (Phase I) and (b) deyeloping. operational/training manuals and
other materials designed to improve police, prosecutor, andilegidative"
respounte forcible rape (Phase II): _
ThraerarLbeginsAith.an.overvieiv2otboth-project phases and-continues
with a series of ;barters discussing project findings.and conclusions on
each of the folloWIng topics: (I) ;The Rapist; (2) The Victim; (3) Patrol
Officet,Response to Rape Complaints; (4) Investigitoi Respiuse to Rape

-Complaints; (5) Prosecutor Respopse to Rape Complaints; and (6) Train.
lag.: An appendix presents detailed data and analyses of rape cue records

i ironi police and prosecute agencies in five major U.S. cities.

In addition to this Final Research Report, olio other project publications
are cited elsewhere in this bibliography (see. Sec iQns HA, IV, and V).

35. Walker, Marcia J. and Stanley L. ',Today, Eds. Sex Assault: The
Victim and Me *gist. Lexington, Massaamsetts, Won 'Books,
1976. 186 p, \ . .

In early 1975, ir conference was held at the 'University of Alabama );Iir the
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topics of rape, research, -action and prevention. This book contains the
papers given by the conference attendees,-111 of whom had some claim to
expertise or knowledge in regard to ripe. .The. topics covered are: the
assumptions about the nature of sexual assault and how they relate to
prevention strategies; the handling and "1. ption of rape_ by the criminal
justice system; long-term interference iviii II renal life efforts as a result of
being a rape victim;.the nature and conseque es of being' raped in a work
setting; a rape treatment center in a large ethyl hospital; the incidence of
victimization; the role of the women'irnovenTeitin mobiliting rape victim.
programs; rape prevention; myths and realities concerning the rapist; psy-
chological treatment of rapists; rape in black communities; the legal and
social definition of rape; Michigan's rape reform statute; and the responses
to the problem of rape in New York' City and Denver.

,wa. .....
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II. RAPE VICTIMIZATION" . . .

A. Th: Victim's Exprioncio and deeds

36. Bohmer, Carol and Audrey Blumberg. Twice Traumatized: The Rape
Victim and the Court. Judicature, r. 38, no. 8, March; 1975. p. 301-399.

The role Of the rape victim in the court system is examined in this article
WJth emphasis-on the problems of post-rape adjustment aid of legal and
personal treatment of the.victim. DatifOr the study were obtained through
observation of 17 actual rape-trials and interviews with thepersonnel who
came into contact With those 17 rape victims. principally the police
detective, the proseCutor, the.defense attorney, and the judge. The attitudes
of These persons toward-the victim, as well as their professional participation
in the case. are analyzed, The authors identify several probkWareas for
the victim during the court process, including delays in iiroceedings. having
to recall and talk about, unpleasant details and relive the -rape experience.
as well as being attacked for discrepanciesbetiveen court testimony and the . -
initial police report, having to undergo grueling cross; examination on the
matter of consent, having to deal with the, behavior and styles of the

different keY enlirt-PeORM910114,Atfielp&PcoPetlY-notirtedtoCilletrial..
4'4** of the offender:The authors discuss the various

personal, qualitiis of the victims arid how these seemed to relate to the
ability of the victim to withstand the ordeal. Six specific recommendations
are made ,for offering rape victims greater social and legal support in the
post-rape adjustment slid trial period.

0

.4

37. Burgess, Ann Wolbert and Lynda Lytle Holmstrom. Crisis and Coen.
seling Requests of Rape Victims. Nu siug Research, V. 23, no. 3, May
June, 1976. p. 196-202. -

The authors conducted detailed interviews, and follow-ups where possible,
with I46 rape victims admitted to the Emergency Services of BostonCity .

'Hospital-over-a-period °feriae year to determine tbe crisis and counseling
n eeds" of 'rape victims ih order to develop .counseling program which
would serve atekmodel to rape counseling agencies in otherlocations. In
this article the results of their findings are reported. Ave categories of
crisis needs were established: medical intervention, police intervention.
'psychological intervention, uncertain, and control. The viciimss.counseling
n eeds and requests, expresied during follow-up interviews, frequently
varied.froni the crisis requests initially expressed and fell more into the
psychological and supportive services categories. These needs included
confirmation of concern,, yintilatiod, clarification and practical advice.
The authors stress the importance of paying careful attention to, respecting
and.understanding the victims' requests and needs in order to proilde better
intervention.

Burgess, Ann Wolbert and Lynda Lytle Holmstrom. Rape Trauma
Syndrome.Ainerkan journal of Psych airy, v. 131, no. 9, Seitember,
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1974. p. 981-9116..
,, ;

Reprinted in Chappel ;Dontan, Robley .Gels, and Gilbert Geis, Eds.
N Forcible ape: The rime, Ike Victim au the Offender. New York,

.. Columbia University s'; 1977. .

...

Based on m analysis f symptoms noted, in 92 interviewed rape victims,
the authors were able document the existence of a rape trauma syndrome.
and delineate.* ay itomatology as Well as that of its two variations,

..
---. cotillion ed 'cacti° and silent reaction. The syndrome is usually a two-

5 : '-P.4.,1":#acIjonrin acute, disorganization phase and a-long-term reorgani-
1..1 4.atton phi's., In the acute phase both physical and emotional reactions are

.--- - Amintit, although Varying over n wide range amongst different victims.
The long-term reorganization phase involves ibiAzess of coping with
the personal disruption-eauied by-Me-rape and cams 4de:changing vesi-*

. dense or telephone number%, "taming nightmarls, pholeria_ctions, and
sexual'itaxiety.-ilie authors present a number of clinical implications of\ their findings in faits of what Clinicians might look for of'
rape victims for indications of how best to treat Melt -

. .
. ., . '-..,

. I

u

39. Borges", Ann Wolbert and Lynda Lytiellohnstroys. Rape: Victims of i
CAM. Bowie, Maryland, Robert J. Brady, 1974. MS p. -:- ---! . .

w 4

Based primarily on. actual cases handled in-the first year of a victim
counseling program it Boston City Hospital in 1972 by the" co-authors; this
book provides insights into the needs of victims, the motivation of
-offenders; institutional problems in dealing' with rape and discusses

Tali-Void BlililitTVidifiireditiiiHrig: TEC flea seclion , . "...

using excerpts from real cases, sets out_the different kinds of rape situations
a victim can be exposed to and presents the motivation typologies of
rapists developed by Murray Cohen and other sex researchers. The
following two chapters describe the reactions to rape experienced by the
victim herself, the hilly of the victim, the police, the hospital and the
community in general. IA the section on crisis intervention, the authors
*cis the importance of finding out and understanding as much about the
victim's experience and reaction as possible in order to know bow bent to ..--

give assistance. Crisis theory is explained. Using' the approach of eon-
sidering the victim as a customer requesting a service is discussed.. Methods

.. and techniques ofintervietiing and counseling are presented, including the
special demands on di victim and the counselor in,going through court . _

: proceedings. In the last section" the authors describe different kinds of
vtctims, their special needs and ways of assisting them. These include

f adult victims, child and adolescent. victims, homosexual rape 'victims,
; victims with psychiatric, and social problems and prostitute victims. A

. glossary of terms is included.

. .

40. Fox, Sanda Sutherland and Donald J. Scherl. Crisis InterventiOn with
"

I . Victims of Rape. Social Work, v. 17, no. 1, January, 1972: p. 37-42. /.
1-. .

Reprinted in: Schultz, LeRoy G,, Ed. Rape.Vktimology. Springfield, Y.14
Illinois, Charles C. Thomas; 1975. p. 232-244;,Chappell, pun n,

,...

lobby Geis and Gilbert Geis, Eds. Forcible Raper The Crime, .

Victim and the Weider. New York, Columbia University Press-, I

As a-result of their work with 13 young, unmarried adult rape victims,
the authors were able to delineate three sequential phases that apparently

,

,
1

F
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represent a normal cycle of emotional responses to sexual assault. The
t three phaies were acute reaction, outward adjustment, and integration and

resolution-.
. .

. . . 6...

41. Greer, Gennaine.'Seduction Is andir-Letter Worge.Pkeytoy,- v.. 20, no. ...
1, January; 1973. p. 80-82; 164, 178, 224, 224, 228;
Women's vulnerability:to the act of ripe is grounded in prevailing social

. norms where_ women are dependent on men and socialized to belossive,
making it difficult for them to conceive of themselves ei having.thc right to
resist physical abuse and Misuse with vigor or violence. The legalaystem, :
with its pro male orientation, acts more fis'-if deterreiiithanan inducement
to victims to reportape incidents and go through with prosecution. Petty
rape, which it sometimes construed as seduction, is-perhipi the most
insidious form of rape. Inmost Communities "omen who wish to participate -.

in a soilsl life must do so as manes guest in a dating arrangement. 'The-fact
that the man initiates and pays for the entertainment. Means by extension` ,.......

that he also feels entitled to set the pace of the physical intimacies that will
. -occur. A petty rapist takes advaniege of any circumstances that mile his.

4

favor to override a ifeinan's independence. P.inbarrassinent or a sincere
desire not to loit the persOnal contact make women capitulate, against their .
will; to aggressive sexual behavior by men. Rape is selcuil exploitation in a
most insidious and harmful form. Hostility towards wome,6 plays a large
part in the loveless acts of petty rape. Women are now struggling to dim.'

- coot and develop their own sexuality and to know their own minds and ..,.._

,.....Jtodies.whickshould,f;npsovothobasesopon.whkh-they-communicatrarut 4-- "" '.........-----...............?....
deal with men. As they develop more confidenCe and self esteem and be=
come moredpportive of one another, women will lose their reluctance to .. .

denounce men for petty'rape and relieve themselves of that form of sexual
oppression. .. - - .

. .

42.. ilardgrove; Grace. An Interagency Service Network to Meet Needs of
I . 6 g

Rape nth's'. SecialCasewerk, v. 57, no. 4, April, 1976..p. 245-253.
, Therchas been an increasing concern over the past several years about the

crime of rape. This article first examines many of the issues surrounding
the problem of rape and provides information on the legal definition of
ripe, public attitudes,-the victim's needs, legal proceedings in rape-cues;
the typical response patters of victims, told the forms of therapy available
to the rape victim. The efforts made is Pasadena California; to_ aid the_-----------rftwvirfifk1snare n out fined. -A four- agency service network was estab-

, lisped which- includedinput from thi Pasadena-Foothill Valley YWCA,
the Huntington Memorial Hospital, theFoothill Faniily Service, and "the
Pasadena Plannedlarenthood Association. This network provides a hot-
line service, medical treatment for rape victims, professional counseling, a

- victim advocate, program; and follow-up testing forvenereal disease add
pregnancy. The network also provides, public education concerning rape
and services for rape victims. Case iiiustrviOns are included in the article
to demonstrate the procedures and services lifihe network.

(

43. Hilbernion, Elaine. The Reps Vklim. Washington, D.C:, American
. 0 Psychiatric Association, 19/6. 98 p.

... t .
-

This monograph attempts to summarize what is known about the needs and
. . experiences of the female victim and her family and provides a framework
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s, in which clinicians can more knowledgeably provide NiCtiftl assistance and
support. Some seciociltural, legal and medical aspects of rape are pre-
seated. Shortcomings in, hospital Care are mentioned and a list of recom-
mendations for improving hospital services to.rape victims, culled.from
several formal reports; is given. A description of community rapt crisis- - - ..
centers and-the importance of their function are also pointed out.. Turning ,

. to the reactions and needs of rape victims; including the child victim, the
author mentions considerations for counseling and treatment: In an

.: . l . analysis of the role of the psychiatrist in haidling tape trauma, she
expresses the need for hospitalpersonnel to inform themselves not only of
basic concepts and methods of crisis intervention' but also of such extra- ::
medical but relevant factonos criminal justice procedures, rapelaw and

_ .

communiti attitudes.. The monograph ends with a summary of research
questions_ &bolt rape that the author feels need attention. A four -page
bibliography is included. The appendices contain operational and pro-
posed guidelines for .managoment of sexual Assault cases.

44. 'Horns, Carolir..Rape.New Casnan;.Conneetinit, TobeyPnblishingco.,
loc., 1974, 130 p. '

This is one of a series of books Put out by thpublisher's Women's Library
program, which.pbblishes literature of special interest to women, Although .
it is primarily a handbook for rape victims or potential victims,,the first
three chaptersgo very briefly into the history Of rape, myths about repo-
And different types of rapists identified in various 'Oldie; of sex.offenders.

'''''' '"'''"Thefollowitislatirditpitentiviidvierintittformationistplatrerwherc--
risk of being accosted is high; Security measures against tape in one's _

1. home, self-defense tactics andwhatpolice, court and rued** procedures
and experiences reporting rape victims-are likely to face..Inkluded at.the
end of the'book are a brief outlineon howeto establish a rape crisis center
and a list of some rape crisis centers in the United States

45. . Lear, Madha Weinman. Q: If Yost Rapea Woman andtSteai Her T.V.,
What Can They Get You for in New York? A: Stealing Her T,V.
New York Thoeslagozias, lannaiy 30,1972..p.11, 046,60,62-63.
Thii article describes the constraints tharthecorrOhorahou requirement in
the-New York State rape law, operative in 1972, pie oil the. successful
prosecution of, rapists. The responses to attempts, to change the law are
discussed as well as the general mythology surrounding rape which in-
forms societal attitudes towardrape and images of the mitt. The author
quotes a psychologist in a sex offenders treatment center who describes
different types of rapists and possible modvationsbehind rape. She also

_discusses the difference between seduction and rape, She describes the
faulty communications between males and" females which lead to sexual
situations that contain elements of both rape andseductioi.

46. McComb's, Sharetp..,.Characteristics at Rape Victims Seen hi Crisis-
. Intervention. Smith Calkeee,Stadies lu Social Work, v, 46, no. 2,

March, 1076.-p, 137-158: °
This article reports the findings of an exploratory research study of 70 rape
victimseen and interviewed at the Reth Israel Hospital's Rape Crisis
Intervention Progra's..Boston during its first year. After i brief review of
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previously published research findings on victim responses to rape, data
from the current Study are presented covering demographic information
about the victim, description of the rape and hole it was experienced,
responses immediately preceding, during, and after the'assault, help--
seeking behavior, social supports-available, brief history of prior adjuit-
meet, and counselor's assessminrof the victim's moans of coping with the
crisis. The implications these factors -have for clinical -intervention and
counseling are discussed. Special counseling problems may be encountered
with victims feeling doUbt and/or guilt about their behavior in the rape
situation, including their resistance, and with victims having personal
problems prior to the tape: .7

47. Metropolitan Washington Council of GoverasniMs. The Treatment of
Rape Victims in the Metropoliton Area. Washington, D.C.; 4976. 63 p.

This reportli designed to'synthesize and present the findings of a special
task force ereateillk-1114.119ardzifDirectors of the Nett-4611ton Washington
Cootie?. of Governments. The purpoic of the task forcewas to study the
treatment of rape victims in the Washington region. identify problems, and
investigate means to

and

the goal of providing rape victims with
informed, sensitive, and humane treatment. There were twophases' to the
task force's work: extensive research and the organization of a regional
symposium: After an introduction and definition of the problems associated
with rape. this report preeeeti the reeearOh findings of the task force. These
cover: (I) the police response to rape victims; (2) the 'response of the legal
system to rape victims; (3) the response of the tmedical system to rape
victims; (4) the of specialized support services toisupevictims; and
15) areawide consideraions in the treatment of rape victims, which include

- the needs, ofthe victim,. the capacities of the diierse agencies to provide
services,- and the coordinative-capabilities of these ;,organizatiOnS The
report also includes a broaciset of suggested guidelines *treatment of rape

-victims in the Metropolidm Washington Aria 'that were developed at the
Council of Government's Regional Symposium on the Treatment' Of Rape
Victims, held in Juni, 1976. The'appendices of the report include an over-
view of rape in-the metropolitan area, with tables giving inforniation on the
incidence of repOrted rape in the different jurisdietions from 19'70 to 1976,

-and a paper which discusses the sociological and legal issues 'surrounding

rape-

48. Notnum, Malkab and Carol Nadelson. .Thi Rape 'Victim; Psycho.
dynamic Considerations., American Journal of Psychiatry, v..133; no.
4, April, 1976.p. 488413.
The response of rape victims is 'similar to the reactions of people to any
severe stress situation, where an extreme environmental stimulus interacts
with die:adaptive capacity of the victim. Stress situations are generally
defined by four stages: the 'anticipatory or'threat phase, the impact phase,
the post traumatic or "recoil" phase, and the post traumatic-reconstitution
phase: The dynamics of women's responses to rape involve affects, -un-
conscious fantasies and adaptive and defensivie ego styles. A striking

. phenomenon in rape victims is their lack of direct anger, which might be
- due to evocation of childhood memoriesf punishment for misdeeds, or'to

socialization of Women to'be passive. The socially. reinforced suppression
of aggression in women May also have an adaptive function for them. Guilt

3



and shame are virtually universal in rape victims, fe lingb that are in-
. creased when the focus is put on the sexual rather than th violent aspect of
the experience..ff one feels that in her unconscious a rap fantasy, which is
quite different-from-rape in reality, broke down her defe s to unconscious
destructive, masochistic' wishes and played a part in the incident, her
feelings of guilt and inability to maintain control f her destiny are
intensified, The responses of men close to the vie iin areextremely
important to'the woman't recovery from rape but ofte arc very co' plex
and problematic for them as well as her. There are pacific inrpli atone
associated with age and life_ situations in the mitt of women to rape.
Recognition of the crisis nature of the rape experien e has had an effect in
eh-singing the attitudes of psychiatrists towards victims from ne of
skepticism atxrdefensive disregard to serious cone re: Each rape ictim
presents special considerations and requires the afknowledgement and

-suppOrt of the-oofessional in working through her cjomplex problems.

49. Queen's Bench Foundation. Rape Prevention seed Resistance. San
Francisco, 1976. 125 p.
This report presents the results of two;studies cob ucted;to gain insight
into the consequences of victim resistance in rape. th rape victims and
rape offenders. Were interviewed. In both studies, i rest was focused on
the circumstances finder 'Which resistance deterre ! the rape attack, the

-particular kinds of resistance that were successful, and the circumstances
under which - certain - kinds -of - resistance- provoked-increased ***
Through various publicity efforts to, 'attract non-reporting victims as well
as reporting victims, 64 victims of rape and 40 victims of attempted rape
were interviewed. Information was sought on the behaviors of women who
have faced rape attacks, the characteristics of the attack situations,ond the
response of the assailants. Differences between the victims.of completed
rapes and of attempted rapes were compared in an effort to measure the
effectiveness of various resistance- techniques. The offender study was
initiated as a pilot study to explore the dynamics of sexual assault from
the perspective of the sexual Offender. Seventy-five excessively violent
rapists -and offenders convicted of attempted rape were interviewed at.
Atascadero State Hospital in California. Interest was focused on the

'rapist's aim, his selection of_a victim and_plannintortheattack, his
perception of provocation of the attack, and his ,response to "victim
behaviorduring the attack. In addition, these offenders' ideas on how rape
might be prevented were solicited. Based on the results of these studies, --t

.conclusions are presented on the common patterns of assault, the differences
between rapes aid attempted rapes in terms of circumstances_ surrounding
the act and behaviors of the actors, the frequency-and-Causes of victim
injury, and possible methods of detining ripe attempts. Extensive tables
containing the data and statistical analyses are presented The appendices
include an outline for a suggested rape prevention worichop and a short
paper on the impact of sexual assault on victims. A bibliography is alto
included.

Robin, Gerald Forcible Rape: Institutionalized Sexism in the Criminal
Justice System. Crime and Delinquency, v. 23, no.:2, April, 1971. ,
p.136-b3.-
Raped women are subjected to institutionalized sexism beginning with
their treatm. :1 by the police, through the male-dominated criminal justice
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system, influenced bypseudo-scientific notions of' victim prexipitatioll
and onto the symematic.acquittal of many guilty rapists. The codification
of sexism centers in the legal elements involved in proving guilt and
obtaining convictions. In effect, the law's focus on conoboragon, consent,
and character has established a standard of proof in rape-cases that is more
stringent than in any other crime. Nonetheless: the processing of rape
victims by the criminal *nice system is gradually, becoming-more sensitive.
facilitative, and resronsive to the tratunatexperienced by the women in-
volved. In addition, more research monies are being put towards etects
intended to study and help alleviate the problems. The lifirrosition to-
wards the crime is also becoming less sexist and more-responsive to the
reatiticif of sexual assault. These changes in attitude and, increased concern
towards rape victims are largely a result of efforts of the women's move-
meat. Rape crisis centers provide humane and dignified, treatment for rape
victims as well as advocacy for victims dealing .with the criminal. justice
system. Current efforts to reform rape laws by changing the legal eleittents;
of proof and establishing differeadegrees of the offense as well as
modifying the basic definition of rape wilt assist in eliminating the
institutionalized sexism that surrounds rape.

51., Silverman, Daniel. pint Do-No More Harms Female Rape Victims and
the Mole Counselor. .Ameiiconlonntol of Ortkopsycklaim ill, no:-I,

. Januag, 19721.1; 91-96.- .-. `.-. . ... ,-
,

. ..
`'''" -- . -Xitiougg7iTnieal experience indicates that female Owe victims may prefer

to relate to women counselors, the reality of crisis intervention work often
means that male eau' nselorl or physiciani are the first or only persons
availableThis article considers some of the difficulties inherent in a male
helping women in crisis folloling rape. The male counselor should he
aware of his own anxieties anIsrejudien and their effects op trseo.scponse
to rape victims. These can include far of being rejected, desi ake.
up. for the misdeeds of another min, Or feeling women are somehow to
blame for their rapes The male counselc4, althoUgh no less sensitive and
caring than his female counterpart, may have greater difficalt* in identifying
with the femalevictim. Subconscious identification-with.any of the males

. involved with the victim; frOm the rapist ,to the victim's lover or father, can
-hinderilie counselingrocess. The male couiseloi should be attuned to the

-the-rape-andlo-him as-trinaleThelinobriift rape
victims have in establiihing trusting relationships in the aftermath of rape
is often heightened if the new relationship is with a :roan. The counselor
mutt be. aware of andrepased for the sources of feeling that lessen the
victim's 'capacity to -trust ethCrs and enter into new relationships: Such
awareness will help him gUard against personalization of the victim's
response. Care soul( also be taken to prevent the counseling experience
from becoming a symbolic recreation Of the repel* overzealous attempts

coriective experience but one in which a counselor offers supportive com-
The initial interaction with a rape victim should not bee compensatorycompensato or
to m ake. the victim accept help or by other salve communications.

ra

municption.
..

.

52. Stock, F. Patricia Peehank. Parental Safety -and Defense for Women.
Minneapolis, Burgess Publishing Company, 1975. 157 p.
This book is designed to help .women learn how to avoid becoming the
victim of assault and to master specific skills to use against physical attack.
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Part One contains discussions on the nature and causes of crime, the
difficulties in reporting crime (particularly rape) and the problems of .

deterring crime. Parts Two and Three list devices to use and precautiops to
take for property protection andpersonal safety and for deterring and avoid-
ing victimization. Part Four describes the use of weapons, weapoi skills,
and the individuil's right of self-defense. Part Five outlines psychological
techniques and physical personal defense techniques of counterattack.

' Illustrations show how to execute the skills and techniques presented in
this piece. A bibliography is included.

. ,

53. Symonda Martin. The Rape Victim: ktsychnlogient Patterns ofeResponse.
American Journal of Payelummelpsis, v. 36, no. 1, Spring, 1976. p:
-2744.
Before turning. to the main focus of this article, the author reviews two

.

major classifications of rapists --the compulsive'ind the predatoryand
comments on their behaviors and motives; He notes that what all rapists
have in common is the useof terror, intimidation 'and acts of violence to
achieve the subjugation, of the victim. Next, the, psycbOlogical-responses
common to rape victims are described; During the rape itself, the victim
experiencei fright bordering on panic once she has overcome the initial
reacton of_shock and disbelief at the unexpected violence. The victim's
behavior, is directed toward self-preiervition..The author suggests through
several examples that the victim returns to innate behaviors of early child..
hood which he calls ``traumatic psychological infantilism". This behaVior
of helplessness can often-be read by others as friendly Ot cooperaiiie, The
authaexpands upon this concept of frozen fright by relating it to the signs
of submission exhibited by animals. The terror of the rape situation destroys
old learned patterns of behavior, isolates the woman from all safety and can
produce regressive behavior in her. What determines the pattern of
resistance that a victim wIl use is often based on early life experiences. By
focusing on the tom instilled in- a victim' by the sudden, unexpected
'violence oflape, people might be mom compassionate and less judgmental
of-the behaitior exhibited by the victim.

54. U. S. Departinent of Justice. Lew Enforcement Assistance Adudnistra
Non. National Institute of La* Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
Forcible Rape: Medico and Legal Information. By Battelle Mumai
Affairs Research-Centeii, Seattle, Washington. Washington, D.C.,
Government Prindog Oflice, 1977. 24 p.
This booklet was written specifically for police and prosecutors to hand
out to rape victims in order to help them better understand the criminal
justice and medical procedures ihich they will experienCe in the course of
a-investigation and prosecution of theircases. Each contact that a rape
victim will have with the criminal justice system. is outlined, from the
initial police report through the medical procedures and police/prosecutor
investigations to the actual trial. Because sta laws differ and because
each-rape case is unique, the manner in which- dividnal cases are handled
may vary. Therefore, this booklet describe alt police, hospital,
and court procedures the victim may expectio experience and ex
plains the need for each. A glossary of legal and medical terms relating to
the crime of rape is also provided and an appointment directory, is furnished
for recording the times and places of marine; with doctors, detectives,
and -prosecutor staff.
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SS. U. S. Department of Justice. Law Enforcement Itilistince Adrabsistri-
don. National Institute of Lai Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
Rape and It: Victims: A-Report for Citizens, HealthPacilitks, nsulCrint:
inn, !mike AgenciesillA. BrodyapAt. Gates, S. Singer; M. Tucker
and White, Center for Women Policy Studies. Washington, 1975;
361,p.
The report is-divided' into four sections entideit "The Police Response,"
!'The Response of Medical Facilities, "The Responie of Prosecutors'
Offices," and "The Response of Citizens' Action Groups." The material
presented in each section based on the .findings of national surveys

-conducted in each of these areas,with special emphasis phiceil on agencies
that have begun-innovative changeti- in their approach to handling rape
cases. Each section presents the findings from these nationwide surveys
and then suggests guidelines based on reported programs; techniques, pro-
cedures, and policies that appear to be especially effective and valuable in
handlincrape victims and their cases and whicentight be suitable for
transfer and replication in other jurisdictions. In addition to theguidelines
in each Section, the appendices contain materials that may .be used as
sample forMs for.police and hospital procedures or that augment the dia.
cussiOit of such topics as the police interview of rape victims, counseling
forrape victims, and legal issues that are being raised by people seeking
rape law reforms.

5C 3. Department of Justice. LiwAtiforcement Assistance Administra-
tion. National Institute of Law Enforcement...and Cr','rahm Justice.
Office of Tech:1814y Transfer. An EumpI.r Project: A Consmanity
Response to Rope. By Geilild Bryant aid ,Paul are', 'Polk County,
Iowa, Rape/Sexual Assault Care*Center. Washington, D.C., Govern.
:Kent Printing' Office, 1977. 113 p.-
This manual -details the opelations. and procedures of the Polk County,
Iowa, RapejSexael 'Assault Care Center which often medial and social
supportive aid to victims, assists saw enforcement' and prosecutioi efforts,
and provides community eduCation. The Center's victim services are coor-
dinated with local Medical and social service facilities. These services are
described. Also. described are the mutually supiortive and cooperative
relationship between the Center. and the local criminal justice agencies and
the self-publicity and 'community education efforts'made by the Center.
The statistical results and costs associated With the Center are reported in
the final sections of the manual along with a discussinantmeans.of-evaht-

-- --sting and monitOring'thi-s-soitlifirujiar firoughout the menial attention
is given to the possibilities of replication of various aspects of the project
in other jurisdictions. The appendices include the Center's bylaws, victim
questionnaires, and a repriit of a manual covering all aspects of rape
devised from a conference organized by the Center in 1976.

57. Weis, Kurt and Snarl S. Borges:- Victismology and Rape: The Case of
the Legitimate Methodssnes in Criminology, v. 8, ai. 2. Rail, 1973. p.
71-115.
Reprinted is Schultz, LeRoy G., Ed. Rik Vkdmology. Springfield,
Illinois, Charles C. Thomas, 1975..p. 91-141.
Using rape as an extreme example, this article explores victimization as a
concept referring to societal processes which wepare the victim for the
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crime and account for his or her experience during it as well as the treat-
ment and_restionse received- bjt the victim after the crime. Although die
legal defint:tion of rape is clear, certain prejudices, stereotyping and myths
about rapei rapists and rape victims and difficulties in obtaining the evi-
dence legally required to prove a rape case in effect result in a much
narrower working definition of rape as far as the police and public are
concerned. This makei'of -the raped woman a "legitimate" or "safe"
victim who will not be a threat to the rapist because she is unable to muster
the forces necessity tobring against him the blame and accusation neces-
sant to make him a legitimate offender. The a priori assumption found in
victimology literature that the victim is somehow peculiar and psycholog-
ically dif orent from Milers feeds the notion of victim-precipitation'which
in turn rein sees the way society treats rope victims. The study of vic-

relationships by in influential victimologist has led to'refine-
oh-

meat in the art of blaming the. Victim; particularly in rape cases: The .

concept of-victim-precipitation open up the possibility of a legal concept -,t

of justifiable rape. The socialization processes of miles and females, in a
male-dominated social structure, act to mold women into victims. Women
are educated to internalize the psychological characteristics of defenseless
victims aid the relationship' between the sexes becomes an instrumental
exchange whereby female servility .is the price of male protection. Male
socialization combined with the mythology surrounding rape have resulted
in a distorted view of what constitutes an act of rape. glie American dating
system with itsbuilt4n notion that the woman is.a4bject which maybe

- '---puurch sed, results in cross-sex expectations which cab easily lead to rape.
1 -..,,..

Setting aside the classic-stranger-to-stranger rape, are various reasons
why4(a ai a'labeis sexual encounter rape and y third parties often
hay difticidty distinguishing between seduction* rape. Legal, socio-
logical andpoychological factors contributeto the uma of rape victims .

' and prevent them from relating their experielies to ers or from report-
ing t44,the police. While rape is not confined to any °economic class,
there may be extra -legal- reasons why overrepresenta 'oh of lower social .

strata people is found among rape victims and offenders in cases reported
40 did police: The feminist movement-and the sexual volution may both -

.
have major implications for future outlook on . .

I

. B. Medico! Coro and Examination of Victims

5117Ababirse1;7G-41;11elis1WViiiiiiii -Of Is Site
November, 1976. p: 47S-482. . -
This article describes the'majorcomponent4fan establishedprogram and
presents guidelines for developing hospita4ased compiyhensive rape
treatment. Rape victims require a broad range okservices rom persons in
the fields of medicine, law and mental health. *manse f the emotional
state of the victim it is pteferable that one agency 4 responsibility for
initial treatmai and coordinatimi of additional sup)ort services. The
emergency department of a hospital is perhaps the best eqiiipped communi-
ty resource tor this because of the expertise that is located there and the
fact that it is open '24,hours a day. Other community resources can be
incorporated into the program by referrals. The Santa Monica Hospital
Medical Center in California instituted a'model rape-treatment program to
provide conipmiensive services to rape-victims and reduce the trauma of

T"---- . R.tc,
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reportiig the crime; It's components include dissetnination of information
idiom( the Orogram,medical care and follow-up, supportive counselingand

-social services, special staff training, coordination with other agenciei,
community education and consciousness raising, and ptograni evaluation
to modify and improve services where necessary. The experience with tbe-
program indicates that rape victims are more able ant willing to provide
information and to cooperate in the rapist's prosecution When they receive
comprehensive support services.

, . .

-Cohen, Fay 1:lencan Chappell aid Gilbert Gels. Changes in Hospital
;Care. for Rape Victims. Anneal of Emergency Nursing, v. 2, sio.
NovemberDecember, 1976, p. 1943..
'Ili 1973;1 survey of 66 large hospitals in the United States was conducted
to determine the extent and type" of services provided by the'hospitals to
rape victims. At that time, 23 percent of the respondents indicated they
were in the process of changing their programs or policies toward rape
victims. In 1975, a follow-up hospital survey Was conducted, overlapping.
with 61 percent of the original respondent hospitals, to explore the types of
changes that bid occurredin the intervening 111 months 'and to gain insight
into factors motivating change. The results of this survey indicated wide-
spread changes in hospital care-for victimebetweed 1973 and 1975. The
most frequently mentioned change was the development of .written pro-
cedural guidelines. The" next two most frequently noted changes were in
medical,;procii rl ,iFcriboratory tests, or. prophylactic dmgtreatinent and in
availability of mentallibildiker There was-a notable lack of change in
the areas of assuming financill responsibility forthelape victim's exam-
ination and in the locale of treatment. As to thfactors influencing change,
the most prominent wzs increased community awareness and pressure,,
patticularly from the police and women's organizations. The article con-
tains tables summarizing the data gathered in frequencies and percentages.

1

60. McComile, Sharon L., Ellen Bassuk, Roberta Smits and Susan Pell.
Development of a Medical Center Rape Crisis Intervention Prograin.
AsnericanieurtainfPsychiftry, v. 133, .0. 4; ApK11; 1996, p, 418-421.
The Rape Crisis Intervention Program at Beth brae! Hospital, Boston, is
aimed at integratingand expanding available medical services and provid-

_ big psyChiatric crisis counseling to rape victims, (The authors of this article

otiwogram-ina.medical-settinv The-aluthonrmentintrtlfrordinz--
of be problems that are encountered in trying to implement

munity anOospital resistance to recognizing ripe as a legitimate health
issue, deierving medical- and psychological servibes There are two major
sources ofiripital reFance to mobilizing su ve services: staff prej-
udices about rape and staff underestimation of the ignificance of emotion-
al crises. A description of the Rape Ciiiis !wry ration Program is given,
highlighting-the training involved and the victim services provided. The
authors thin discuss the implementation probl s the program has en-
countered, including staff resistance, funding que lions, and varying lev-
els of counseling competence,

61. McCubbln, Jack H. and Daniel E. Scott. Managehsent of Alleged Sexual
Assault. Texas Medicine, v. 60,September, 1073, p.511.66.
Ar description is presented of how to conduct a medical examination of a

-
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rape victim in order to collect proper medicolegel evidence as well as
provide OCCCalifylreabeet. The-article includes a description of admin-
istrative requirements such as consent trams and photo releases, a discus-
sion of what should be determined as part of the patient's medical history,

land guidelines for the actual Medical examination. The authors also list the
*Wile items that should be prepared as evidence. In addition, they sug-
gest treatment and follow-up procedures.

62. McGuire, L. S. and Michael Stern. Savo of Incidence of aid Physi
daps' Attitudes" Toward Sexual Aseailt. Public Elealthitepsrts; v. 91,
no. 2, March4pril, 19764, 103,10.
In der to .gain information on the types bad number of rape victims
tre by private physicians eat° assess these physicians' knowledge of
and tritudet towards 'sexual assault., a survey was conducted in King
Co ty, Washington, in 197. In addition, 258 college undergriduates in
psyc ology were administered queitionnaires to contrast the knowledge
level and attitudes of non-medical persons' witi.those"cf the physicians.
The -results did not &Winn the postulated high incidenci of-treatment of
rape victims by private physicians. As to the knowledge leveLof rape, both.
the responding physcians and student subjects answered_ipiroximitely 60
percent of the question's correctly. The respondents' attitudes' toiard sex-
ual assault wereinferred from the direction of theik responses. The physi-
cians :bared attitudes similar to those of the male students. The forage
student tended to overestimate the incidence of rape, the physical trauma
associated with it, and the timing of its psyChological aftereffects. Tables

Included in the article showing the questions asked in the survey and a
suniraary of the responses obtained to each one.. .

63. Paul, David M. The Medical Examination in Sexual Offences. Medicine,
Science sad the Law, v.15, no. 3, Jab, 1975: p. 154-162. -'

7 The. author; a British clinician, points out that since any doctors could be
called upon to make in examination of a rape victim' or a rape suspect and
since often the examinations will"have to be done at off-hours when the
doctor may not be in nip thapeethere, is great valus-lid importance attach-
ing to a set routine for making these examinations. He lists three objects of
the clinical examination: (1) to' discover>if the clinical findings are in
keeping with the history of the incident being investigated; (2) to deter-
mine if there is clinicil-evidence that the act in fact took pine; and (3) to
gather physiiariirdifice to eiifilriErniensielaory irtbeiTo Sap In
confirming or denying The alleged offense. The rest of the article is de-
voted to suggested routines for clinical examinations in sex offense cases
and to ways of recording the resulticin a manner that would-be'most useful
to criminal justice authorities.

64. Root, Irving, Wendell Ogden and Wayne Scott. The Medical Investip.
lion of Alleged Rape. Western joined', of Medicine,.v. 120, no. 4,
April, 1974. p. 329-333. :

The importance of the physician's indicalxamination Oa rape victim is
discussed. It is pointed out that although the primary purpose of the exam-
ination is to provide medical information for legal investigation and ac,
Lion, the physician is often called upon to treat physical and emotional
trauma: A checklist is presented, identifying the types of information the

4.5
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phy sician .should acquire during the examination of a rape victim. Thee
'authors supplement the checklist with comthentary on why certain infor-
mation is important andlow best to gather it. They stress that the phy-
iciait cannot and should not state whether the patient has been raped
because rape is a legal coneept, not a medical one. They add that the
physician may discuss the examination results with the investigating of-
ficere but should not Confroilt the patient herself with any discrepancies in
the findings, The legal issue of consent in rape is discussed, as well as the
peisimal anguish and distresi the victim often suffers and the impact a
charge of rape may have on a mad.

65. Vitali% Louis R. raided Evidence is Rape Cases.' Journal of Police
Science end Admiiiistradoi, v..2, so. 2, line, 1974. p. 166 -163.
The author. suggests procedures for the recovery of phykal evidence and
biological specimens from rape victims admitted to. hospital emergency
rooms. lie divides :the examination into three Phases: (I) obsetvation; (2) .

. data recording; and (3) physical examination and recovery of physical
evidence. The first .phase includes observation of the mental" state and
clothing of the victim: The second phase includes recording personal data
about the victim ill as details of theittack. The third phase consists

procedures.and to hilques for obtaining specimens of semen and other
foie' i material-8'6i e aminatiop in the crime laboratory.

66. / Williams, C Cook and keg Arthur, itillisens. Rape: A Plea for Help
/ lithe e Hospital Emergency Room. Natsbigforwa, v. 12, ao. 4, 1973.

p. 31111-:40t. . . .

The emergency, room of a. os,pital, where variedsources of expertise are ,
centralized, can\ offer excelle&Physital and mental health care for the
victim of rape. HOttever, often thikrtential Is not actualiZed. Theatti-
tbdes which profes,sthworkers havealvut rape can beacthdiout when.
caring for the suiting in disbelii4uriosity, moratnii,-; and
even a rough pelvic examination. Rapevictitheld not be subjected to.
further trauma by professional workers at a time whettlk0 is to desperate-
ly needed. The-professional nurse is ins key position to promote change, .

in the treatment of rape victims. As an advocate of the palitniQthe can
provide needed crisis intervention and establish definitive emergency

. programs for rape victims with an emphasis on interdisciplinary' care and-
hiservice education. Professional schools should be encouraged to include'

the-problemof-rape-in-theiteurriculum. comprehensivt-outlfroileraticTil-
programs are needed.

C..The "Child Victim

67." Burgess,Aan Wolbert and Lynda Lytle Holmstrom. Sexual Trauma of
'Children and Adolescents. Nurskiainks of North America, v.10, no.
3, September, 1975. p. 551-563.
The authors describe work they did with children and adolescents who
were pressured into sexual activity with a person whotood in some domi-,
n ating or authoritative position over them. Accessory-to-sex is the ding-
n ostic label they give this form of sexual assault or activity. Forty-two
victual were seen, 36' female and 6 male, 27 white and 15 black. Most

.
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were under the age of 9. Almost half of the offenders were fam'ily.mem:
bers. The forms of pressure on the victim, when such data were avail-

% able, were "either mate-rill goods',. misrepresentation of moral standards
or need for human contact. Theftypes of sexual activity reported were
penetration, hand-genital contact, and mouth-genital contact. Generally,
the offender. tried to pledge the #ild to secrecy. The emotional reaction of
the victim was shown to be greatly affected by how sad When the secret
was disclOsed and the behavior Of the person to whom it was revealed. The
authors-discuss die clinical implications of their findings, including ways
of managing the different reactions of the thildrenand symptom forma-
tion. They conclude-by posing some still unanswered questions relating to
the effects of accessory-to-sex experiences for children. .

.....2

611. Flanunang, C: Jvievring Child Victims of Sex Offenses. Police, v.
.16, no; 6, FebinarY, 1972. p. 24-2.11.

Reprinted in Schnitz, LeRoy G., Ed. Rape Vkiimolosy. Springfi eld,
Illinois, Charles C. Thoisas, 19764. 245-256.
The aim of this article is 0 provide-a guide Ks police officers onthe proper
techniques Kw interviewing children under 14 who have "been victims
of sex offenses. Pedoplilla and the range of sexual encpunters children
might experience are e

t
plained. The importance and competence of the

.
child- victim as 41 wills: 'are discussed. In presenting the elements of
prefer police interviovOgtilfe author distinguishes between interrogation
and interviewing. The/importance of communication, -rapport and timing
are stressed. He points out that,the complexity of interviewing child vier ..
tims of sex'offenses A compounded by the emotional involvement of par-
ents or relatives Of child which the police office will- also have to

,handle. The author iscusses the techniques that should be used in inter-
viewing child victim's in' order to determine the child's capability to be a

....4. witness in court and to.obtain details of the offense. The author, points out
additional actions the interview and during the trial which the police

," . officet should to ease the sittiiitioofor the:victini and the parents.

69. Hogan, WilteiL/Brief Guide to Office Counseling: The Roped Child._
Medical Aspects of Haunax Stenailly, v. 8, no. 11., November, 1914. p.

. 129-130. 1 . .
Tbil article psents a guide to physicians on how to examine a child

. .

r court proCeedings. A general examination of the childiequife-d 'in 1 te
victim of sexil assault with care and with .as Much detail as might be

should lead gradually to examination of the genital area of which a descrip-
tive analysis' should be inader-Mtinformafion must then be used to achieve
a clinical opinion as to the possibility of sexual penetration. No opinion of
actual rape should be volunteered. Oily the positive clinical features should
be submitted .in testimony, unless the physician is requested to give an
opinion as to sexual, penetration., Parents must be reassured about their

. child. Certain aftercare procedures for the child are recommended.
A

\IT %Peters, Joseph J. Children Who Are Victims of Sexual Assault and the
xi Psychology of Offenders. American Journal of Psychotherapy, v. 30i\ no: 3, Judy, 197d. g. 39S-421. .

't The first section of this article is 'devoted to an historical review of the
\early psychiatric discoveries of Freud and colleagues. The author reveals\ 43".,-
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evidence in Freud's works which shows hesitancy and aversion:to admit:
. tins .that some -adult fantasies of loxtial assault in childhood might in

actuality have been real occurrences. The second nv of the article con-
sists of a description of seven clinical cases from the author's private .

practice which he vacs tofilUstrate several points, particularly relating
adults who have bein sexually assaulted as children. In the third section, a

. psycholOgicid profile of the child Molester is presented. The information
was gathered from psychological tinting of probationary sex offenders at
the Philadelphia General Hospital in 1973 and 1974. The author presents
data on 64 child victims seen in 1973. The information; given in percent-
ages, relates to the circumstances ofr4porting the incident, the family's
attitudes and concerns," the child's feelings and bbhavior,' the offender's
relationship to the child and his behavior towards the child, and the types -

of sexual contact and injury. Recommendation; on crisis intervention. for
Child rape- victim's make up the final section of the article.

5

71. Queen's Bench Foundation. Sexual Abuse tif Childress. San Fraud:56i, .

1976.69 iv -
*Thiris a report of a pilotproject undertaken in San Francisco to explore the
problem of juvenile sexual victimization. The report includes interstate
review and individual sections containing descriptive atialysis of how
child sexual abuse is handled by the police, the district attorney's office
and the courts, the hospitals, outreach-court protective servicesand com-
munity_ servicest Stadilical data from certain of these agencies' records are
prisented; The project researcher points out the weablesses, strengths and
problems of each of these agencies or services and makes recommends-
!ions for improVement. The overall results of the study indicate that a large
amount' of sexual abuse of children gods unreported, particularly if the
offender .is a friend or relative of the_ victim", that there is-inadeviatt
training for professionalkserving sexual abuse victims and that poor coop'
dination-among services,to these children hinders effectiveness. A bibli-
ography and appendices are included in the! report.

11

72, Roth; Edwin L Emergency Treatment of iiped Children. Medical As-
pects of Human Sexeglitp, n.6, no. II, August, 072. p, 891119-91.

This article discusses the difficultand complex situation facing a physician
. ._:_:........ I .

when an adolescent or child is brought into the emergency room and medi-
cal treatment for rape is requested. The author stresses that calm reflection
,is of utmost importance although the atmosphere of anxiety, anger, and .
excitement makes it difficult.Ile describes a'case to illustrate the underly-
ing emotional concerns of adoleticents and their parentsn these situatiOns. .

v Several basic principles are presented to guide the physiciai in manage-
meat of raped_ children. Proper and sensitive- interviewing of the child
should be conducted before any examination is Performed in order to
deterMine ivhether in tact a rape has occurred or other problems are
eat. In some cases severe emotional or social problems of the child and/or
the parent's suggest need for psychiatric or social agency referral which is
most helpful it' done at the beginning, of a case. The appropriateness of a . .3

I, pelvic or visual examination is discussed.
..47.7.r
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D. Homosexual Rape

4

1,

7 . Davis,' Alan% Sexual Asioults in the Philadelphia Prison Spitent and
Sherifra Vail. TrestsAcilors, December, 1968. p. it=14.
Interviews with 3,304 inmates of the 60.000 who passed through 64 Phila-
delphia piisen system kb" 1966 to 1968, along with interviews of custo-
dial employees, revealed that sexual assaults io the piison'systems were
epidemic. Of the estimated 2000 assaults that occurred, i56 of which were
documented, only 96 were reported to prison authorities and of these only
26 were reported to the outside aiming! juvice system. Various reasons
are put forth why the statistics on sexual assaults representonly the tip of
the iceberg. Unwritten rules and diereality of prison culture.discourage
reporting- of such incidents. Firsthand accounts by some of the inmates
involved in sexual assaults graphicallyillistrate the brutality and degiada-
don of the experience. Physical and psychological characteristics of vic-
tims and aggressors, are compared. The author concludes that sexual as-
saults in Pisa art not primarily caused by sexual deprivation ,but are
expressions of anger and aggression prompted by the same basic,fruitra-
dons that existed' in the outside lives of these inmates. exacerbated by
imPdsonment-iiM radial hostility. An inset to this article describes the
problem of homosexual rape in the Philadelphia' County Sheirifes van
going jo_an I II. I I

74. Siam, Anthony M.; Jr, :11 in Prison. Spiingfteld ; C.
Thome, 1975; 127-p.
The author's thesis io this book is that rape in prisons is predominantly. an
act of hostility and reyenge, of blacks on whites,"combined with': need to
validate masculinity.-Different acts of sexual aggression known to occut in

-correctional institutions are discussed. Several theories of how racism.
cultiiral patterning and institutional settings to create this situ:-
don are advanced. The author draws his information from personal obser-
vations and experience in the field of corrections, research studies, gOv-
ernmeat publications. journalistic accounts, police information and by
writingi and interviews with Persons directly involved in this problem.
Suggestions are made of changes that could be effecied inside and outside
prison to ameliorate this condition. One hundred and seven references are
listed and both_en author and subject index are_pievided.

-

-A

75. Sexual. Assaults 'andierced Homosexual Relatlinships in Prison; Cruel
and Unusual Punishment. Albany Law Revkiv, v. 36, no. 2, 1972, P.
428 -438.
This article neestions whether coot-ming-Mien in pri4 sons where there is a
high occurrence of forced homosexual relations and $4141111i assault violates
the eighth amendment of the constitution which prohibits cruel-iindlic
usual pimishitent. The author reviews .the .definitionald scope of what
constitutes cruel and unusjutpunisherdelicc-cording jto evolving standards
of decency of sunaturing society. Two federal lower court cases are cited

___,,whith--declared confinement under inhuman 63-Mitiges Constituted cruet
.._.... and unusual punishment. The author describes certain conditions and

tices in prisons which foster sexual assaults and attempts to shovi that they z

t.
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. arr.aaconsiitudonal in light of these two decisions. Measures to decrease
the probability of sexual abuses are "suggested. ,

a 1

. . ,.., ,

76. Weiss, Carl and David manes Friar. Terror he the Prisons: Homosexual
Rope owl Why So#my Condone* le: Indianapolis; Bobby- Merrill Col-
pany, 974. ?,47 P. . - - .

The ainr'of this book is to_expose the extent and circumstances of prison
rape In an effort, to educate-the public to what the authors contedd is the
/host closely guarded secret activity in imerican prisons. The first section .;

presents case histories and conversations with both male and female vie
tims.of prison rape which illustrate the tenor, toughnessand humiliation ,

which surround these incidents. The-second section focuses on prison
rapists and includes interviews- with some: of diem. Behavior patterns_pf
rapists and their victims are.described. The third -section deals with the ,. .

attitudes and policies of prison administrators. The authors contend that
prison guards-are one of the major forces in perpetuatiiig these sexual

. assaults, either by ignoring them or taking an active rote in them, and that
administrators tend to ignore the problem. The last section is devoted to

i solutions to the prison rape problem which would require sweeping changes
in the organization and philosophy ,of 'the entire correctional system.

-1,
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III. RAPE OFFENDERS
----.....;

* ---, -,.

t

y`11.0.

-77. Bromberg; Walter and Elizabeth Coyle. Rapes A Compubdon to Destroy.
Mated Insight, April, 1974. p. 21-22,24-25.
The fact that even,in an age of sexual permissiveness ape is on the in-

. crease, combined with information on the psychological patterns of men
who commit rape, seem to.auppott, the feminisi.view thatrape is more an
act of hostility towards women than an encounter for sexual relief.; Studies
of convictedTapists show them to fail into five categories: the immature

.. adoleicent rapist, who is worried about his sexual inadequacy; the gang
rapist, whose motivation is more for status among his peers than sexual
satisfaction; the adult rapist, with sadistic tendencies; the lonely rapist,
with low self-esteem and hate towards the .world in general; and the de-
spoiler, who cannot tolerate feminine beauty and is Ariven to destroy it.
The rapist dreams of being a compelling lover but ends up a destroyer.

78; Cohea, Murray L., Ralph Garofalo, Richard rot* istub--dTheolloris
Seghora:The.Psychology of Rapists. Seminars in Psychiatry, v. 3rnoi 1' 1

3. August, 1971. p..397-327. 1

_ . -

. .

Reprinted-1a: Stephen-A. Paiternack, Ed. Violeuee and Victims. New.
York, Spectrum Publications,. 1475. p. 113-14d; Duncai Chappell,
Robley Geil and Gilbert-Geis, Edi. ford* Rape: The Crime, the Vie-
Mw end the .0ffender. New York, Columbia University Press, 1977:
The authors begin with a destription of the events leading up to the passage
of the Massachusetts law governing sexually dangerous persons and brief-
ly-review the objections to that and, other statutes of its genre. The rest of
the article is devoted to clinical assessments of the rapists referred to-the
Treatment Center, at the BridgesvaterC.brrectionit institution under the

. statute and a discussion of basic patterns of rape which differentiate-three
classes of rapists identified 6y the mithifirThe classification is made in

. terms of descriptive features of the rape act itself, the interrelationship of
Ihiiiiiuiliiiid-iggieliiviiiipiiiis and the development level 'of those-WO-
pulses, ego interests and attitudes, defensive :lactate, unconscious fanta-
sies that appear directltrelated to the sexual assault, and the-mode of ob-
ject relations, and the leiel of objective ties. Three clinical classifications
of rape are Identified: (I) Rape. Aggressive Aim, where the rape serves
to humiliate; degrade,' and defile the victim; (2) Rape Sexual Aim, .,

where aggression is used primarily in -the service of a sexual wish; and (3)
RapeSex-Aggression Defusion, which has a strong sadistic component.
Paranoid features are predominant in the RapeSex-Aggression group,
less so but still present in RapeAgressive Min, 'and relatively absent

-in RapeSexual Aim. 'The primitive quality of the aggressive impulse
shows the same pattern. Sexual perversions are far more common in Rape

Sexual Aim, with excessive defenses against homosexuality Ihrough
exaggerated masculinity predominant in Rape Aggressive Aim. The
level of object ties, the capacity to experience love, tenderness, and warmth.
the ability to be kind and generous are clearly different among the three

Q
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groups. Response to therapy also varies, tlie least success having been ex-
perienced with the Rape SexAggression gimp:

0

79. Davis; Keith E. and"G. Nicholas Braacht. Expesire to Pornography,
Character, and Sexual 3eviance: A Retrospectiie Survey. loam! of
Social Issues, v. 29, so. 3,1973. p. 183-1%. .

The purpose of this study was to evaluate relationships amonatposure to
pornography, moral charatter;and deviant sexual behavior, including rape.
Question gaiter requiring retrospective self-reporting were filled out by
365 subjects from 7 types of social groups comprising jail inmates, col-
lege students of three ethnic backgrounds, and members of Catholic and" .

Protestant religious organitations. For the purposes of the study three age-
of-earliest4tposureto-pornography subgroups were designated: 13 or-

earlier; 14 to 16; and 17 or older. The results showed a modest relation:
ship between poor character scores and amount of exposure to pornography
in subjects exposed at 17 or older. A positive relationship was kund be-
tween scionl deviance and exposure to pornography at all ageof-exposure-
levels. The pattern of theyesults obtainediestves open the possibility that
early exposure to pornography plays some casual role in thedevelopment
of sexually deviant life styles or the possibility. Abet exposure li merely

"part of or a product.of adopting a sexually deviant life style.
.,..0'.. .

86. Dix,Giorge E. Determining the Contlintelbassaess of psychOlog-
. ,

leally Abnormal .Sex Offenders, Joanna of Psychkary and the Law,
v: 3, al. 3,1975. p. 327-344, ' .

This is a report of a study aimed at ssessing.the ability of mental health
professional's to .predict with acceptable reliability the dangerousness of
persons classified as 'acutely disordered sex offenders: Direct observa-
tions by a legally trained observer Were madeof staff decisions concerning

-whether ps)ichOlogically abnormal sex offendericommi..ted as dangerous
were still dangerous. The stars decision vas found to be influenced by the
offender's Willingness to admit guilt and responsibility and by his fantasies
of future offenses. It was also affected by the offender's behavior in the
institution, the duration of institutionalization, the seriousness of the of-
tense committed, and changes in the situation to which the offender would
be discharged. Anticipated benefits-from continued expOiure to the insti-
tutionalprogrim were also considered. The apparently necessary reliance
Upon a conceptualization of antisocial conduct as a resPo_nseto stress and_
factors only itidittal-Y, if it all; related to an objective standard of "con-
tinued dangerousness" raises significant doubts concerning the propriety
of programs ofsocial control that make continued institutionalization de-
peed upona professional deterthination of continued dangerousness.

.81. Fisher, Gary and Rpbrainiltiviin. Psychological Needs of Rapists. British
/oared of Criaphsology, v. 11, no. 2,. April, 1971. p. 182 -1185. .

The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS), used to study the need
structure of criminal offenders, was used to test NO rapists at the Califor-
nia Department of Coriectidns' receiving center. The EPPS scores of the
rapists-were compared to the sc,oreiof other adult male offenders and adult . ,
male non-offenders. Rapists, compared with non-offenders, tended to be
less aggressive, less independent and self-motivated, and less self-assured
and dominant. They demonstrated a greater, heterosexual need, a greater
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propensity to analyze their own and others' motives, to be more self-criti-
cal, and to have a greater need to endure. Compared to other offenders,
rapists tended to be less' achievement oriented, less.self-assured and ag-
gressive, and less independent. These findings can be interpreted as being
consonant with the thought that thous of rape is an expression of hOstility
by a male who feels weak, inadequate and dependent. .

. .

82. Garrett, Thai las B. and Richard Wright, Wives of Rapists and incest
Offenders. lousiest of Sex Research, v. 11, no. 2, May, 1975. P. 149-
157. _

Irilerviem s. with 18 wives of forcible rapists and incest offenders at Atasca-
dero State Hospital indicated that, among other things, the wives-were
more highly educated than their husbands. The women appeared to, gain
considerable satisfaction from the offenses of their husbands, perhaps be-
cause it put them 011ie role of martyrs, a role that may have been original-
ly involved in their marriage's to persons "inferior" to themselvel. The
wives, despite obvious dues; reported being surpilsed at their husbands'
offenses, and not one indicated that her marriage had suffered as a con-
sequence , ot her husband's behavior, The study concludes that, for this
sample, rape and incest by the husbands served as a particular useful lever
'by which wives can further build politions of moral and'social dominance.

83. Giggena, T. 'C. N., C. Way and R.L. Soothill. Behavioural Types of
Rape: British Journal of Psychiatry, v.131), January, 1977. p. 32-4.
The information contained in this study was drawn from British court rec-
ords of persons charged with rape in 1961. Offenders fell into three be-
havioral grou,,J: pedophiliac rapists, aggressive rapists, and others, in
eluding a wide hinge of offender-types. Compared with the other groups,
pedophiliacs ire more often convicted of attempted rape, are more often
convicted of two or titore, rape offenses, more often plead guilty, more -often
are charged alone and have a wider scatter of age. Additional charges of
these offenders often included a property.offense which might lend support
to the theory of psychosexual motivation to nonsexual crimes. The pedo-
philiac-rapists had the highest proportion of.previous'sexual offenses and
the aggressive offenders had the highest proportion of previous convictions
for personal violence. The aggressive rapists had the highest proportion of
subsequent offiiises. Both pedophiliac and aggressive &plus lied the same
proportion of subsequent sex offense convictions but they differed in char-
acter. Thost'acquitted of rapein 1961-had almost as many subsequent, sex
offenses of a serious' nature as those convicted,

84. Goldstein, Michael, Harold Kant, Lewis Judd, Clinton Rice and Richard
Green. Experience with Pornograiihy: Rapists, Pedophiles, Homosex-
Deli, Transsexuals, and Controls. Archives of Sexual Behavior, v. 1;
no. 1, 1971. p. 1-15.
An interview designed to assess a respOndent's experience with erotic ma-
terial in photographs, films; and books, during adolescence and Adult-
hood, was administered to' convicted male rapists, pedophiles, homosex-
uals, transsexuals, heavy pornography users, and two nondeviant contrast
groups. One nondeviant group was composed of whites matched fdr, the
sex. offender group; the-other was composed of ghetto and middle-class

: blacks. Adolescent exposure to erotica was significantly less for all devi-
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ant and offender groups compared to the. nondevian ts. eluting adulthood,
thejez-offenders and transsexuals continued to report less exposure to

Sash erotic stimuli than controli. The homosexuals and users, however, both
report greater exposuie during, adulthood. As adolescents, the control group,
rapists, and heavy users were excited to masturbate by the erotic materials
more than the other groups. As adults, the controls and rapists showed a
sharp decrease in being excited to masturbate to erotica while the users'
rate remained high and the homosexuals' rate rose. Less than a quarter of
the respondents in any grasp imitated sexual behavior seen in the erotic

- material immediately or shortly after its viewing, The hypothesis that ex-
tent of exposure during adolescence to erotica is positively associated with
the hiteremergence'd sexual pathologyis not borne out by this study. The
nindeviant, non-sex-offender groups sampled had had significantly greater
exposure to erotic materials during adolescence than the deviants, con-
victed sex Offenders; or heavy adult users of pornography._

85. Groth, A. Nicholas slid Ann Wolbert Burgess. Rape: A Sexual Deviation.
American journal of Orthopsychiatry, v. 47, no. 3;July;1977. p: 400-

-406.
Rape shoulbe recognized as a sexual deviation, resulting from psycho-
logical determinants in the offender, rather than as a sexual offense which
is often viewed simplistically as the outcome of situational factors, The
authws redefine sexual deviation so that it reflects the primary motive or
psychological dynamic underlying the sexual behavior. C- izaryote some
other experts in the field,.they view rape as a pseudosexual act in which the
primary motive is not physical gratifkation. Their contention is based on
data obtained by them through their respective work on 133 offenders and
92 rape victims during 1172-1973 which revealed factors inconsistent with
the view of rape as the result of simple sexual arousal or frustration. They
investigated the numbbr and types of sexual outlets available to the offend-
ers at the time of the rape, the incidence of force rather than seductive or
'other pre-coital lovemaking techniques, the compulsive behavior of offend-
ers, sexual dysfuncton of offenderi during -the act, and the occurrence of .

anger or power as the motivation of the act. The results revealed-the pri-
marily non-sexual, deviant nature of rape.. In looking' at the crisis comm
nests of rape, the authors see the rapist behtlying in response twin internal
effeal; Which they call failure in bio-psycho -social control, and the victim ,

experiencing the assault as an external effect in the form of loss of physi-
cal control in the situation: For various reasons, rapists seldom como to the.
attention of mental health clinicians whiCh has manifold uniortunate
sults. First, it means professionals get little oppoitunity to develop exper-
tise in this form of sexual psychopathy; second, the ripiststhemselves do
not get treatment they need; and, third, the community is left with the con-
stant, unmitigate threat'of rate.

. . -

86. Rene, Fritz A., Marijan Herjanic and Robert H. Vanderpearl. Fo sk
Psychiatryt Profiles of Two Types of Sex Offenders, American lour al
of Sex Offenders, v, 133, no, 6, June, 1976rp. 694-696,
The authors eitarnined the records of 239 defendants chirged with sexual
crimes and referred for evaluation to the Malcolm Bless Mental Health
Center Forensic Service in St. Louis during the years '1952 to 1973. The °

purpose of their study, was to determine what distinguishing characteristics
might be found among different 'groups of defendants charged with dif-
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ferent sexual offenses. Since rapists and child molesters lade up the ma-
jority of the sample, the authors focused on these. They found that 75 per-
cent' of the rapists were under 30 while child molesters were distributed
ove a wide range of ages. The predominant diagnostic grouping for rapists
was tisocial with violentiendencies, whereas only a small proportion of
Child olesters were found to be antisocial and their dominant 'diagnosis
was sex at deviant without other disorders. Alcoholism and drug abuse
Were the predominant secondary diagnoses for both rapists and child mo-
lesteis. The authors conclude that psychosis does not appear to be asso-
ciated with either of these sexual offense's. .

-.47. Jacobs, Daniel. PsyChiatric Examinations in the Determination of Sexual
Dangerousness in Massichusetts. New Ragland Law Review, V.
no. 1, Fall, 1074. p. 85-103.
Massachusetts law proxies that a person found to be "sexually dangerous"
may, after a hearing, be committed for an indefinite period, spanning one
day to life, to the Treatment Center at Bridgewater. How the state deter-.
`brines who is sexually dangerous, the crucial role of psychiatric testimony
an that determination, and the need for stronger safeguardcorkerning psy,
ch iatric examinations comprise the subject of this article. Several case
studies are presented to illustrate the extent to which the lick of standards
for evaluation, coupled with an unquestioning judiciary process during
pre-commitment hearings, may lead to injustices towards offenders. At-
tached to the article as an appendix is the reprint of a Mental Status Exami-
nation.

1111.' Karacan, lame', Robert 1.. Williams, Manuel W. Guerrero, 1Patricid'i.
Saks, Johnit. Thornby and Carolyn J.' Hursch.,Nocturital Pnle

- mucenCe and Sleep of-Conticted-Raplsts-and-Other Prisoners. Ar-
chives in Serial Sekavier, v. 3, a:L.1,-1974. p. 19-24.
Nocturnal penile tumescence, sleep EEC, and eye moveihent patterns wale__
monitored for 3 consecutive nights among 12 convicted rapists, 12 prison
controls, and 12 normal controls. Both prison groups exhibited significant-
ly greater frequencies and amou is of non-REM semi-tumescence; shorter '
periods in bed, shorter sleep pe s, and Shorter total sleep times; lower
sleep efficiency indexes; greater rcentages of awake time; and shOrter
latencies to the firt awakening aft r sleep onset than normal controls.
Rapists experiences le*^ slow -wavc sjj ep than prison controls, and prison
controls showed a greater nugibei of a akenings and a smaller percent-
age of stage 2 sleep than nonnarenintolt; re were no significant 'noc-
turnal penile tumescence differences betwen prison groups. MMPI pro.
files of the two prison groups did not differ significantly, but both indi-
cated significant psychopathology on several scales. Quick Test IQ scores
of raptiti were slightly, bucsignificantly, lower than those of prison con-
trols.

'89. Katchinsky, Berl.'The Effect of Easy aliglability of POrnography on the
Incidence of Six Crimes: The Danish Experience. Journal of Social Is-
sues, v. 29, no. 3,1973. p. 143-181:
Siiice 1967, the number of sex crimes in Denmark dropped from 85 to 50
per 100,000 population during the same period that availability of porno-
graphic materials increased dramatically. On the basis of various investi-
gations, including a survey of public attitudes'and studies:Of police reports
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;.. and opinions, it was established that ahem in one type of offense--child
inolestationthe-decreaie represents a real reduction in the number of of-.
Tenses and is not an artifact of reporting. During the 10 years studied, there
were,fewer reports,of minor cases of physical indecency towards women
but no decrease in the number of reported rape offenses. The question of
why availability of pornography apparently did not affect exhibitionists or
offenders against adulf women, including rapists, is examined.

.:'
90. Pacht, Asher R. ant James E. Cowden. An Exploratory Study of Five

Hundred ex Offenders. Criminal justice and Behavior, v. 1. no. 1,
March, 197 p. 13720; .

In this study, attempt was made to assess a variety of types of sex of-
fenders with res t to demographic. personality, and social factors, in-
cluding-the inters ton between victim and offender. Case records of 501
sex offenders w re examined, 380 of whom had been recommended for

/ treatment as xual deviates (SDs) under the Wisconsin Sex Crimes Law and.
121 of 'who were recommended for disposition under the Criminal Code
(CCs)., A comparison between SDs. and 'CCs showed the SDs to be signifi-
cqntly older, more often Caucasian, having a higher frkquency, of previous
sex offenses, being less involved with alcohol and halabg closer relation-
ships to their victims. A random.-samplv of 109 offenderOvas selected
from the total 501 and divided into three categbries: thoseho committed

// assaultive sex offenses such as rape or attempted rap- e; those who offended
against immature victims; and passive, non-assaultive offenders. The more
seriously assaultive offenders, as compared to the.nonassaultive offenders,
showed significantly less concern for their victims, had experienced less
provocation by their victims, were less educated and showed significantly
more prior assertiveness towards adult females. .. . --..

.

91. Rada, Richard T., D. R. Laws sad Robert-Kellner. Plasma Testosterone
"as Levels in the Rapist. Psychosomatic Medicine, v. 38, no. 4, July -Au-

.gust, 1976..p. 257-268. . -

This study is one of a series designed to investighte.the psychosocial and
biological factors involved in theCortimission of violent sex offenses.
Plasma testosterone. level was measured in 52 rapists and 12 "child molesters
at the.Atascadero State Hospitalin California who had completed the Buss-
Durkee Hostility Inventory, the Megargee Overeontrolled Hostility Scale,
and .the Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test. The rapists were classified
according to the degree of violence dtiring the commission Of the rape:
The ranges andmeans of the phisma testosterone level for rapists did not
differ significantly from-normal subjects Phis suggests that it is unlikely
thit the aggressive act o largely by high leiels of testos-
teromb. However, the group of rap Its who were judged to be most violent
hid a significantly higher mean plasi testosterone level thrift normals,
child molesters, and other rapists in this study. Mean BussDurliee hostility
rating scores for rapists were signifiCantly higher;than the mean for normals,
but there was no correlattua ietiveeIrt individual hostility scores and plasma
testosterone levels. There was no correlation between age, race, or length
of incarceration and plasma testosterone level,;

1

92. Rader, Charles. MMPI Profile Types of Eitposers, Rapists, and .Assault-
...

ers in a Court Services Population, journal ofCoasultiag acrd Clittical
1
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Psychology, v. 45, no. 1, 1977. p. 6149.
In this study, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality inventory.(MMPI) pro-
files of groups made up of 36 exposers, 47 rapists, and 46 assaulte*ere
investigated and compared. The groups were comprised of men referred to
and tested by the Hennepin County Court Services, located in Minneapolis.
The most disturbed group, the rapists, had MMPI K-corrected mean raw
scale scores that were significantly greater than those of the expOser group
on f' ,Hs, 0, Hy, Pd, Pa, and Sc and greater than those of the aisaulter group
on Pd, Pt; and S.C. Thele were no significant differencesetween the mean
raw Fee scores for the exposer and assaulter groups. Two-point codes
were tabulated for each group, and the percentages of individuals within
each -group with the same two-point codes were calculated:. %Irate sub-
jects in each of the three group.. were sorted into subgroups according to
case disposition,, and the MMP1 raw mean scale scores were determined
for these groups. The scores of individualsoither incarcerated or put on
probation were compared within each of the three groups. .

ii.

4

93. Ruff, Carol F., Donald I. Templer, and Joyce L. Ayers. The intelligence ...
of Rapists. Archives ofSe.usql Behavior, v.5, no. 4; 1976. p. 327429.
Research was conducted to determine the intelligence of rapists in aem-
pirison to that of other convicted felons. IQs of rapists were compared to
IQs of non- rapist prisoners convicted of violent crimes and non-rapist pd.' _
soners convicted of nonviolent crimes: Subjects were 136 male con' icted
felons in the Kentucky State Penitentiary. Determinatioi of violent versus
n onviolent crimes other than rape was made upon consultation-with a Ken-
tucky. Commonwealth Attorney. The resells revealed significantly lower
IQs for rapists compared to non-rapists convicted of violent crimes and .

, . compared to heterogeneoui non - rapists convicts. The present research sup-
ports the findings' of otherstudies indicating a general tendency for rapists
to have lower IQs than other convicted prisoners.

94.- Sadoff, Robert L. Treatment of Violent_Sex Offenders. herernational
Journal of Mender-Therapy and Comparedve Criminology, *. 19, 1975.
p. 7540.

t .
.

definedViolent sex offenders are deed as aggressive or assaultive rapists, pedo-*
philes, lust murderers and homosexuals. This article is concernedwith treat-
ment programs for these types of Offenders. The available forms of treat-
ment. are individual psychotherapy, group psychotherapy,..arul behavior
therapy. Labeling a sex - offender a "sexual psychopith" is not always
u seful and, indeed, many sexual psychopath statutes are coming under
criticism. It is necessary to deal; with the difficulties of the offender on an
individual basis. Prediction of dangerousnesk is another difficulty encoun-

, tered in treatment of sex offenders:, Including a female cotherapist in group
psychotherapy for male sex offenders teems to hive positive effects. The
author concludes that psychotherapy generally has been significantly
successful with violent sex offenders but other forms of management have
been successful in reducing recidivism;

.

1

95. Shiley, Nathan T. and Francis J. Stolen. A Proposed "Dangerous Sex
Offender" Law. American Journal of Psychiatry, v. 130, no. 7, July,

_ 1973. p..765-768. .

Sex offender laws designed to protect the public from dangerous individu- .. .4,,
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als have been criticized for their subjectivity in that they function to deal
with specific cases and often Ste enacted under pressure after a public out-
cry kllowing a particularly heinOus sex crime. Because of the extreme dif-
ficulty -in predieting future dangerousness of offending individuals and
heavy public critic:am when predictions are proven to have been wrong,
thitendency is to use preventive detention whenjn doubt. This can mean
erroneous and unfair incarceration of persons who would in fact not com-
mit a subsequent sex offense. The authors of this article propose -legit's-
tion that would ensure, against abuse-of the laws by strictly defining the
criteria of the dangerous sex offender in terms of predictability, reqiiring
proof of dangerousness, and putting time limits on commitments. -They
feel that implementation of thisrldiVII law Avoid restrict those incar-
celsiliid to the truly dangerous sex offenders and would avoid overinclusive
commitments. .

96. Sullivan, Peter. Commitment of SexuaLraychopaths and the Require- .

meats of Procedural Due PrUcess. Fordhaes Law Review, v. 44, April,-
1976.p. 923-949. . .

The author. of of this article states that procedures for the determination of
sexual psychopathy in the United States have been_inconsistently applied
because of the clash between two competing forces: :delete' interest and
individual liberty. He analyzes various existing models of sexual psycho-
path lawi in light of due.process protections afforded the defendant. He
finds that they can be classified in three groups: (1) Alternative Sentence
Commitment; where psychopathy is considered during sentencing and of
fens dispositions' alternatives to the judge; (2) Special Proceeding Commit-
ment, where psychopathy must-be proven much like a crime and leads to
special sanctions; and (3) Miscellaneous, including the treatment of psy- .

chopaths in a mental commitment proCedure or not considering psychop-
-athy at all. The author concludes that none of the three different types of
psychopathy laws provides complete or constitutionally adequate due pro-
cess protection for sex offenders. ., -7..

_____.-----------
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IV. INVESTIGATION OF RAPE: POLICE
PROCEDURES AND CRIMINALISTICS

97. . Albi, Frank J. Prosecutor-Based livestiption: An Alternative Model
for the Specialised Handling of Rape Cases. Journal of Police Science
and Administration, v: 5, no. 2, June, 1977. p..129-137.

4.importance of sophisticated techniques for handling and investigating
rape cases is underscored by the complex nature of the crime. Some of the
complicating factors associated with rape are the types of evidence re-

- quired for provingia rape charge, special treatmaiiihe rape victim often -----
needs, and genera 'social and official attitudes which' an inhibit reporting
of the crime 1160[pm:oil successful conviction of offehders. New sp._ . ,

preaches, emanating from research into the problem of rape, have been im-
plemented in some jurisdictions and dramatically improied the effective-
ness of the criminal justice system's response to rape. However, I
rape is a high-priikrity crime; it is als6 alow-volume. ause of
economic and demographic constraints, insta sophisticated and spe-
cialized rape investigative units ii b the means of all but the largest
law enfoicement agencies. -seven-percent of the nation's law en-

*. forcement agenci not receive a sufficient numbet of rape reports to
justify th anization of special rape' investigation unit, yet the crime

"res specialized attention. An alternative
department would be to use specialized investigators at the local prosecu-
torial le el.-Prosecutor-based-investigators-would..bespecializell:anthave

to special units in each police

,...r t fill la enforcement authority.. Some of theanefits of this scheme would
: sp ialize4 investigators available to police agencies which ,Could not
he ise afford them; improved and more standardized treatw.nraf vie-

s arm preparation of cases for prosecution; improvepolice-prose-
cutor liaison; possibility of tam development of cases between investiga-

& tors and prosecuting attorneys; reduced professionarresentment between
large and small police departments; improvement in the-collection of evi-
dence due to centralization of rape investigations; and the general, broad
adaptability of the scheme to other types of high:priority but low-frequen-
cy crimes. i.

,

s.

98. Bard, Morton and Katherine Ellison. Crisis Intervention and loves**.
Lion of Forcible Ripe. Police Chief, v. 41, no. 5, May, 1974. p. 68-74.
The purpoie of this article is to put the crime of forcible rape in the con-
text of crisis theory and explain how crisis intervention techniques can be
used by police personnel to aid victims while increasing the chances of
successful prosecution of cases through enhanced victim cooperation.
After a short explanation of the background of crisis theory, the authors
define crisis as a reaction to.a stressful experience and discuss some of the
important characteristics of stressftil situations and resulting crisis reac-
tions. Following a presenotion of the characteristics of successful inter-
vention activities, the authors define rape in the context of crimes against
persons where intrusion and violation of self are experienced. A case his-
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tory involving an 11-year-old victim is presented, showing how the case
was actually handled andtow it might have been handled more appropri-
ately with the"use of :crisis intervention techniques. The final section of
the article contains a set of guidelines for investigators that incorporate

--
.

99. Baiter, S. J. and B. Rees. The Identification of Saliva InStains-IS ores-
sic Casework. Medicine, Science and ME worrii; no. I, 1975: p.
37-41. 4

The author of this resses the problems of localizing and identi-
fying sal" ins. As,a con uence of these problems; the method main:

tedupon is detection 'amylase activity of saliva by starch hydroly-
sis in conjunction with 'pie scop, for budcal epitheliateells.-The authors
report on work on identify" g saliva stains carried out at a British, forensic
science laboratory.-Two thods are discussed: detection by unhydrolyred
starch and detection of pr ucts of starch hydrolysis. They conclude from
the results of experiments at the former method is inadequate for detecting
saliva in mixed bddy fluid stains whereas- the latter method is,quite sensi-

'''. tive and reliable for establishing the presence of salivary amylase in saliva
stains and mixedbody fluid Rains.

. .

100. Ga lina, Eric R. Police Processing of Rape Complaints: A Case Study.
American Journal of,Crimlnal Zan, v. 4, no. I, Winter, 1975-1976. p.
15-30.,
Rape legislation reform, while a significant, step in the right direction,
does not attack the basic ptiiblem of processing and prosecuting rape com-
plaints. The first and critical step of a rape complaint takes place at the po-
lice level, where a victim's story is evaluated. The ultimate disposition of
the 'complaint is frequently determined by arbitrary decisions made by a
police officer..-An-analysis of the-case files of a large metropolitan-police
department in Texas,.from August, 1974, to August, 1975, combined with
interviews reveafed,arbitrary and subjective handling of rapcconiplaints.
The research led to two conclusions: -(1) police investigators hold rape
complainants to a higher standard of conduct than the law requires and, in
fact, act as rule makers in determining what constitutes rapeand (2) rape
investigation procedures are often" inefficient and dysfunctional and are in
need of reform. The establishment of- "sex squads" by the complete over-

. haul of existing police structures for the handling of rape would not neces-
sarily eliminate. these problemi; existingpolice units could be modified to
have the same effect'as a specialized rape squad:Subh inodificadons should
include: enhancement of intradepkrtmental communications regarding cur-
rent investigations; dpVelopthent of more advanced and useful record keep-
ing systems; closer supervision of investigators: the development of ties
with community agencies; ;and special' training for rape investigators.,

.
.

101. Wert B. W. SeitChrosnadit Bodies in Penile Washings as an Indicator of
Recent Coitus. Journal of Foreado Sciences, v. 21, no. 2, April, 1976. p.
381-356.

;.

The author notes that with the burgeoning of the crime of rape the amount
of literature on analysis` and evaluation of medicolepl rape evidence has
also increased. However, in this literatuie, little attention has been given to
evidence of recent sexual activity on the part Of the rape suspect. This
article presents a procedure for thepoisible decermination of recent coitus
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in a man suspected of rape, Penile washings from seven male volunteers
were examined, for possible presence of vaginal cells. The laboratory ap,
paratuses necessary for collecting and analyzing these specimens are shown
and the procedure explained. Five main areas of investigation are dis-
cussed: (1) the source of cells found in the specimens; (2) the sex of the cell--
donor; (3) the duration of eviclence; (4) cell class characteristics; and (5)
the limitations of the technique for application to rape cases. -

102. Heller, Joan C.- and Jobs It. Graham. The Trauma of Reber A Training
Program for InTestigation. Police askf, v. 43,10: 9; September,
1976. p. 52-53.

-

The authors organized a seminar, for_faar.en. forcernent officers who deal
with ripe cases' to retrain'ihei not only to be effective investigators but to
be sensitiyezto the crisis needs of the 'rape victim and her family. Drawing
from their experience in organizing this seminar, they4evelOped several
guidelines on how such seminars might-best be conducted. These include:
giving adequate advance notice of the seminar so departments have suffi-
dent time to respond Ind schedule officers' attendance; nvolving Uniform-

- patrol 'off-tiers, in particular; using a team approach to include a sworn
police officer with a social for more credibility" and to help at-
tendees identify 'better with segion- leaders;,.using audio-visual material

. with shock value to capture attention; and allowing officers to attend on a
volunteer basis to provide a greateidegree of enthusiasm and interest...

M. Belle, Mary L. and Mary T. O'Reilly. The Police and theRape Nadia in
New York. Pictbnology: An International JOurhal, v. 1, no. 2, Salisrlier,
1976.. p. 272 -2$3.

In response to the large increase in number of reported rapes and the
special needs of victims, the all female Sex Crimes Analysis. Unit'of the
New York City Police Department was created in 1972. The authors
describe the .types of difficulties and unpleasantness rape victims had
previously faced if they decided to report the crime, which caused them to
r egret having :reported and often resulted in their dropping out- of the
system. Case histories are used to illustratethe types of humiliating and
embarrassing treatment rape victims received from police; medical and
legal personnel. The new Sex Crimes Analysis Unit made major efforts in
two areas: (1) a public information Campaign.to increase public awareness
of the.scope of the problems of sex crime victimization and to make women

. aware of services available to victims and (2) a comprehensive training
program designid to instill proper attitudes in professional persons who
deal with sex crimes victims and to teach specialized Investigative skills'to'
police personnel.. The authors illustrate how public confidence in the Unit
has increased. The benefits of new training programs and the New York
City Mayor's Task Force on Rape are discussed. An appendix to the article
lists the elements of the Sex Crimes Analysis Unit's training program.

104. Pereia, Margaret and P. D. Martin. Problems Involved in the Grouping of
Saliva, Semen and Other Body Fluids. Journal of the Forensic Science
Society, v. 16,4o. 2, Api11,1976. p. 151-154.

This article- presents a discussion of the use pf the absorption-elution
method for grouping water soluble ASH antigens in body fluids and the
possibility of obtaining erroneous results by both absorption-elution and 0 .
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absorption-inhibition. The authors recommend the use of both methods in -

patallel on a semi-quantitative basis. The use of Lewis typing; particularly
for confirmation of nonsecretory reactions, is also described.

.

Police Diseridon and the Judgment that a Crime His Been Committed-7
.Rape, in Philadelphia. University of Pennsylvania Limy Rtrkw, v.117, no.
2, December, 1964. p. 277-322. - '
Since rape presents to the police the greatest opportunity to exercise
discretion in deciding that a crime has beencommitte and What informa-
tion will be collected,it. was chosen for this study. Philadelphia police re-
ports of rape in 1966 and 1967 were analyzed to determine whether the -
criteria considered by the police in foUnding or unfamding an.alleged rape
case are the same as those that a jury, the .ultimate fact-finder, would

"consider in determining that the ciinteid occur. The accent of the study is
on the credibility of the victiln., The variables eonsidered.in the police
founding decision were: promptness of complaint, physical condition of
the-complainant, behavior o the. complainant before the offense, actions
of both complainant and of ender during, the offense, the complainant's
reputation forchasity, age race of the participants, and miscellaneous
other variables. The cone usions drawn were that the Policelesponse to
-certain variables in theirlbunding decisions in rape cases were in line with
guidelines establiihed by the courts in determining the credibility of the
compldinant. The results also- showed that when thezpolice consulted with

. the prosecutor -before. deciding on a case, the investigators were much
ltarsher on theComplidnant..-Some special Igyestigative techniques of the

useciiiiicreen cases during the investigatory process._
police arc discussed followed.hy.recommirdations on what sort of criteria

106.. Putnam, Jerry D. and Denamie Fox. A Program to Help the Nkiints of
Crime. Polk. Chief, v. 43, no. 3, March, 1976. p. 36, 38.
This article describes a program In the Aurora (ColOrado) PoliCe Depart-
ment involving women volunteers to_ assist_Police.officers_in _handling

victims f sexual assault well as elderly victims and victims of simple as-
sae.' *Mk the police. officer executes the necessary procedural and
investigative duties, the volunteer works as a partner to help the victim
manage his or her emotional reactions to the crime add to act as the
victiip's advocate through criminal justice and medical proceedings. A
tYPIA1 case is described to illustrate the:kinds of assistance"to the victim
rod to the police officer that the volunteer can provide.

107, lRupp, Joseph C. Sperm Survival and Prostatic Acid Pliosphatase Activity
in Victims of Sexual Assault. Journal of Foreatic SileihyS, v.14, no. 2,
April, 1969. p. 177483.
The author describes methods- used in checking for the presence of sperm
and seminal fluid in sexual assault cases. In a series of 84 cases it was found
that there was an equal chance of finding motile ornonmotile sperm in
vaginal. aspirates within 8 hours of the assault. Nonmotile sperm were
found for periods up to 14'hours. Positive prostatic acid phosphatase reac-
tions were found for periods in excess of 24 hours. Simples of vaginal fluid
kept under nonsterile conditions retained enzymatic activity and well
preserve. sperm for prolonged periods of time.

S8'
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1011. Schiff, .Arthur Frederick.. Modification of the Berg Acid Phosphatase Test.
fonrisal of Forensk Sciences, v.14, no. 4,190. p. 538-544.
A brief review of the history of the development of the acid phosphatase
test for seminal fluid is presented in this article. It lepointed out that be-
cause conditions can exist when human ejaculate contains no spermato-
zoa, meads for identifying- seminal fluid were sought. The significant
characteristic properties of fluid which lend themselves to this kind
of testing are discussed. The author also describes a slightly altered method
of the Berg acid phosphatiste test. References are included.

..

109. Still, Aims. Police ;EnqUiries in Sexual Offences. Joionel of the Forensic
Scieisce Sickiy, v. 15, 1975. p. 183-1011. .

This British article illustrates with six case histories the importance to the
police of forensic science in the successful investigation and prosecution of
semis] offenses. It is shim* that in addition to tests for sperm and seminal
fluid, analyses of hair and fiber samples.ari: often used successfully in
linking a suspect with the crime. . 'tv . .

110. 'Straiten, John. Law Enforcement's Parddpadou in Crisis Counseling for
- Rape Victims. Police asief," v:,43, no. 3, March 1976. p. 46-0.

Shice law enforcement officers are genitally the most immediately avail-
able persons on a 24-hbur tiasii to provide help for citizens in crisis, in-
cluding rape victims, training 'in crisis interventien amends the officer's
ability to :be of 'assistance in the community. The author explains crisis
theory and the various reactions rape victims exhibii after their traumatic
(valence. He points out that training in crisis inwvendon is not designed
to make police officers professional counselors but rather to enhance their

. potential for being facilitative and helpful at a crucial time Based on crisis
theory and victim needs, practical suggestions for the officer /counselor are
given on how to deal effectively and sympathetically with rape victims.

111. U. S. Deportment of Justice. Law Enforcement Ariaiance Aandaistradon.
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Forcible
Rape: A National Storey of the Response by Police. Pollee Volume I: By
Battelk.Thnan Affairs Research Centers, Seattle, Washington. Washing-
tom, D, C., Government Printing Office, 1977.103 p. .

This report presents' the findings of a research project which acmes at as-
sembling, deicribing and assessing current la* enforcement practices in
response to the crime of rape. Questionnaires were sent to 208.randomly
selected police agencies, stratified into 6 groups according to size of agen-
cy* or size of population served, and including some university police
agencies. Respondents were asked to provide, information about their
agencies' general policies; prattled and'outcomes in nine areas: (1) classi-

, fication of rape reports; (2)typological factors frequently associated with
rape in that jurisdication; (3) processing criteria; (4) erocedur in taking
crime reports; (5) victim services; (6) investigative strategies; (7) relation-
ship with local prosecutive agency; (8) police training methods for han-
dling rape cases; and (9) innovative-activities. The clefs collected in the
survey are presented in tables throughout the report with explanatory, nap
ratives. The-appendices include a copy of the questionnaire sent to the
police agencies, samples of contact and follow-up letteri to the police

.
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agencies from.the researchers, and a list of the police agenclies that took
part in the survey. 1 e,

In addition to the National Survey report described aboye, three other
projeit dOcuments dealing -with police operations in rape cases art cur
rently in process of publication. They should be issued/by GPO in the
spring or early summer or 1978 and are entitled: -

.
Forcible' Rape: -A -Manual for Patrol Officers, police Volume II;

Forcible Rape: A Manual' for Sex Canis Iniestigators,- Police"
-Volume III; and .

Forcible Rape: Polick Administrative and Policy Issues, Police
Volume IV.

. , .'
. ,

112. Walther, Gottried. Add Phosplaataser Its Sigalficanceli the Determination
of Minion Seminal Traces. Jatiinal of Forensic Mediate, v. 18, no. 1,

4 jansity-Mirch, 1971. p. 18717. .

.

. .,
. ,--

The usefulness of testing for acid phosphatase !from seminal fluid by
medical examiners in criminal cases, including rape, is pointed out by the, author. He describes quantitatively the methods involved in testing for
acid phosphatase-and discusses the qualitative reaction obtained in the test.
The results of the test can be used. as" evidence fOsupport the presence of. .. .
human seminal fluid.

"I
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V. LEGAL ISSUES AM/LEGISLATIVE REFORM

113.* Bailey, F. Lee and Henry B. Rothblatt. dimes of Vioknetaipe and Other
Sex Crimes. Rochester, New York, Lawyers Cooperative, 1973. 385 p.
(1976 Supplement; 90 p.)
A comprehensive guide for criminal defense attorneys defending persons
charged with sexual offenses, this volume provides, in a step-by-step
format, information' and advice on defense responsibilities and tactics
from arrest through; trial. Chapteri f through 17 cover attorney-client mat-
ters and pretrial concerns, including fees, surrendering the client, ir-
raigninent; bail, investigation, witnesses, pretrial motions, plea bargaining
and grand juries. Chapter 18 through 24, are concerned with court pro-
cesses. Recommendations are made on pbssible defense strategies in jury
selection, cross-examination, handling expert witnesses, insanity defense;
and summation. Each chapter in the final section of the book dells.with a
specific sex offense. The offenses included are rape, prostitution and re-
lated _Offenses, incest, obscenity, sodomy and homosexuality, The defini-
tion and salient elements of the.offense are discussed and the authors com-
ment on the taus] practices and procedures in such cases as well as suggest
defense tactics that might be used. The last chapter briefly discuili-arsexual
psychopath legislation as it is 'found in various jurisdictions in the United
Slates and the legal problems associated with such laws, A cumulative
supplement is attached, updating some sections of certain chapters.

114. Bedau, Hugo Adam. Felony, Murder, Rape and the Mandatory Death
Penalty: A study in Discretionary Justice. Suffolk University Law Re.
view, v. 10, no. 3, Sprisig,1976.p. 493-520.
This article reports a study to test the effect of Massachusaft' mandatory
denthijienalty established in 1951 for murders that were accompanied by
rape or attempted rape. An analysis was made of all first-degree murder
indictments of males for killing femaks in Suffolk andMiddlesex counties
from 194610 1970. Of the 128 murder indictments, in 17 cases there seemed
to be significant evidence of rape or attempted rape, but in these cases dis?
positions other than conviction for first-degree murder in the course of
committing rape or attempted rape and sentences other than iath were
found. The author concluded that although the mandat6ry death pew*
statute is supposed to eliminate possible

although
by judges and juries, in

fact, this study showi that the court bas found'aTs to use its administrafivp
discretion to thwart the intent 01 the statute. He cures that administrative
discretion, operating fieely during and even prior tOlLtrial on a capital
charge, will not survive constitutional challenge.

115. Berger,Yliclan. Man's Mai, Woman's Tribulation: Rape Cases in the Court-
-in: oluinbla Law RevieW,-v. 77, in 1, January,1977. 1-103.

tAfte revs ng the current status of rape, in terms of public awareness and
offia I con as well as the peculiar features of rape that set it apart

-
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from other offenses, the author of this focuses on the element of
rape law which has been the central target of reform efforts: the admissibil:
ity of evidence regarding the rape complainant's past sexual history. The
traditional basis for admitting such evidence into rape trials hat been to
prove thelikelihood of consent and to immcb the complainant's charac-
ter for truthfulness. The author descrilvs the current attacks that sre being
launched against the assumptions underlying this rule of evidence and
against the operation of the rule in trial. The response of some state legisla-
tures, has 'taxa to enact "rape shield" laves which prohibit or limit the
admissibility of evidence pertaining to a rape complainant's sexual history.
These statutes can be classified ona spectrum of restrictive to permissive.
The author addresses thelpieslion of whether the victim has any constitu-
tional right against indiscriminate use of her personal behavior as evidence
in a rape trial. She attempts to develop possible claims a victim might have
to protection of her personal history based on the right to privacy and
equal protection. Then the rights of the accused are discussed in view of
possible curtailment of his rights resulting from the newrape shield laws.
The issue Is addressed in terms of how-much relevancy the victim's past
sexual history has to the defendant's right to confront his accuser and to

. present s defense with the baAt available eviderke. The author then exam-
ines the geneial virtues and liabilities of inflexible legislative rules on evi-
dence versus wholly untrammeled judicial discretion with ayiewlo devel-
oping acceptable procedures for determining the admissibility of evidence
of the victim's past. sexual history. The author also discusses three possible
substitute or additional means of defending the victim's interest at trial:
(1) private counsel for the victim; (2) closed trials; and '(3) new kinds of
cautionary -instructions tailored to rape proceedings. In conclusion, a

-model rape shield law is presented: An. appendix to the article shows the
procedural provisions of rape shield statutes as they exist in certain states. .

116. RAMO; C.irol. iiididil Attitudes Toward Rape Judicature, v. 57,
no. 7;February, 1974. 303487. .

Reprinted in Chappell, Duncan, Robley Geis and Gilbert Geis, Eds. -

Forcible Rapt The. Crime, the Victim and the Offender. New York,
Columbia University Press, 197.

Interviews with -38 Philadelphia judges in 1971 revealed -that, 'generally,
their central orientation in trying rape cases was the credibility of the
victim. The judges appeared to categorize rape casesinto three basic types,
ac cording_to the degree of credibility of the victim: (1) the "genuine
victim," 'typically of stranget-to-stranger rape, where there is no question
of consent; 42) the "asking-for-it victim," who typically meets. he man in a
bar; and (3) the "vindictive victim," who fabricates thrwholecvent to get
at or even with a man. Circumstantial factors; such as the speed with which
the victim files the complaint, her reasons, and the amount of cooperation
she gives the authorities, are heavily weighed by judges hi 'lick evaluations.
The judges revealed a high level of concern for child victims and ap-
parently made efforts to lessen the frightening aspect of court appearances
for children. Some - racial bias irattitudes **wards victims was detected in
several of the judges, while others indicated sensitivity, to black rape
victims. The attitudes revealed by this study indicate that judges are not as
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- objective as might be supposed and further inquiry should be made about
judicial attitudes *Id their effects on courtroom proceedings.

.117. Cobb, Kenneth A. and Nulty R. Schauer: Michigan's Criminal Assault Law.
tiniverski Of Michigan banal of LawRejonn, v. S, no. I, Fall, 1974.
217-236-

Reprinted in Duncan Chappell, Robley Gels and Gilbert Geis, Ms.
Forcible Rape: The Crime, 'the Victim and the Offender. New York,
.Columbia University Press, 1977.
A summary of Michigan's Criminal SexUal Conduct Act, passed in 1974, is
presented in this article. The authors analyze specific proyisions of the Act
and discuss the policies behind the evidentiary changes. The law delineates
four degrees of sexual assault, two involving penetration and two
involving 'nonpenetrating contact: The statute further separates penetraL
Lion and nonpenetrating-sexual contact into higher and lower Offenses,
depending on whether certain aggravating circumstances are present. This
degree structure offers the court objective guidelines for matching the

. crime with the offensiveness of the actor's conduct and the penalties with
the gravity of 'the offenie. The evidentiari, provisions of the Act do not
require the victim's-testimony to be corroborated or that the victim prove
resistance to the assault. The use of the victim's past sexual conduct to
prove consent is also severely limigd. The authors mention the Mispereep-
dons and invalid presumptions tiffihad previously been the basis for judi-
cial policies and statutory rules, which were changed by .this statute. The
statute is sex- neutral to include homosexual rape and alloWs a woman to
charge her husband with sexual assault if they are living apart and one has
filed for scparatemaintatance or divorce. Suppression of the 'names of the
victimand the actor as well details of the offense is allowed to some ex-
tent, a feature of the Act which may face serious challenge. The authors
compare the Michigan statute with the Model Penal Code of 1962:

, .

11$. Eiseabers, Robert' L. Abolishing °madames'', Instructions le Sex Offense
Cases: People. v. Rincon-Pineda. Criminal Law Bulktin, v:. 12, no. I,
isnuary-Febraary, 1976. p. 5$772. .

The cenniries:old standard instruction 'to juries in rape cases7-thatiape is
a charge easily made and difficult to disprove so the victim's testimony
must be examined with caution --was declared no longer mandatory and,
indeed, not to be given by trial judges in California by that states Supieme
Court in 1973. This article examines in detaiLthe court's decision and com-
ments, In the court's opinion, mode& day due process of law makes this
cautionary instruction superfluous. In addition, the court_ noted that,
empirical evidence shows that rape is not a charge easily made, considering
the difficulties victims face in making the police believe theM and the
number of reported cases that are never prosecuted. In the court's opinion,
the focus of a cautionary instruction should be on the evidence in a partic-
ular case rather than on the nature of the crime. The author contends that
instead of diminishing the rights of the accused, as this ruling might appear
to do, the Supreme Court's decision actually enhances the rights of the
defendant by detailing instructions which must be given in a criminal case.
In conclusion the author states that this decision, along with other recent
statutory reforms, are substantial steps towards makingthe rape. victim's

;
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appearance in court mo : tolerable while in no way diminishing the rights
of the accised. ... 4; .

..
119: GlessAlan G. Nebraska's CorreboptIon Rule. Nebraska Law Review, v.

54,1975. p. 93-110. .. _.

The author of this comment attempts to analyze and justify the Nebraska
'Supreme Court's retention of-the corroboration rule in rape cases. He
bases it' defense of the corroboration rule on two principles. First, the

1 state has the burden of proving a case beyond a reasonable doubt, but the
notion of proof.is imprecise. Coiroboration, by placing a slightly higher
burden on the state, injects more rationality and precision into theludicial

; process. Second, the rationale for the corroboration requirement is yet to
I be "pro4en untrue and, 'therefore, there is no compelling reason to risk

injustice s. lowering the standard of proof. The author argues that rape
cases raise special evidentiary problems becaqse they ad rarelY witnessed
by a third inirty and a case without corroboration reduces itself to the .-
victim's after-thafact report of her self-perceived-attitude toward the act.
Withouta corroboration requirement, cases can become swearing contests
between victim and defendant, leaving the judge and jury no rational way

- to resolve the conflict. The Nebraska experience with corroboration is
described, with reference to specific cases, in particular Stile v. Fisher
which the author feels demonstrates that the rule scrims its purpose well.

, . . ..

120. Hants, _Lucy Reed. Thwards a ConseitEtandard In the Law of Rime. ,
University of Chicago Law Revlon; v.43, no. 3, Swing, 1976. p.613-6$5...

in the.firit Section of this article; the author identifies the policies served by.
the criminalization of rape andnotes the failure of the legal system to ful-
fill these policies.. She sUggests that at' least part of thii 'failure may be
attributed to subsidiary legal rules which unnecessarily hinder the system in

... __identifying and punishing rapists. The second section continues in this Vein...

with a brieLeximination of current controversies over the.:formal defini-
tion of rape and over admission of certain evidence in rape trials, with a
view toward drawing out ihe erroneous assumptions which brie distorted ..
traditional rules of criminal law and have )thereby forced the working
definition of rape away from the central element. It is also suggested" that
both the traditional and reform treatments of these controversies place too
much emphasis on categorical solutions Aq complex problems. The author
then examines the turn debate over the meaning of consent
in cases of rape by subterfuge, arguing that neither that debate's assump-
tion about female character not its 'treatment of rape as being immune
from general principles of criminal law nor its resolution of (be consent
problems by convenient categorical rules should continue to influence the
substance or tone of current thought about the meaning of consent in rape.

. cases. Finally, the authdr examines and compares the treatment of consent
issues in other areas of the law, concluding that both the formal and
working definitions of nonConsent'in rape should be brought more clearly
in line with thosiin other areas Of law.

. .>

121. Hibey, Richard A. The Trial of a Rape Case: An Advecate's.Analysis of
Corroboration, Consent, and Character: American Criminal Law Re-.
rkw; v. 2, lo. 2. Winter, 1973. p. 309-334. . .

Reprinted in Schultz, LeRoy G., Ed. Rani Vielimology. Springfield,

.
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Illinois, Charles C. Thomas, 1975. p. 164-11.3.
The prosecution and defense of rape cases impose inordinate demands c
the advocrt)es' abilities to prepare and present evidencelCorroboration of
the crime, ItiCtim's consent and character evidence are factors in a rape
case which require special analysis by both the prosecutor and the defense
attorney. lkwever, proof in regard to these. eledents is not a reliable
predictor of ikease outcome because of the sometimes irrational assessment

- of evidence oiithe part of juries. is this article the author presents informa-
lion on the prosecution's burden of proof and available tactics in relation to
these three elements of evidence in rape trials and the tactics defense
attorneys might use to thwart successful prosecution,

122. If ShConsented Once, She Consented AgbinA Legal Fallacy in Forc-
ible Rape Cases. Valparaiso University Lai Review, v.-10, Fall, 1975.
p. 127-167.
The relevance of the rape complainant's prior sexual behavior to issues of
consent and credibility is the subject of this article. A review is given of
the case law supporting the. admit= -ability of evidence pertaining to the
complainant's, isexual morality. The relevancy of such evidence is then

discussed. Attention is given to the illogical but prevalent belief, particu-
larly among middle crass Americans, that a woman.who has had multiple
sex partners in her life or extramarital sexual experience has the propensity
to consent to sexual intercourse whenever the opportunity arises. Also
prevalent is-the belief that a woman who indulges in premarital or extra-
marital sex forfeits her credibility. Studies on the sexual behavior of women
are cited which tend to show that women who consent to sexual intercourse
usually have a limited number of sex partners and then only with those
towards whom they feel a strong emotional attachment. There is no con-
vincing authority that intimates that because.a woman is sexually experi-
enced she is mortlikelytO be untruthful. Suidies of jury attitudes are cited
to show-how informationabout a rape complainant's sexual history has a
tendency to unduly inflame the jury's emotions and prejudice its members
against the complainant. In addition, the confusion and delay that results
from going into the prior sexual history of a complainant outweighs its
probative value, particularly in view of the high probability that such
evidence is irrelevant. By so trying the' victim, the central focus is -
tooved'from the defendant's actions. Recent legislation in some stater
limit the admissibility of a rape complainant's prior sexual history, eicept
with the-defendant, if a step in the right direction; but much of it is
insufficient to overcome the inherent problems with such evidence.

123. Legrandi, Camille E. Rape and Rape Laws: Sexbm in tociety;:a0;4d Law.
California Law Review, v. 61, no. 3, May, 1973. p. 919-941t
Reprinted in Chappell, Duncan, Robley Gels and Gilbert Geld, Eds.
Forcible Rape: The Crime, the Victim, and the Offeaditr. Net' yore,
Columbia University Press, 1977.
This article suggests that rape lows and)aw_enforcement do not effectively
deter rape, that courts are overly aolicitOus to rapists, and that women's
interests are thus unprotected. The author of this article contends thatape
laws protect male irterests and values and that police and prosecitorial
resources are seldom directed towards bolstering the victim's story. Rather,
many rape complaints which could be valid are dismiketas-unfounded.
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The author points to characteristics of rape laws which reflect and rein-
force societal myths regarding rapists and victims. Among the obstacles.
she points out to obtaining rape convictions are the corroboration require-
ment, ihe present legal standard used to measure consent, and the son-
tenting practices of the judiciary. The author concludes by suggesting
reforms, including that chastity should no-longer be considered probative'
in rape prosecutions, that authorities become more Milting to proceed in
cases where the victim and accused are known by each other, and that
prison sentences for rapists be shorter so that juries will not be so unwilling
to convict.

Luginbill, David. Repeal of the Corroboration Requirement: Will It Tip
the Scalia of Justice? Drake Law Review, v. 24, no. 3,1975. p. 669-682.

In 1975, the Iowa legislature repealed the state's rape itacute's,coffobora-
flea requirement and established strict rules pertaining to the introduction
of evidence regarding the victim's past sexual histoty.. This article first
generally examines these two rules of evidence in terms of their original
purpose and justifications as well as their substance and prevalence. The
author then turns to jpstify repeal of the corroboration requirement. He
contends that the. purpose of the rule is 'adequately served by ordinary
safeguards to the defendant's rights in our criminal law: the jury system,
which empirical evidence shows operates much more strongly in the de-
fendant's favor than the victim's in rate trials; the power of the trial judge
to set aside or direct a verdict on the grounds of insufficient evidence; and
at least under Iowa law, the defendant may tie allowed, after a closed
hearing, to admit evidence of the complainant's previous sexual conduct to
impeach her character. In balance, the author concludes, retention of the
corroboration requirement goes far beyond its original purpose of protecting..
falsely accused persons and gives the accused a .special advantage not
enjoyed by other types of criminal defendants and often hinders the prose-
cution's attempt to establish its case. #

125. Maloney, Sharon. Rape in Initials: ADenial'or Equal Protection. John
Marshall Journal of Praciiee and- Procedure, v. 8, Spring, 1975. p.
457-496.- .

Ira Illinois' Revised Statutes of 1973,,forcible, intercourse, if vaginal, falls
tinder the rape statute which applies to women only, but, if thelorced-
intercourse is oral or anal, it comes under the deviate sexual assault statute
whith applies to both men and women. In rape cases; the state must *prove
the use of force and the lack of consent, whereas in deviate sexual assault
cases only force must be proven. Furthermore, in deviate sexual assault
cases, evidence of poor reptitation for veracity is accepted as the means of e.
impeaching the male or female complainant, whereas in rape cases, because
o the need to prove consent in addition to ferce. the female complainant's
testimony is subjected to a special impeaching process based on evidence
as to her reputation for unchastity which, in these cases. is taken to establish
the probability of her having consented as well as being an indication that
she is not truthful. The background and development of the two statutes
and the evidentiary elements and rules associated with them are examined.
The author contends that the distinction between rape and deviate sexual
assault has fostered presumptions and rules of evidence which treat women
in cases of rape inconsistently with treatment of men and women in deviate
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sexual assault cases and, thus, as a denial of equal protection as ptoyided
by the Illinois Constitution.

126. The Rape Corroboration Requirement: Repeal Not Reform. Yale Law
Journal, v. 81, no. 7, June, 1972. p. 1365 -1391.
This article puts forth arguments on why the corroboration rule' should be
abolished to refute the claim that a rape charge is so different from other
criminal charges that it warrants a special rule of evidence. In summarizing
the history of the' corroboration requirement, it is.pointed out that such a
requirement aid not exist in the common law. Empirical evidence is cited
to show that in those states where a corroboration requirement has been
strictly enforced,"there has been a comparatively low conviction rate for
rape. The author mentions three commonly posited justifications for the
corroboration requirement sand then attempts to refute them. The first is
that false rape allegations are frequent, To refute this, the author points to
the difficulties and unpleasantness that rape victims suffer in reportingand
prosecuting rape cues, which constitute a strong disincentive to bring
false charges. Fintasy-based or false charges have a good chance of being
screened out at the investigation level. Another common justification for
corroboration is that emotion is so high in rape cases that juries are inclined
to want to Convict. The author says that, to the contrary, the evidence
suggests that juries are most reluctant to convict accused rapists. A third
justification is that rape is a difficult charge to defend against, but, again.
the author points out that jury studies and other empirical evidence show
that defending against an uncorroborated rape accusation is much less
difficult than prosecuting one successfully. In the opinion of the author,
replacing the _corroboration rule with an alternative, soch as psychiatric
examination of the yictisn, is equally unjustified. in the absence of an
indetiendent reason for fretting rape accusations distinctively. Limiting
the applitation of the corroboration ruleio a rape accusation by a child is
less desirable than a thorough- evaluation of the child's credibility. The
author concludes that if the traditional safeguards against false convictions
are not properly functioning, the solution lies in reform of criminal proce-
dures as a whole, not in a'special rule fof cases involving rape.

I, .

27. Recent Statutory Developmen100;0! Definition of Forcible Rape. Vir-
ginia Law Review, V.01, suf. 7, Pliiendrr, 1975. p. 1506-1543.
The author's premise iii thil Ode ii thfiktheCriminal law's very detini-
lions of conduct constituiini-foicible rape are One of the major sources of
difficulty in making. the law we-- against the increase in incidence of the
crime and the low conviction rates of defendants. This article analyzes the
progress currently bei4 made to revise four problematic aspects of rape
definition: (1) the relathiA between the actor's and victim's conduct; (2)
the gradation of forcible rape into degrees; (3) the need for corroboration;
aid (4) the requirement of men: rea. Each of these problems is discussed
through the perspective of four major models currently existing in the area
of rape law: (1) the common law ."carnal knowledge" statute; (2) the
American Law Institute's Model Penal Code Draft of 1962; (3) the New
York Penal Law of 1975; and (4) the Sexual Conduct Statute enacted in
Michigan in 1974. The author suggests that statutory definitions of rape
are inevitably becoming more consistent with society's changing attitudes.
towards the offense.
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128. Sasko, Helene and Deborah Sesek. Rape Reform Legislation: Is it the
Solution? Cleveland State Law Review, v. 24, no. 3,1975. p. 463 -503.

Focusing on the reforms enacted by amendments to the Ohio rape statute in
1974, considered to be representative of the major areas of concern to
proponents of rape. reform legislation throughout the United States, the
authors present a comparative analysis of newly enacted reform legislation
and rape law as it still exists in the-majority of states. The issues discussed
in this article arc: (1) definition of spouse; (2) resistance; (3) prior sodal
conduct of the victim; (4) corroboration; (5) sentencing; (6) publication of
the tape victim's name or identity; and (7) payinent for medical care of
rape victims. The authors also identify the various interest groups in the
United States which have created the major impetus for rape reformlegis-
lation.. In conclusion, the authors briefly discuss some of the valid and
in valid objections enactment of rape reform laws.

129. Schwartz, Barry. The Effect in Philadelphia of Pennsylvania's Increased
Penalties for Rape and 'Attempted Rape. Journal of Criminal Law,
Criminality and Police Science, v. St, no. 4, December, 1968..p.
515.
On Apri 3l , 1966 (Palm Sunday), three men committed a series of particu-
larly violent rapes in a West Philadelphia home. There was much public
'outcry and'one month later the governor signed a bill radically-increasing
the penalty for rape in Pennsylvania. The author, using Philadelphia police
statistics, compared the' trend in rape and attempted rape' for the several
months following the imposition of the stricter penalty With trends over the
previous 9 years to ate if there was any indication of a deterrent effect ..
of the new penalty. The conclusion was that increased publicity and penal-
ties had, no impact on the frequency or intensity 'of rapes or attempted

; .

130. U. S. Department of Justice. Lailiforcement Assiitance Administra-
don. National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
Forcible Rape: A Nadonal Survey of the RespOnse by Prosecutors. Pros-
ecutors' Volume I. By Battelle; Human Affairs Research Centers,
Seattle, Washington. Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,

A survey of 15fipiosecuting agencies was undertaken as part of a research
project aimed at assembling describing and assessing current law enforce-
ment practices in response In the crime of rape. The agencies were ran-
domly selected and stratified according to the size of the population they
served. Respondents were asked to provide information regarding their
agencies' general policies and specific practices in eight areas: (1) classifi-
cation methods; (2) factors surrounding rape in that jurisdiction; (3} fac-

- tors in decision making; (4) staffing and procedures; (5) interactions with
victims and witnesses; (6) victim services; (7) adjudicatory processes; and
(8) innovative activities. The results of the survey, are contained in tables
throughout this report along with explanatory narratives. The, appendices
include a copy of the questionnaire sent to the prosecuting agencies and a
list of the agencies that responded. In addition to the National Survey
report described above, three other project documents dealing with rape
prosecution and legal issues are currently in process of publication. They
should be issued by GPO in the spring or early summer of 1978 and are
entitled:
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Forcible Rape: A Manual for Filing and Trial Deputies, Prosecu-
tors' Volume II; .

Forcible Rape: Prosecutor Administrative and Policy Issues, Prose-
cutors' Volume Ill; and

Forcible Rape: An Analysis of Legal Issues. -
. 42..

131. Wesolowski, James J. Indicla of Consent? A Proposal for Change to the
Common Law Rile Admitting Evidence of a Rape Victim's Character

. for Chastity. Loyola University Low !sorbet; i:7, no. 1, Winter,1976.
p. 118-140. .

The history and development of the rule admitting evidence of I rape
complainant's prior sexual experienceto rape cases is examined from the

, ': time of Lord Hale to the present. The probative value of such evidence is
weighed against its prejudiCial and inflammatory effects on the jury and
the author finds it wanting, ever taking into consideration needs for pro-
tecting. the constitutional rights of the 'accused. The author reviews the

. recent California and Michigan rape law reforms and describes' wo bills
before the Illinois legislature regard to provisions relating to the com-
plainant's previous sexual hi ory. He concludes that AO rule of evidence
pertaining to a rape victim'sicharacter (chastity) is based on societal condi-
tions and assumption;; no longer relevant to modern society and, thus,
must be reexamined.

132. 'White, Weish S. Di:proportionality. and the Death Penalty: Death as a
Punishment for Rape.,Tharersily of Pktsbisrsk Law Review, v. 3S, no. .

2, Winter, 1976. p.145 -184.
The first part of this article traces the challenges to the death penalty since
1963 and the Supreme Court's response which shows. a progressive con-
cern over whether the death penalty is a proportionate sanction whete the
victim of a crime has not been deprived of life. The concern is based on the
eighth amendment, prohibition of cruel aid unusual punishment. The author
contends that the doctrine of proportionality may be usefully and appropri
ately used to hold that death is a constitutionally disproportionate punish-
ment for all rapes not resulting in death of the victim. In the second section
of the article, the theoretical underpinnings of tbb doctrine of,proportion-
ate punishment are examined. In the third section of the article, the midair
identifies various criteria to be used in determining whether a particular
sentence is a constitutionally disproportionate punishment for a particular
crime. These are: (1) judgments as to the seriousness of the crime in ques-
tion; (2) comparison witlipenalties imposed for more serious offenses; (3)
evaluationsof the punishment's history; (4) analysis of the legislative trend;
and (5) assessment of the extent to which juries actually apply the punish.
meet. It is pointed out that although; neither the Supreme Court nor any
lower court has_suggested i formula for weighing and applying these
criteria, the ultimate objective would seem to be to measure the degree of
-societal acceptance of the punishment in question in order to assess .

whether it is constitutionally excessive. In the last part of the article, these
criteria are applied to the situation where death is imposed ma punishment
for rape. On any rational scale of seriousness; according to the author,
rape appears to rank distinctly less serious than murder and no more serious
than a number of other serious felonies. The fact that in six southern states
and Oklahoma the death penalty is imposed for certain rapes while not tor
equally if not more murders suggests to the author that those seven
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state legislatures reiliMa. rimitionally. However, the clear legislative
tretid in the United .States is towards "abolition of the death penalty,for
rape. In those states where rape is a capital crime, statistics show that in
recent history the actual imposition of the death penalty for rape is ex-
tremely rare. However, an examination of the cases in these southern juris-
dictions where the death penalty has been imposed reveals that it has been
primarily reserved for offenses involving black rapists and white victims.
In conclusion, the author states that whether death'. is a constitutionally
disproportionate punispment for rape ultimately turns upon the views of
contemporary society.iSince society seems to be repudiating the'death
penalty for rape, the author suggests that the Supreme Court should hold
that death is &disproportionate punishment for rape.

133. Wolfgang, Marvin E: and Marc Riedel. Rape, Race; and the Death Pen-
alty -in Georgia. America Journal of Ortkopochiatry, v. 45,, no. 4,
Judy, 1975. p. 658-6611.
Following .the 1972 U. S. Supreme Court decision-On capital punishment
in Furman v. Georgia, the Gargle legislature enacted a death peialty
statute that attempts to avoid constitutional objections by establishing dis-
cretionary standards for judge and jury sentencing. The statute specifies
that the death penalty may be imposed by the trial judge or jury only if the
sentencer finds at least one-aggrnvatinecircumstance. The authors of this
article argue that since blacks were shown to be more to receive
death sentences for rape convictions- under the old discretionary statute'in
Georgia, the new statute; whichilso allows discretion, is open to abuse,
They reanalyzed a sample of 361 rape iisesn Georgia to determine what
factors, other than-race, may have been impOrtant in imposing the death
penalty. The results showed that race, and not any of the other nonracial
aggravating circumstances, seemed to be.the prime factor in imposition of
capital punishment. The authors conclude that in view of these findings, it
is unlikely that the death penalty will be imposed with greater equity when
substantial discretion remains in the revised statutes.

134. Wood, Pamela Lakes. The Victim in a Forcible Rape Case: A Feminist
View. American Criminal Law Review,- v. 11, no. 2, Winter, 1973. p.

.335454.
Reprinted in Schultz, 'LeRoy G., Ed.-Rape Viclimolegy. Springfield,
Windt, Charles C. Thomas, 1975. p. 194 -217.
Despite the stringent proof requirements in rape cases, many people are
still obsessed by fear that innocent men are often convicted of rape due to
the Malice of, "sick" women, Who either fabricate stories of rape or trap
men in situations from which they can reasonably infer consent. The :Whit
contends that, quite to the contrary, it is more likely that guilty assailant;
escape due to the reluctance of victims to report the crime, police and
district attorneys to prosecute, and jurors to convict. She examines the
source of those fears of female treachery-and points out the lack of founda-
tion for them. Discussed are Wismok's contention that men are often
falsely accused of rape, theories of female masochism and victim-precipi-
tation of rape, overemphasis on the victim's character, and the resistance
requirement. The complainant's ordeal resulting from reporting the crime
to the police, going through the investigatory process and the trial are
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. described. The author concludes that crisis centers and legislative reforms
may .alleviate current inequities tower& the victim, but until the rape
victim is no longer looked upon with suspicion and distrust, most apists
are likely to commit the crime with impunity.
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Vi. RAPE IN *FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AND CULTURES

0

135. Barber, Ross. Judge and Jury Attitudes to Rape. Antira Han and New
Zealand Journal of Criminology, v. 7, no. 3, September,.1074. p. 157L
172. . .

lite author undertook a study to explore attitudinal factors pertaining to
Judges and juries which could explain decision making intlegard to the . ,.

. severity of the sentences imposed on rape defendants and guilt or innocent
----- "verdicts. The trial transcripts of all rape cases tried in Queefsland, Aus-

. bake, from 1957 to 1967 were examined. Correlations were sought be- ,
tween Verdict and sentencing' and such factors as intoxication of the de-
fendant, use of force, injury done to the victim; relationship between
victim and offender, past criminal record of the defendint, virginity of the
victim, moral conduct If the victim, age of offender and age of victim,
how the victim was left by the offender, number of offenders, the defen-
dant's plea etripl, and the year of the crime: The author also compared
severity of sentence to these factors, controlling for the religion of the
judges. He alsoilooked at correlations between characteristics of the victim
and "not guilty" findings. He concludes that the only factors found ;o
have any apparent affect on both judges and juries were the moral behavior
of the female concerned in the case and, if single, her chastity.

136; Chappell, Duncan. Cross - Cultural Research on Forcible Rape. Inter-
. national Journal of Criminology and Penology, y. 4, no.. 3, Angulo

1976. p. 295-344.
This article explores the relevancy and applicability of information gathered

. On rape in dissimilar societies to, the amelioration of the'problem of rape in
any particular 'society. One major problem is establishing a definition of
rape that can be applied in comparative studies. This problem exists even
among jurisdictions in the same country. Examples of rape. in primitiie
societies, taken from anthropological studies, are presented.ro illustrate
the diversity of form It takes. Some of the hypotheses about the causes of
rape, gleaned from these studies, are discussed. The article ends with
suggestions on directions comparative researchers might take in studying
rape cross-culturally. :.

137. Cooper, WM. A. The Law Relating to Sexual Offenses In Pero. American
Journal of Comparative Law, v. 21, Winter, 1973. p. II6-123.
The unique geographic, demographic, historical and social characteristics
of Peru are described in the first parts of this article as the background and
setting for an analysis of Peruvian criminal, law and procedures relating' to
sexual offense,: The law has been developed from an over-reliance on
foreign experience and wholesale adoption of foreign ideas rather than
from. original search for legislation to suit specifically Peruvian problems.
The kw is largely the product of elitist scholarship or of the exigencies of
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a ruling class incapable of seeing life in the terms of the bulk of the
Peruvian population t whom these precepts.of social control must apply.
The law in action is v tly different from the law on the books. Corruption
and privileges for the rich are rife in- criminal procedures and militate
against the interestsfof the pooi-and ill-educated. The importance of the
criminal law_slealing with sex offenses can be gauged against statistics. that
show that a large percentage of persons in prison are detained for sexual.
offenses. The Perrvian rape law has both similarities to and differences
from American rape laws. The ordinary minimum sentence for rape is 2
years-imprison:0ot unless aggravating circumstances or death of the vic-
tim are involved in which case the minimum sentence is higher. A forgive-
ness provision allowing indemnification of the' victim andsubsequent
maintenance of resulting offspring shows the close relationship of civil
and criminal issues under Peruvian law. Another part of this provision
relieves the offender from punishment if be subsequently-marries the victim
with her COMM. The-law and administration of justice in Peru are charac-
terized by serious problems which need scientific, multi-disciplinary study
and reform.

. 4 . .
.4* .

138. Haines, I:. L. The Charm* of the Rape Victim. Chitty's Lowlournal,
v. 23, ao. 2,1975: p. 57-59.
The defense tactic of.trying to demean the rape-victint_by_aisking probing
and impertinent questions about her private life can be protected against in
Canadian law. In 1877,.the Supreme Court of Canada laid down the prin-
ciple that when asked about hersexual experience with men otherthan the
accused, the rape .cOmlilainent need not answer or, if she does, her answer-
cannot be contradicted. It is up to the discretion of the trial judge whethei
to advise the complainant of her right to refuse to answer such questions.
'This. exercise of discretion to prevent the abuse of a rape victim may
encounter the reluctance of some lower court judges, especially since they
may have permitted defense counsel considerable license in the past. The
problem could be overcome by having the Attorney General instruct the
local Crown counsello instruct victims on their rights and by allowing the
victim counsel when testifying.

139. Levine, Robert A. Gusii Sex Offenses: A Study in Social Control: Anted-
.can Anthropologist, 1. 61, no. 6,. December, 1950. p. 965-990..

Reprintedn Chappell, Duncan, Robley Geis and Gilbert Geis, Eds.
Forcible Rape: The Crime, the. Victim and the Offender. New York,
Columbia University Press, 1971.
Among the Gusii of soothwesterg Kenya, the high frequency of rape is a
major social problem. In 1955 and 1956. court records showed an annual
rate of rape indictments of 47 per 100,000 population. Insights to the
prevalence of rape in Gusiiland can be obtained by examination of institu-
tionalized forms of seratitagonism in Gusii society, traditional and con-
temporary limitations on premarital sexuality, the differing motivations of
rapists, and the role of bridewealth rates in delaying marriage. Sexual
frustration oGusli young men. often resulting in sexual aggression, is due
to effectively enforced restrictions on intraclan sexual activity, the sexual
inhibitions and provocative behavior of Gusii girls, and high bridewealth
rates. which force, postponethent of marriage. If this analysis of the Gusii
situation is valid. the following conditions might be prevailing in societies
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with high frequencies of rape: (1) severe formal restrictions on the non -
marital sexual" relations of females; (2) Moderately strong sexual inhibi-
tions On the part of females; (3) economic or other barrieis to moulage
which proking the bachelorhood of males; and (4) the absence.of physical
segregation of the sexes. The analysis presented in this study also has
implicatioSs for the study of contemporary culture change and the break-
down of traditional controls of sexual behavior in many parts of the world.

140. illyuswii, Koichi. VictiaiologIcal Studies of Sexual Crimes in Japan.
Vierinelogy:* An Inteirsational.forernal,' v. 1; no. 1, Spring, 1976. p.
107-129. . .

Victiniological studies were introduced in Japan Only as recently as 1938.
Japanese scholars have become very interested in such studies but their
worki, being in Japanese, rarely come to the attention of the outside world.
The:author of this article feels that Japanese sex crimes are particularly
interesting because of the contradictions 'in Japanese society, manifested
by the conflict apparent between modernization and retention of traditional
ethics and norms. The author lists Japanese organizations and groups cur-
rently engaged in victimological studies andgives brief summaries of sev-
eral sex crimes studies. In the conclusion, some of the problems of con-
ducting empirical research on sex offenses in Japan are mentioned. .r

141. New South Wales. Burned Crime Statist! d Research. Statistical
Report 21. Rape Offences. Sydney ,A alio, Ilieember, 1974.
This report is based on all cases of rape

$

po the New' outh Wales
police dor* 973 and accepted for investigation tke police. The data,
collected from , s lice t Cburtrpcards, were broken dov)it- co categories
which included age merit 1 status of victims, number Koffenders,

. \types of-injut a weapons involved; relationship. between 41611iti and
attacker, loco of Offense, geographiedkrtribukion of offenses, amount
of time that clap before ffenses were reported to police, and the per-.
centage of offenders appre in relation to elapied time before re-
porting, number convictions and length of data revealed
that the largest nu bet of victims fell inihe 16-2 e bracket (39%) and
two-thirds of them, ere, single. Two out of t e attacks involved single
offenders..Twenty- o of 169 attacks resuitedinserious bodily injury.
In almost half of the ases reported, the offenaer was a non-stranger to the
victim. One unexpecrLed f int was that a greakr percentage of offenders
were appiehended in khe ases which were reportl after a time elapse of
more than threeand-a-ha f hi:Mrs :,an in cases *Mel, were reported more
promptly to the police. Evidence supported the hypothesis that this was
due to the fact that victims who took longer to report rape offenses were
better acquainted with hlir attackers and in a *eater state of conflict about

..

whether to report the offenses. Sispects were apprehended in 117 out of the
total 169 reported easel of rape. Of those, 59 terminated in convictions
for rape or anotheecidense. Ten cases were still undecided, All of the 32
offenders convicted for rape received prison sentences, most for 6 years or

1
more. .

.11
142. Roy, K. K. Feelings and Atiltudes of Raped Women of Bangladesh To-

wards Military, Personnel of Pakistan. In Drapkintlsrael and Emilio
Vilna, Eds. Victims:ow A New Awes. Volume V. R*eilers and Bi-
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Oohed: The Dr:tusks of Victimization. Lexington, Massachusetts,
Lexington Books, 1975.-p. 65-12.

,

The author travelled around Bangladesh after independence was won and .,

collected data on the mass rapes of women by Pakistani troops under orders
of top' military leaders in East Pakistin is part of their strategy of terror
add subjugation. Althoughthe-records showed that nearly 200,000 women
were raped by Pakistani troops, the author was only able to contact 109
women willing to be. nterviewed. information collected frond these victims
and others includediictims' age ranges, religions and occupations, when
the rape movement peaked, the method used by the troops to select victims.
detainment of some of them at military barracks for sexual usage; types of
resistance used by the women, the injuries and humiliation they sustained,
post -rape pregnancies, abortions and infanticide, and the women's general
attitudes and feelings about their experience.

143. Sallmann, Peter. Rape in Marriage in South Australia. Viahnology: An
International Journal, v. 1, Ito. 4; Winter, 19'16. p. 600-605.
This note reports on the sexual offense law reform bill - passed in theouth
Australian parliament in 1976 which makes it possible fora husband living

'with his wife to charged with raping her. The "rape-in-marriage" clause
of the statute constitutes a break with common law and statutory tradition
that does not allow rape to be charged against a husband by his wife. The
author discusses the rationale for this traditional view of rape -in- marriage.
and summarizes the,p_ositidn-and recommendations of the Criminal Law
and Penal Methods Refiiiin Committee of South AustraliaWhich examined
the question in early 1976 and recommended such a provision only when
the wife and husband were separated. He then summarizes the AttOrniy-,,
General's view_ of the issue which favored not requiring that the husband
and wife be living apart for the rape-iri-marriage provision to apply. He
briefly mentions what other groups in South Australia thought of the rape-
in-marriage clause.

144. Schiff, Arthur Frederick. Rape in Foreign,. Countries. Medical Trial
Technique Quarterly; y: 20, Summer, 1913: p. 66-74.

_ In 1971, the author visited Greece. Italy. Spain and Switzerland to investi-
gate the nature and scope of rape' in those countries. He found that crime
statistics in Europe were difficult to obtain but from information he gathered

-from officials and other solutes he was able to construct aeneral picture
of rape in the four countries. Despite population growth, the number of
rapes in these countries seems to have remained fairly constant. The author
found that most officials tend to play down the idea that sexual assault posed
a problem in the four countries. Although in these countries rape is univer-
sally considered a heinous crime, it appears that wherever possible, efforts
are made to give the victim financial redress or to unite the victim and of-
fender in matrimony in order to save the honor of the woman and her family.
As in America, rape is a highly underreported crime. The initial report is
usually made by the victim, or a guardian in the case of a minor, but in
Greece a charge of rape may be lodged by authorities without the victim's
consent. Victims are medically examined but the eiaminer is rarely sub-
poenaed to appear in,court. As thejudicial systems in European countries
are different from the American adversarial system, rape trial procedures

. .
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are handled differently. Although rape is on the books as a capital offense
in the four countries, the penalties for rape appear less severe than penal-
ties meted out in the United States.

145. Schiff," Arthur Frederick. Rape in Other COuntries. Medicine, Science
and the Law, v. 11, no. 3, July, 1971. p. 139-143.
In 1970, the author visited officials in Belgium, France, Holland and Luxem
bourg to investigate how rape.is handled in other jurisdictions in compari-
son with the United States. The per capita rape rate in the four European
countries is far below the rate in the United States. Rape is acapital offense
in the .four countries but only France still applies capitai punishment, al-
though rarely: Rape complaints must be initiated by the victim, or by a rela-
tive in the case of minors. A medical examination of the victim is required
but nowhere did the author find people specifically trained to examine rape
-victims. This, he concluded, might be due in part to the fact that in the non-
adversarial European judicial system the medical witness is not subjected
td haiTowing cross-examination by a defense attorney. The author exchanged
information with foreign medical examinerson tests for evidence of sexual
intercourse. In general, the.penalties for rape in theEuropean countries are
less severe than in the United States although these countries attempt to
give more protectioto their young people by makingthe penalties more
harsh the younger victim. All- countries recognize statutory rape as it is
known in America. ..

.

146. Scott, Jocelyn!. A. Fraud and Consent in-Rape: Comprehension of the
Nature and Character gibe Act and its Moral Implications. Criminal
Law Quarterly, v. It, no. 3, May, 1976. p. 312424
This article reviews Canadian and British Commonwealth case law relating
to misrepresentation-of the nature and character of the act where sexual
intercourse with a doctor is represented by him as medicil treatment. The .
question is whether a woman is raped whenshe consents to sexual inter-
course but does not know the nature and character of the act to which she is
submitting. The majority of cases.have involved adolescent girls, where
incomprehension of4exual intercourse has made the issue of non-consent
clear- However, the more difficult case is where a mature woman, fully
upderstanding the nature of the act, submits to a doctor believing that the
act has therapeutic or medical purposes rather than sexual intent. The author
argues that this is rape because the woman must consent not only to the na-
ture of the act but also to the character of the act; which in this case would
be fraudulently represented and therefore would render consent nugatory.
The author also discusses the implications.of the two intrinsically different
role-identities of a doctor, as a medical professional and as a private indi-
vidual, in relation to this kind of fraud.

.
147. Sebba, "Leslie and Sorel Cation. Sex Offenses: The Genuine and the

Doubted Victim. In Drapkin, Israel C. and Emilio Viano;'Eds. Victim-
°ley: A New Focus. Volume V. Exploiters aid Exploited: The Dynamics'
of Victimization. Lexington, Massachusetts, Lexington Books, 1975.
p. 2946. . .
In this Israeli study, the authors sought to identify factors in rape com-
plaints which affected the criminal justice system's dec:sion to prosecute
and the outcome of the case. Data from 151 sexual assault cases taken from

.
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the 1961 central regittry of the Isiaeli Police Headquarters were analyzed.
Certain characteristics of these cases were correlated with detisions made
at certain decision points in the system: the police decision to close-out,
the prosecutor's decision to file and the determination of guilt. The results
revealed several statistically significant correlations relating these deci-
sions to victim characteristics, offender characteristics, victim-offender
relationship, location of the incident, and time elapsed before rape was re-
ported. Some of the relationships indicated: the younger the suspect the
more likellhood,of convicting;, the police were more likely to close-out the:
case if the complainant was married but the prosecutor was more likely to
close the file if ,the complainant was single; married eamplainants were
least likely to complain of rape and their complaints were more likely to be
treated as misdemeanors; wherethere was a prior relationship between vic-
tim and offender, the prosecutor was more likely to close-out the case or,
if proceeded with, there was less likely to be a conviction; assaults which
occurred in buildings or vehicles were less likely to he prosecuted than
those occurring out-of-doors; if 'thsassaulroccurred in the residence of one
of the parties, there was less chance Of prosecution; and the prosecutor,
especially, was less likely to file if the complaint was made more than 24
hours after theincident. The authors point out that these data may now be
out of date. However, they conclude, it is clearly indicated by this study
that the manner in which the criminal justice system determines which sus-
pect. is really an offender, and therefore, which victim is genuine, is not
independent of many. external features of the case.

148.. Smith, J.C. TheHeilbion Report. Criminal Law Review, February, 1976.
,p. 97-106. . .

This is a review and summary of thereport of the Heilbron Committee. which
was set up to assess the controversial House of Lords decision in the Morgan
v. D .P.P . rape case. The Committee's report went beyond the issuevaised
in that case and considered more broadly key factors in the British law of
rape. Cate law relating to current rape law is discussed. The report gave
special 'attention to such legal issues as mistake of fact, admissibility of
evidence concerning the complainant's previous sexual history, and pro-
tecting the anonymity of the complainant, The Committee recommended
several statutory changes regarding these issues and the author comments
on these proposals. The issue of including more women on juries, considered
by the committee; is also discusked.

o
149. Siothill, K. L., AatbeaJack, sad T. C. N. Gibbers, Rape:.A 22-Year

Cohort Study. Medicine, Science dad the taw, v. 16, no. 1, ileum,
1976. p. 62-69. .

A 22 yeir follow-up on 119 persons charged with rape in Great Britain
in 1951 was conducted to determine the recidivism rates of these offenders.

'Of the 96 convicted, the, subsequent criminal records of 'only 86 could be
traced. This article presents tables. and data oil the previous convictions ..-.--,
of those convicted of rape in 1951 (86 persons), on their subsequent con-

e& victions and the number who we.re subsequently reconvicted for rape. Al-
though the distribution of previous and subseqUent offenses remained sim-
ilar, the proportion of the:sample who committed violent offenses tended
to fall off whereas the proportion committing sexual offenses before and
after the 19S1 rape convictions remained about the same: Case reports on
the five reconiticted for tape are given. information on subsequent con-
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victions of those acquitted for rape in 1951 and in a different 1961 sample
is also presented:

150. South Australia. Criminal Law -and Pew* Methode Reform Committee,
- Special Report: Rape and Other Sexual Offences. Adelaide, South Aus-'
tialia, 1976. 69 p. -

in response to a request by the state attorney - general for elimination of
and recommendations concerning the current law relating to rape, this re-
port was submitted. The repon is divided into sections covering the follow-
ing topics: the ingredients of rape; statutory offenses other than rape; use of
the word

topics: -the
substituting the term "sexual attack" to designate a rime

covering vatic& sexual offenses; extending rape to cover cases to wi ich it
does not currently apply? such as rape by juveniles or rape by husbands;
statutory definition of rape; use of the words "unlawful carnal knowledge";
age of consent; rape of mentally defective persons; the element of indet -Rey
in indecent assault; indecent interference: abduction and procurement; in- ,
cest; the victim of rapeLevidence by the accused at trial; and the jury. A
summary of recommendation- is given at the end of the report

151. Sternal, Riy. Preventive DetintIgn of Dangerous Sexual Offinders.
Crlmlaal Law Quarierly, y. 17, August, 1975. p. 416.439. -
This article reviews the section of the Canadian-Criminal Code which pro-
vides-for preventive detention of habitual criminals and dangerous sex of-
fenders and then presents a survey of a number of leading court cases, from
the 1950's to the 1970's, which dealt with dangerous sex-offenders. Some
opinions of experts on the efficacy of preventive detention-are quoted.

142. Svalastoga, Kaare.-Rape and Social Structure. Paclfii Sociological Re-
view, v. 5, no. 1, Spring, 1962. p. 48-53.
Based on 141 selected cases of rape and attempted rape coming before the
court in Denmark from 1946 through 1958, this study investigates the role
of relationship and status differentials between offenders and the;r victims
as important components of the social situation that 'ordinarily accompanies
raps. Variations in the sex ratio are used to account for the unequal regional --

.distribution of the crime. Five hypotheses are postulated. The four of these
which were supported by the, data are: that'rape will be more frequent in
communities where the sex ratio is larger. in the direction of male surplus,
assuming no important differences in class structure; that the rapist will
more likely be a member of the lower social classes;*that rapists and vic-
tims a:41140os' often have "-mit-'.nal or no previous acquaintance*;, and that
offenders will be of lower r l'.43 than their victims. The iypothesis that is
rejected is that the victim will most likely belong to the upper or middle
class. .

"153: Volgt, JOrgen.. Sexual Offences in Copenhagel: A Medicolegal Study.
Forensic Science, v. 1, April, 1972. p:6746.
Examinations were performed over a 10-year period -on 650 victims of sex-

.;
ual offenses in Copenhagen sad on 60 perpetrators, of these offenses se.
leCted hy'thi police:Of the 650 offenses, 187 were'rape or attempted rape,
the second most frequently occurring offense-Tables shoo; classification
of victims according to social status;Trelitioriship between victim and of;
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fender, seasonal distribution Of offenses and the 24-hour distribution of
offensei. A general medical evaluation of the victims was made and\allsin-
juries, infections and mental trauma were noted. Offenders were examined.
for influence -of alcohol or drugs, injuries sustained during the assault and
for evidence of recent sexual Intercourse. The author mentions the decline
in the less serious se ...wet offenses in Denmark which began in the early

; and remarks that some attributthcontinuation of that tr'nd to the
repeal of pornography laws inthe Wier 19604s. There has km only a mod-
erate decline in cases of rape and attempted rape.
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